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INTERVIEWING METHODS
IN THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Geraldine A. Gleesona
INTRODUCTION
1967, the Health Interview Survev
(HIS) “had completed its first 10-year cycle o’f
data collection. In accordance with a long-range
plan set up during the early years of the survey,
a general evaluation of the design and format of
the survey was undertaken. As a result of this
evaluation, a major revision of the survey proce-
dure was made and took effect on July 1, 1967.
However, because of the experimental nature of
the revision, the survey sample was divided into
two half-samples, both of which were intended
to measure the health status of the civilian,
noninstitutional population of the United
States. In one of the half-samples, the proce-
dures used during the preceding 10 years were
continued; in the other, the revised procedures
were introduced. This split-sample technique
was continued during the 12-month period
ending in June 1968.
In short, the collection system used from the
beginning of the survey, called the “condition
approach,” consisted of eliciting all kinds of
information about illnesses and injuries through
a series of illness-recall (probe) questions and
then collecting information on disability and
medicaI care associated with the conditions. In
the other collection method, known as the
“person approach,” information about short-
and long-term disability and/or the receipt of
medical care was collected first, and information
about the condition(s) responsible for the dis-
ability or the need for care was then collected.
aMrs. Glecson was formerly SpcciaI Assistant to the Director
of the Division of Health Interview Statistics, now retired.
Although both approaches were intended to
produce the same general kinds of information,
the method of collection would be expected to
have an effect on the estimates produced.
Table A summarizes the estimates made that
were based on data collected by the two
approaches. This report presents more detaded
information on both approaches, describes rea-
sons for differences in estimates, and lists some
of the measures that have been taken to improve
data produced from the newly adopted proce-
dure, the person approach.
BACKGROUND OF THE HEALTH
INTERVIEW SURVEY
Initiation of the Interyiew Survey
In July 1956 legislation was enacted author-
izing the U.S. Public Health Service to conduct
continuing surveys of ihess and disability in the
United States. This legislation-the National
HeaIth Survey Act (Public Law 652, 84th
Congress)-specifically provided for the estab-
lishment of an organization within the Public
Health Service to plan, organize, and publish the
survey findings.
The Health Interview Survey, the first of a
series of data collection systems organized to
implement the legislation, was planned during
the fall and winter of 1956. Through contractual
arrangement, the services of the Bureau of the
Census were obtained to- prepare a sample
designl for the conduct of the survey and to
carry out the collection and data processing
phases of the program. The procedures were
pretested in February 1957 in the city and
1Table A. Summary of comparative estimates derived from the half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey during
July 1967-June 1968
Type of approach
Questionnaire topic
Limitation of activity:
Percent unable tocarry onrnajoractivity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent limited in amount or kind of major
activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent limited inother than major
activities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions:
Total conditions perlOO persons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Activity restricting:
With no medical attention . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
With medical attention . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medically attendedonly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days per person per year:
Restricted activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beddisability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loss (currently employed). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School-loss (6-16years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days due to acute conditions per person
per year:
Restricted activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bed disability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loss (currently employed). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School-loss (6-16years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days due to chronic conditions per person
per year:
Restricted activity......,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bed disability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work-loss (currently employed).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
School-loss (6-16years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visits:
Physician visits perpersonperyear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
percent of persons with visits during past
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospitalization:
Hospital discharges per 100 persons per
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Length ofhospital stay per discharge in days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Condition
2.2
6.6
3.3
194.5
67.3
70.2
56.9
15.7
5.9
5.4
4.1
7.3
3.1
3.4
3.6
13.0
4.2
3.0
0.8
4.3
69.0
12.2
8.8
Person
3.0
6.0
1.5
184.6
75.8
74.9
34.0
14.8
6.0
4.9
4.9
8.4
3.7
3.4
4.4
11.6
4.3
2.4
0.7
4.1
70.9
11.7
9.0
2suburbs of Charlotte, N. C. Revisions and modi-
fications were made in view of the findings of
the Charlotte pretest, and a national “dress
rehearsal” of the survey was conducted during
May and June 1957. Data collection for the
Health Interview Survey started officially on
July 1, 1957, and has continued without inter-
ruption since then.
Concepts Used in the Survey
In the development of the concepts of mor-
bidity, disability, and medical care and in the
construction of the basic questionnaire used in
the collection of health information, Health
Interview Survey personnel drew heavily on the
experiences of researchers who had previously
used the interview method for the collection of
health data.
Early in the 192 O’s, certain populations in
Hagerstown, Md., were selected for epidemio-
Iogical studies and the determination of some
estimates of the levels of selected health meas-
ures in a local population. These studies con-
tinued throughout the next several decades.
During 1935-36, a major nationwide health
survey was conducted in which 737,000 urban
households were visited by interviewers. Both of
these studies contributed to the information
about the basic kinds of health data that can be
collected by household interview.
Since 1936, with the development and refine-
ment of sampling techniques and procedures,
the interview method has been used as a means
of data collection in a number of local studies of
morbidity. Foremost among these are surveys
conducted in Baltimore, Md.; Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Hunterdon County, N.J.; Kansas City, Me.; New
York City; and the State of California.
Morbidity is defined in the Health Interview
Survey as a departure from a state of physical or
mental well-being. This departure is a result of a
disease or injury of which the affected individual
is aware. Morbidity includes not only active or
progressive disease but also impairments that are
static in nature resulting from disease, injury, or
congenita.I malformation. In the survey the
concept of a condition that causes morbidity is
usually limited by specifying that it includes
only conditions for which the person has taken
one or more actions. Such actions include
restriction of usual activities and seeking medi-
cal attention. Using action as the criterion for
inclusion of a condition in the class of morbidity
condition is justified on the basis of logic and
practical utility. If the condition is so unimpor-
tant that the individual takes no action of any
kind, it is usually of littIe health significance. In
addition, earlier surveys revealed that there is a
marked increase in response error associated
with the reporting of minor illnesses that in-
volved neither disability nor medical attention.
However, in the area of chronic disease reported
in health interviews where conditions are of long
duration and medically related actions within
the interview recall period might not have
occurred, prevalence estimates are produced
without regard to recent restricted activity or
medical attention.
The concept of morbidity is modified to some
extent in the process of constructing an opera-
tional procedure , a questionnaire and the in-
structions for its administration in order to
achieve objectivity and simplicity in the inter-
view method. Actually, the whole structure of
the survey becomes the working definition of
morbidity. Therefore, in the construction of
questions which are used to elicit information
about conditions from respondents, it is neces-
sary to cover all the aspects of morbidity that
the original concept requires.
DATA COLLECTION IN THE HEALTH
INTERVIEW SURVEY
Format of the
During the
First Questionnaire
planning phase of
survey, two .generzd questionnaire
the interview
formats were . .
considered. T-he one ;eferred to as “alternative
B“ was designed to elicit information about
conditions through the reporting of actions a
person might have to take as a result of chronic
disease. For example, a respondent would be
asked if he had to:
1. Cut out or reduce all or part of his
act ivities regularly or from time to time.
2. Change his activities.
3. Change his diet.4. Take medicine or treatment over a long
period of time.
5. Wear or use some special device.
After a positive response to any of the above
statements, the respondent would be asked,
‘What was the matter?” While the original
intent of this proposed format was to elicit
information about chronic conditions, the same
general approach was applicable to both chronic
and acute conditions.
The other format, the one actually used
during the first 10 years of the Health Interview
Survey (July 1957-June 1967), provided for the
reporting of all kinds of morbidity conditions
through a series of direct questions designed to
encourage the reporting of illnesses and injuries.
In contrast to alternative B, no attempt was
made to determine at the time the condition was
initially reported if some action had been taken
by the person because of the condition. This
format was used to maximize the number of
conditions reported regardless of their impact or
severity and to apply the criteria of medical
attention, restricted activity, or limitation of
activity during the coding and transcribing of
the collected data.
The Condition Approach
The selection of this questionnaire format,
which is uswdly identified as the condition
approach, was influenced by its general accept-
ance in earlier health surveys. Illness-recall ques-
tions which had been formulated and used
successfully in the collection of health data in
earlier surveys served as a prototype for the first
questionnaire used in the Health Interview
Survey. Using a tested collection procedure
made it possible to begin the interviewing phase
of the survey much earlier than would have been
the case if a completely untested procedure such
as alternative B had been adopted.
The illness-recall (probe) questions used
during the first year of the interview are shown
in figure 1.
The wording of the introduction to these
questions–”We are interested in all kinds of
illness, whether serious or not’’—indicates the
comprehensive nature of this section of the
questionnaire. ‘rhese questions were structured
to elicit information about any departure from a
state of physical or mental well-being resulting
from disease or injury, i.e., a morbidity con&-
tion. The questions which were limited to occur-
rences during the last week or the week before
were designed primarily to aid in the reporting of
acute conditions. Question 15 and the checklists
of chronic conditions and impairments were
used to assist the respondents in recalling and
reporting conditions of a more lasting nature.
All reported conditions were recorded regardless
of which type of question had prompted the
reply. Whether these conditions were chronic or
not was established later in the interview on the
basis of a series of questions relatinlg to the
nature of the disease and its duration. The
section of the questionnaire designated “Ta-
ble I“ (figure 2) provided this kind of informa-
tion for each reported condition.
The questions in Table I also ascertained .
whether a doctor had been seen and the days of
disability associated with each of the conditions
so that the severity criteria—restriction of activ-
ities and/or medical attention—could be applied
in the selection of acute conditions for inclusion
in the count of conditions basic to the deriv-
ation of incidence estimates. For persons who
report ed chronic conditions, additional informa-
tion was obtained from Table I on the presence
(or absence) of chronic limitation of activity or
mobility.
Questionnaire Revisions
During the succeeding years of the interview
survey, the section of the questionnaire dealing
with acute and chronic illness underwent certain
changes. Progressive experience in survey col-
lection procedures on the part of the Health
Interview Survey staff and the findings produced
from continuing studies on survey methodology
led to periodic changes,b which in tum led to
some improvement in the reporting of illness by
the respondent. These changes included varia-
tions in the order in which illness-recall ques-
tions were asked, introduction of a small calen-
dar outlining the recall period for the
bQue~~ionn~re fomat changes from 1958-1964 have been
described earlier. 2
4Illness-Recall Questions
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5. Repeated attacks of sinus trouble 19. Diabetes
6. Rheumatic fever 20. Thyroid trouble or
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8. High blocd pressure 21. Epilepsy or convulsions
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10. Stroke 22. Mental or nervous
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1. Deafness or serious trouble with hearing.
2, Serious trouble with seeing, even with glasses.
3. Condition present since birth, such as cleft palate or
club foot.
4. Stammering or other trouble with speech.
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6. Missing toes, foot, or leg.
7. Cerebral palsy.
e. Paralysis of any kind.
9. Any ~rmenent stiffness or deformity of the foor or leg,
fingers, arm, or back.
Figure 1. illness-recall (probe) questions used in the first Yeer of the Health Interview Survv.
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u.
If .1...
or “2,,
or ,Js,,
1“ CO1.
<r) ask
2+--t--
Card D i Card E
For: Housewife
Chi Idren from 6 to 16 years old l nd
others going to school
1. Cannot keep house at a~l at
I
1. Cannot go to school at al 1 at
present. present t i me.
2. Can keep house but I imited in
amount or kind of housework. 2. Can go to school but limited to
certain types of schools or in
school attendance.
3. Can keep house but limited in
outside activities.
j. Can go to school but limited in
other activities.
!4. Not 1 imited in any of these ways,
I
U. Not 1 imited in any of these ways.
I
Card F
I
Card 6
For: Chlldrad under 6 year8 old
Cannot take part at al 1 in ordinary 1
play with other children.
Can play with other children but
Confined to the house all the
time, except in emergencies.
Can ao outside but need the helo
limited in amcxmt or kind of play.
1’ - of another person in gett ing ‘1
Not 1 imi ted in any of these ways.
around outside.
3. Can go outside alone but have
trouble in getting around freely.
u. Not limited in any of these ways.
Figure 2. Table I used in the first year of the Health Interview Survey.
‘6convenience of the respondent, restructuring of
the checklists of chronic diseases and impair-
ments, the identification of the condition(s)
causing either limitation of activity or limitation
of mobility, and format changes to accommo-
date revised data processing procedures.
Despite these changes in the questionnaire,
certain kinds of health related information con-
tinued to be underreported in the survey,
although to a lesser extent than in the i3rst years
of the survey when, on the basis of research
studies comparing interview data with medical
records, it had been established that chronic
conditions were not completely reported in the
interview.~ 7A For example, the prevalence of
selected chronic conditions has increased with
changes in the questionnaire formats.
REEVALUATION OF THE SURVEY
Early in 1963, after 6 years of data collection
and in accordance with a long-range plan set up
during the early years of the survey, a general
evaluation of the design and format of the
survey was undertaken. A timetable was pre-
pared which provided for considering proposed
changes, for deciding whether to accept, reject,
or modify the proposed changes, and for pretest-
ing and evaluating the approved changes. A
target date of July 1, 1967, was established for
the completion of the evaluation and for the
introduction of any new procedures in the
collection phase of the survey. During the 4-year
evaluative period, 1963-67, the ongoing survey
continued in line with collection procedures
developed during the early years of the survey.
Evaluative Studies
While the procedures used in the Health
Interview Survey were being evaluated, consider-
ation was given to items in three general
areas: (1) sample design and collection proce-
dures, (2) general objectives and types of analy-
sis, and (3) questiomaire content and format.
Studies relating to the first general area were
primarily concerned with the adequacy of the
reporting of chronic conditions. One of the
studies was .an experimental project in which 20
percent of the households interviewed during
July-September 1963 were again interviewed
during the same quarter in 1964. This study,
which was an attempt to improve the reporting
of chronic illness, simulated the longitudinal
method of data collection. Other studies exam-
ined (1) the effectiveness of preinterview mate-
rials (pamphlets, letters, and calendars) in moti-
vating household respondents, (2) the
productivity of intensive and serial interviews,
and (3) the advisability of collecting data on
only one type Qf chronic illness during a specific
collection period.
Questions pertaining to general objectives of
the survey led to a study designed to find out
about data needs and how published material is
used by consumers and to an investigation of the
relative importance of measuring levels, time
changes, and relationships as objectives of the
survey. New types of analysis that evolved from
the evaluative considerations were the synthetic
estimates for individual States5 and the exper-
imental estimates of health characteristics on a
family basis.
Evaluation of the survey in terms of question-
naire content and format Ied to the major
changes that were introduced in July 1967. The
resuIt of these changes is the person approach
questionnaire. Because of the experimental
nature of the new format, it was decided for
methodological purposes to split the Health
Interview Survey sample during July 1967-June
1968 into two separate sampIes, each of which
would provide measures of the health character-
istics in the portion of the population covered
by the respective sample. The questionnaire and
procedures used during JuIy 1966-June 1967,
which were essentially those used during the
first 10 years of the survey, were continued in
one of the half-samples, and the new question-
naire and procedures were applied to the other.c
Some information on the reliability of the data
collected by the two approaches, including
sampling error charts, is presented in appendix L
Appendix II contains the definitions of terms
used in this report. All questionnaires used for
the collection of material during July 1967-June
1968 are shown in their entirety in appen-
dixes HI and IV.
%nor revisions invoking the wording and order of items on
the person approach questionnaire were introduced in January
1968.
7In addition to the split-sample procedure, a
methodological project was carried out for the
purpose of measuring differences introduced in
the transcription of data collected by the condi-
tion and person approaches. This study was
conducted in accordance with a variation of a
split-half matching technique. First, data from a
random selection of 215 questionnaires from the
person approach were transferred to the condi-
tion approach questionnaire. Both sets of ques-
tionnaires were then processed separately, ac-
cording to a common editing pro~am, with
procedures unique to each document format to
produce two sets of computer tapes. The con-
tent of these tapes was then matched item for
item for each pair of records derived from
matching questionnaires.
In the second matching procedure, the proc-
ess was reversed. Data originally collected by
the condition approach were transferred to per-
son approach questionnaires for an equivalent
number of household interviews. As in the first
operation, both sets of questionnaires were
processed separately, and the prepared computer
tapes were matched.
From this project it was found that no
appreciable amount of variation was introduced
during the transcription and processing phases of
health data collected by the person and condi-
tion approaches. Where substantial differences
were found during the matching procedure, they
were attributable for the most part to defini-
tional differences in the two approaches.
The Person Approach
The new questionnaire introduced as a data
collection instrument in July 1967 resembled
the approach suggested by the alternative B
method of data collection considered at the
beginning of the interview survey. The illness-
recall questions, with a 2-week reference period,
were replaced with probe questions pertaining to
health related actions during the period-e. g.,
cutting down on usual activities, spending days
in bed, losing time from work or school, or
seeking medical attention (figure 3). Informa-
tion about conditions responsible for such ac-
tions was obtained from persons with positive
response to the health related action probe
questions.
This format provided for the reporting of
(1) acute conditions that had caused restricted
activity or received medical attention during the
2-week reference period, (2) disability days (re-
stricted activity, bed disability, or work- or
school-loss) occurring during the reference
period due to acute or chronic conditions, and
(3) visits to physicians and hospitalization as
estimates of medical care utilization indepen-
dent of the conditions for which the care was
received. In addition to the variety of informa-
tion obtained through the probe questions, the
person approach resulted in a reduction in
interviewing time because of the automatic
exclusion of acute conditions that did not result
in either restriction of activity or medical
attention.
In summary, the adoption of a collection
procedure that stresses health related behavior
such as visiting a physician or losing days from
work, with the causative condition playing a
secondary role, has several advantages,, On the
basis of our own experience and that of other
researchers, it is known that the interview
method produces more reliable information on
disability and medical care than on illness per se,
particularly illness by diagnosis. For this reason,
it seems reasonable to obtain information on
disability and care experienced by the sample
individual first and on the causative condition(s)
later, rather than depend on the initial reporting
of the condition to elicit information about the
presence of disability and care.
Furthermore, a person’s degree of illness may
be measured and compared with the experience
of others by using data that will summarize the
unduplicated count of disability days for all
conditions affecting the person. When these data
were obtained for each condition separately (in
the condition approach) and then unduplicated
and summed for the individual, the unduplicating
process was awkward and imprecise. The person
approach obtains the person and condition
disability information directly during the inter-
view. This procedure permits the respondent to
report the total days of disability experienced
during the 2-week reference period and later in
the intemiew to report the number of days
attributable to each condition.
By focusing the interview on the collection of
conditions that have some impact on persons in
8Ifrel.ted persons 19years oldorover =fisted in.ddition t.&erespomdent, sV r
W.wo.ld Ilk. toh.ve all 06.Iw whoar. .fhom. ?akepaein th. int.rvi.w. Is your--, your --, .tc., athom. .ow? H Ifo&ereliEtileresponden!s are nthome, ask
tmAt home oDUnder 19ye.r
Would y.. pl*os* ask --, --, .t.., ti iol. .s?
zDNOt at home
,..
HAND CALENDAR TO RESPONDENT
SQ. Durtng*. pa.ttmw..ks (ih.2w*.k. outlln.d i.r.don thotcolmndar)dld
50. ayes – Ask b
-- stq III b.d all O, most of fh. day b.caus. of
any 111..s. or Injury? OOONO –Auk c
___________________________________________________________ - __—: - —--------
b. DLIrl.g that two v.n.k p.rl.d, how many dcys did -- h.v. b stay 1. b.d .11 or nwst of A. day?
U
b.
-----------------------------------------------------------
da~---a-a-
> - ---------
. . During th.f two waak period, did hc have to cut down on fh. thing. hm usually do.. beta.s. of Illn.ss
or Injury?
-----------------------------------------------------------
d. Dld -- hav. m cut down for a. much as . day?
/[~
3. ‘U~Z3Z-e-----W
00 DNo-GO to 6a
------------------------------------ ------------ -------------
s. How mmy cloys in total did -- hov. M cut down d.rinb that fwa w..k p.riod?
--------------
-..
da s– Ask for
J ------------------------ ---------------------------------- Ifunder 6yr.. – o to 6a
If 17 years old or over ask:
----- ,--. =---= -.
“~ OODNO,=
f. How mcmy dnys did Nln.ss or lnlu k..p -- from work during th.s. two w..ks?
‘1 For females add - Not cou.tin~wot around th. hwsc. --------------- --------------------------------------
If 6-16 years old isk
----- -- -~-.- .*.-% &?@
S. WON...
m How monv dws did Illn*ss or [niuty k.wi -- from school during th.s. two w-ok.? days - GO to 6,
If 1+ days recorded in Q. Se, ask:
II
bu
6.. What condition caused -- to cut down on th. tblngs h. usually doe. during the past twu vm.ks? - Enter condition in C above ON. cat down days
Go to next per8m
b. D.rl”g th. past tvm w..ks, did any .ath.r c..ditio. c.... him to cut dawn on *ho thing. he ..u.NY do..?
---------------
b. nYes-Rea,k a and b
DNO-GO to next @ram
7. During tb. past 2 w..ks (th* 2 wm.ks outlln.d 1. md an fhot .olendor) how many tlmss hac -- son a doctor 7.
l l$h.r at home or at o d.ct.r’s office, or cllnlc? ON...
Number of visits
80. (B.sides thost visits) During that 2-w*.k period has rnyon. III th. family ban t. o doctor”. offlcc or 8n.
clinic far shots, x-rays, totts, or .xamlnatlons? OY.. - A8k b ad. l_JNo-G0t09
b. Who was this? -Mmrk “Yes’” in person’s column I b.\ ~Yes ~0.t05’stiSftS
c. Anyon. d..? nYes : R.nak b md c l_JNo -Go tod
1- -
----------------------------------------------------------- -
For each “Yes” muked, lsk
--------------
6. How many times did,- - visit *h. doctor during thot p.riod?-Exclude visits made on “mass” bmsic
Number of visits
9.s. Outing that pmrlod, dld anyorw 1“ ths family get any m.di..l advlcm from a doctor ov.r th. telcpfwn.? l_JYes - A8k b and Cl 91
b. If “Yes’,’ ask. who was th. phone call .b.u+?-Mark “Yes” in person’s column. UN. - Go to 10
b. UYCS
. . Any ..[ Is about anyone lIso? OY.. – Rea.k b and. UN. - Go to d
----------------------------------------------------
For each “Yes” marked, ask
----___~-+______ -- —— ----
d. How mo”y telephone call. w.r. mad. to g.t m.dicol adv!ca about - -?
d. Nnmber of .41s
If doctor was seen or talked to dnring the past two weeks, ssk: 100. a No 2-week visits-A.k 11
dkiiiil
10c. For what condition did -- s.* or folk to a do.tor durirw the pasttwvwa.ks?- Sruer condition here and kn c above ___________________________________________________________
b. ~ring ** p*rIo~ did - - s.. o, talk to e doctor f., any other cc+)dl No.?
If pre aicy reported ask: D.dn ffm past
r 2 we. . was -- sick bmcaua. o h.r prsgomcy?
If “Yes” ask: Whet was the mmter?
Figure 3. Questions relating to short-term disability and physician visits that also served as illness-recall questions in the perenn
approach questionnaire in the Health interview Survey during July-December 1967.
. . ..
terms of seeking medical care, cutting down on
the things they usually do, or limiting their
activities, interviewing time is appreciably re-
duced and proper emphasis is placed on illnesses
that represent actual health problems.
Collection of Data On Chronic Conditions
Since the initiation of data collection in the
Health Interview Survey in 1957, a continuous
effort has been made to improve the quality of
data on the prevalence of chronic conditions.
Methodological studies have shown that chronic
conditions are generally underreported in inter-
view surveys. They have also indicated that the
expansion of the Checklist of Chronic Condi-
tions to include as many descriptive titles as
possible for a particular condition will increase
the probability that a respondent will report the
condition, assuming, of course, that he is aware
of its existence.
This finding led to the decision to restrict the
collection of prevalence data on chronic condi-
tions to specific types of conditions during a
9given collection year. This change in collection
procedure is completely apart from the defined
person approach; however, since both proce-
dural changes were experimented during the
collection year July 1967-June 1968, they were
tested on the new questionnaire introduced in
the ,field. Although the person approach and the
Checklist of Chronic Conditions involving a
specific body system are both integral parts of
the HIS collection procedure at the present
time, either could be discarded at some future
time without reducing the effectiveness of the
other.
Concentrating on a group of chronic condi-
tions involving a specific system of the body
(e.g., those affecting the digestive system) rather
than on the entire spectrum of chronic condi-
tions not only improves the quality of response
but also permits the collection of more detailed
diagnostic information related to that body
system. The survey plan calls for the collection
of different types of conditions each year, so
that within 5 or 6 years after the initiation of
this plan, information on the prevalence of
virtually all chronic conditions will have been
obtained.
Once the decision had been made to modify
the collection procedure for chronic conditions
by emphasizing a specific type of condition
during a given year, it was necessary to develop
at the same time procedures that would provide
comparable data for other measures of morbid-
ity that had been derived previously from data
collected on all types of chronic conditions. One
of these measures, the number of persons with
limitation of activity (long-term disability), had
previously been generated by consolidating the
data on activity limitation attributable to specif-
ic chronic conditions reported by an “individual
to represent the activity limitation status of that
individual. The most obvious alternative to this
consolidation was to build a person-data
foundation in terms of the degree of activity
limitation and then ascertain the conditions
responsible for the activity limitation status of
the individual.
The Split-Sample Procedure
The questionnaire used in the collection of
interview data is a very sensitive instrument.
Supposedly minor changes in the wording or
order of questions can result in subsequent
changes in the levels of estimates for health
related items. It was anticipated that the intro-
duction of a major procedural innovation such
as the person approach in the collection of
health data would undoubtedly prodluce new
levels and possibly new relationships. For this
reason a split-sample was used to provide some
information on the effect of a new collection
procedure on the estimates established during
the first 10 years of the survey. The following
sections are devoted to a comparative evaluation
of the health data collected on the question-
naires using the condition and pe:rson ap-
proaches during July 1967-June 1968.
This evaluation revealed certain shortcomings
in each of the approaches. Revisions in either
the format or content of the questionnaire were
made in January 1969 and January 1970 to
improve the collection of data by the person
approach. These revisions are described at the
end of the section dealing with the measure of
health to which they apply. Additional changes
will undoubtedly be made in future question-
naires to improve data collection.
COMPARISON OF THE TWO HALF-SAMPLES
USED IN THE HEALTH INTERVIEW
SURVEY, JULY 1967-JUNE 1968
Population Composition
Direct supervision of the interviewing phase
of the Health Interview Survey is exercised
through the 12 data collection centers of the
Bureau of the Census. Before the two half-
samples were taken, half of the interviewers in
each data collection center were trained to
administer the questionnaire with the condition
approach, and the other half were trained to
administer the person approach.
This procedure was carried out by pairing
intemiewers and by randomly selecting from
each pair an interviewer to use the questionnaire
employing the person approach. ThLe other
interviewer used the condition approach ques-
tionnaire. Within each data collection, center,
interviewers were paired on the basis of approxi-
mate equality in expected quarterly workload
10and similarity in degree of urbanization of
workload area. Two interviewers working in the
same enumeration area were automatically
paired together. In the case of an odd number of
interviewers in a given,data collection center, the
“odd” interviewer was paired with an “odd”
interviewer from another center. If an inter-
viewer was unable to carry out an assignment, an
interviewer trained in the same approach was
normally recruited to complete the assignment.
The selection process equalized as much as
possible the total workload between the new
and old procedures and also achieved for each
half-sample a representative subset of the total
sample.
During the year, the condition approach was
used to interview persons composing 21,215
households, and the person approach, to inter-
view persons composing 22,361 households.
When sample persons were weighted to represent
the total civilian, noninstitutional population,
the average total annual population of
194,461,000 persons was composed of a condi-
tion approach average population of 94,557,000
persons and a person approach average popula-
tion of 99,904,000 persons.
The composition of the populations in the
two half-samples was quite similar for a number
of population characteristics (table 1). There
was a sizable difference in the population
distribution by geographic region. This variation
is explained by the fact that the boundaries of
12 census regions, the areas on which the
interviewer pairings were based, do not coincide
in some instances with the limits of the four
major geographic areas used in the survey
analysis. Furthermore, the pairing of an “odd”
interviewer in a given regional office with
an “odd” interviewer in a different regional
office could lead to an unbalanced sample
within a given geographic region.
Collection of Prevalence Data
The new questionnaire, introduced in the
ongoing survey in July 1967, was constructed to
produce total prevalence estimates for chronic
conditions involving the digestive system only.
As indicated earlier, all the digestive conditions
of a chronic nature, regardless of the question
that prompted the response, were included in
the prevalence estimate. However, approxi-
mately 90 percent of the reported conditions
included in the estimate were first reported in
response to the reading of the checklist (fig-
ure 4). This high proportion was anticipated
since the checklist was preceded on the ques-
tionnaire only by probe questions involving an
action such as receiving medical attention or
cutting down on one’s activities during the
2-week period prior to interview. Unless the
person had received medical attention or experi-
enced disability days because of a specific
chronic digestive condition, his first opportunity
to report the presence of such a condition would
be in response to the reading of the checklist.
In comparison, the general Checklist of
Chronic Conditions used in the half-sample to
which the condition approach questionnaire was
administered revealed only about 60 percent of
the chronic digestive conditions reported. The
lower proportion of digestive conditions re-
ported in response to the general checklist was
primarily the residt of the comprehensive nature
of the condition probes preceding the checklist,
e.g., “Was sick anytime last week or the
week before? Did have anything else
during that 2-week period? Did take any
medicine or treatment for any condition? Did
ever have an accident or injury that still
bothers him in any way?”
This greater dependence on the specialized
checklist for the reporting of prevalence data in
the person approach indicates that the list
should be as inclusive and descriptive aspossible
in terms of specific conditions which might
involve the body system for which data will be
collected.
Since checldists of conditions are included on
questionnaires for the purpose of reminding and
encouraging respondents to report conditions
which might otherwise be missed, the names and
titles of conditions or disease categories used are
ones that would be familiar and understandable
to the respondent. Once the condition is re-
ported, more information about it is obtained so
that it can be properly classified in the appro-
priate disease category in accordance with the
International Classification of Diseases (ICD).
This additional information (see Condition
page, appendix III, p. 66) is ob-
11Condition approach
(Checklists included all types of
chronic conditions and impairments)
Person approach
(Checklists included only chronic
conditions of tha digestive system)
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Figure 4. The checklists of chronic conditions on the questionnaires used in the Health lntarview survey during July 1967-June 1968.
tained from responses to questions such as
“What did the doctor say it was? What is the
cause of the condition? What part of the body is
affected?” The reclassification of reported con-
ditions into ICD categories means that preva-
lence estimates are not always derived for the
separate disease and condition categories shown
on the questionnaire.
Comparative Prevalence Estimates
The prevalence estimate of chronic digestive
conditions derived from the half-sample inter-
viewed during July 196 7-June 1968 by the
person approach was 115.7 conditions per 1,000
population, while the condition approach half-
sample produced a comparable estimate of 65.6
conditions (table 2). For conditions which were
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Figure 5. The different questionnaire formats used for the collection of data on limitation of activity in the Health Intewiew Survey
during July 1967-June 1968.
13mentioned in both lists, such as stomach ulcer,
hernia, and conditions of the liver and the
gallbladder, the estimates derived from the
half-samples were quite similar. The higher
prevalence rates produced from the question-
naire with the person approach were attributable
to the increased reporting of conditions that
were not included in the list of chronic condi-
tions on the condition approach questionnaire.
The conditions on the checklist that contributed
to increases in specific categories (shown in
table 2) are:
Checklist Condition
Specific Category
(table 2)
I. Gastritis . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Frequent indigestion . . . .
3. Diverticulitis
Enteritis
I
. . . . .
Colitis (ulcerative)
4. Constipation . . . . . . . .
5. Colitis (mucous) I Spastic colon ‘ “ “ “ “ ‘
6. Any other bowel trouble
I
Any other intestinal “ “
trouble
7. Any disease of the
pancreas . . . . . . . . . .
Gastritis and duodenitis
Functional and symptomatic
upper gastrointestinal
disorders
Chronic enteritis and
ulcerative colitis
Constipation
Other functional disorders
of the intestines
Intestinal and bowel trouble
Other diseases of the
digestive system
This increased prevalence produced by the more
detailed checklist of conditions is further
confirmation that more complete reporting of
the prevalence of a specific condition is accom-
plished by the interviewer’s referring directly to
the condition than by the respondent’s volun-
teering information about the condition in
answer to a more general probe question.
If, on the other hand, interest lies in the
prevalence of digestive conditions that have had
some impact on the life of the individuals
involved—e.g., inability to carry on the usuzd
activity for their age or sex group or limitation
in amount or kind of usual or other activities—
then the collection procedures are equally effec-
tive. It is obvious from table 3 that there are no
marked differences because of the collection
approach in the diagnostic categories that con-
tribute to the approximate rate of 8 digestive
conditions per 1,000 population that cause
limitation of activity. This finding substantiates
the premise that the interview method {of collec-
tion is most appropriate for the collection of
data on chronic conditions that have had some
impact on the population. Furthermore, it is
reassuring to find that the expansion of the
collection procedure providing total prevalence
estimates does not unduly affect the estimates
restricted to the narrower concept of prevalence
of conditions causing activity limitaticm. Since
the split-sample procedure was in operation only
during the period when total prevalence data
were being collected for chronic digestive condi-
tions, the above findings are based on the rates
produced for such conditions. Their applica-
bility to other types of chronic conditions may
be influenced to some extent by such factors as
the absence of medical attention or embarrassm-
ent associated with the reporting of certain
kinds of conditions.
LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY
In the condition approach used in thle survey
during July 1957-June 1967 and in the half-
sample during July 1967-June 1968, informa-
tion about chronic limitation of the activity was
obtained only for sample persons who reported
one chronic condition or more. In accordance
with the major activity of the person (working,
keeping house, going to school, or retired), the
respondent was handed a card (figure 5) by the
interviewer and asked to select the limitation
category which best suited the persons in terms
of heahh.d For those with any degree of activity
limitation, the causative condition(s) were
assigned from those that had been reported
previously.
In the person approach used in the July
1967-June 1968 half-sample, the restriction re-
garding the presence of chronic conditicm(s) was
removed, and questions regarding the dlegree of
activity limitation were asked for all sample
persons. Chronic conditions causing the limita-
tion, which may or may not have been pre-
viously reported in response to other probe
questions, were then ascertained. If only acute
conditions such as injuries were reported as
‘Retired persona were asked to rate themselves in terms of
their ability to work.
14causing limitation, the person was considered to
have no chronic limitation of activity.
There were two major changes in the collec-
tion of data on activity limitation in the person
approach: (1) all persons were asked questions
pertaining to chronic activity limitation regard-
less of whether a chronic condition had been
reported, and (2) instead of asking the respond-
ent to select the appropriate activity limitation
status from a printed card, the interviewer read
the options to the respondent (figure 5).
Questionnaire Revisions Effective in January
1968
Interviewing problems encountered during the
6-month period July-December 1967 led to
extensive changes in the activity limitation
section of the person approach questionnaire
used for data collection during January-June
1968. As shown in figure 5, persons who had
been working, keeping house, or going to school
during most of the 12 months prior to interview
in the earlier version were first asked about
limitation in amount or kind of major activity.
In the revised version, the question regarding
ability to carry on major activity was asked first,
followed by separate questions designed to
obtain information on limitation in the amount
and in the kind of major activity. For retired
persons, inability to work was determined from
responses to the question “In terms of health, is
able to work?” in the earlier version. In
the revised version, this question was worded
“Does health keep him from working?”
The order in which the questions were asked
and the division of the question regarding
limitation in amout or kind of major activity
had little effect on the estimates derived from
the two versions of the person approach ques-
tionnaire. However, the revised wording of the
question on inability to work produced a major
change in the percent of retired persons in this
category (table 4).
It is difficult to obtain reliable data on
limitation of activity. Unlike other health re-
lated items such as disability days or physician
visits that are objective by nature, limitation of
activity represents, in a sense, an opinion or
attitude on the part of the respondent in the
interview. This is particularly true in the case of
a retired person who is, in effect, placed in a
hypothetical situation involving work and asked
to describe his ability to function as a worker.
Because the questions relating to activity limita-
tion require a subjective judgment on the part of
the respondent, even minor changes in wording
may cause marked variations in response.
Despite the disparity in the estimates ob-
tained from the two versions of the person
approach questionnaire, data collected in the
two versions have been combined, and estimates
have been derived for comparison with those
produced from the condition approach.
Comparative Estimates of Activity Limitation
From the data in table 5, it is apparent that
the estimates of the percent of persons with
activity limitation derived from the condition
approach are higher than those obtained from
the person approach. However, when the per-
cent of those unable to carry on their major
activity was combined with the percent who
were limited in amount or kind of major
activity, the two approaches produced very
similar estimates. The deficiency in the person
approach, if it is a true one, appears to be the
failure to differentiate those who are limited in
“other than major activity” from those with no
limitation of activity. On the other hand, it is
possibIe that the condition approach tends to
overestimate the percentage of persons with
limitation in other than their major activity.
With the exception lof persons under 17 years,
the percent of persons with activity limitation in
each of the sex and age groups is significantly
higher when derived from the condition ap-
proach than when obtained from the person
approach. WhiIe the difference in the two
approaches in terms of percentage points was
greatest among persons 65 years and over, the
relative difference in terms of percentages is
greatest in the 17-44 age group (table 5).
Since the greatest disparity in the measure-
ment of activity limitation by the person and
condition approaches occurred among persons
17 years and over, the various degrees of
limitation were examined by major activity
status (table 6).
The general patterns in limitation of activity
as measured by the two approaches for the
15various age groups were also present by major
activity status. As mentioned earlier, when the
two types of limitation related to the person’s
activity (inability to carry on major activity, and
limited in amount or kind of major activity) are
combined, the differences in the two approaches
are negligible. However, the estimate of the
percent of persons with limitation in “other
than major activity” derived from the person
approach was appreciably lower than that based
on the condition approach, particularly for the
major activity limitation groups comprised of
persons 17 years and over. This discrepancy
between the two methods, which was consist-
ently present for males and females and for the
several age groups shown in table 5, may be due
to confusion in the person approach arising from
the wording of the question regarding activity
limitation in activities other than the major one
(figure 3). For example, the question relating to
this degree of limitation (Q2 lc, Q22c, and Q24c
in the January-June 1968 version) might have
been more definitive if they had been prefaced
with “even though is able to (work, keep
house, go to school), . . . .“ With this introduc-
tory clause, which is used in part on the
questionnaire with the condition approach, the
meaning of “other activities” becomes more
specific.
As previously mentioned, the estimates of the
percent of persons with chronic limitation
affecting their major activity were approxi-
mately the same, regardless of the questionnaire
approach used. However, the person approach
consistently produced higher estimates of the
percent of persons who were unable to carry on
a major activity, while the condition approach
generally produces higher estimates of the per-
centage of persons limited in amount or kkid of
major activity (table 5). The compensating
nature of these percentages cannot be explained
by specific changes in questionnaire format. It
seems to be most characteristic of persons 65
years and over, a population segment in which
the measurement of activity limitation is admit-
tedly vague and ill defined.
Questionnaire Changes in 1969 and 1970
The general format of the section of the 1969
questionnaire dealing with activity limitation
was essentially the same as that used in the
person approach during July 1967-December
1968. However, a question was added that was
intended to improve the estimates of persons
with limitation in amount or kind of major or
other activities. Each person whose responses to
direct questions indicated that he was able to
carry on his major activity and was not limited
in the amount or kind of major or other
activities was asked the additional questions “Is
limited in ANY WAY because of a
disability of health?” If a positive reply was
obtained, the interviewer then asked ‘“In what
way is he limited?” Since the interviewer was
instructed to record verbatim responses to this
question, it then became the responsibiIit y of
the coder to reclassify responses, where appro-
priate, to the proper limitation category, which
would usually be limitation in amount or kind
of either major or other activities. Another
question relating to the duration of the present
degree of limitation was added to the question-
naire. This question, however, was added not to
improve data collection but to provide for more
meaningful analysis of the data.
In the 1970 questionnaire, the c[uestions
added to the 1969 questionnaire were :retained.
In addition, the activity limitation questions for
persons who had been working most of the past
12 months were prefaced with an introductory
question, “Does_ now have a job?” Thk
question eliminated the need for asking the
question “Is he able to work at all?” for persons
who were obviously in good health and working
at the time of the interview. Division of the
retired population into those who had retired
for health reasons and those who had retired for
other reasons was a change made for the purpose
of providing more meaningful data for analysis.
Chronic Conditions
Causing Activity Limitation
The estimated average number of chronic
conditions reported as causing a limitation of
activity was slightly higher when using the con-
dition approach responses than when using the
person approach responses, 1.4 compared with
1.3 conditions per limited person (table 7).The greatest difference in the average number
of limiting conditions obtained from the two
approaches was among persons who were com-
pletely unable to carry on the major activity for
their age and sex group (work, keep house, or go
to school). The amount of difference in the
approaches was much greater by degree of
limitation than by age of limited persons. The
difference in procedure by which information
on limiting conditions was collected in the two
approaches was probably responsible for the
greater frequency of multiple conditions in the
condition approach. Thus, in the questionnaire
employing this approach, information about all
types of illness for a given person was obtained
by illness-recall (probe) questions; more detailed
information was obtained for each of these
conditions by questions on the condition page.
After the interviewer had filled out a condition
page for all chronic conditions, the respondent
was asked to select from a card the activity
limitation status which best described him. He
was then asked to name the conditions, about
which he had already given information, that
were responsible for limiting his activity. In this
type of interview situation, a respondent who
has several limiting conditions is inclined to
ascribe responsibility to all of them or at least to
a goodly number of those that he has reported
to the interviewer.
In the person approach, the respondent was
asked questions about his activity-limitation
status. Responses to these questions determined
whether activity limitation was chronic. If it
was, the respondent was asked about the condi-
tions causing the limitation. Since the person in
this situation was asked to name conditions
causing his limitations, with no previous assist-
ance from the questions on the condition pages,
he would usually name fewer conditions. Ob-
viously, since activity limitation is less frequent-
ly attributed to multiple chronic conditions in
the person approach, a smaller estimate of
activity-limiting conditions will be obtained
from the person approach than from the condi-
tion approach. From the distribution of condi-
tions causing limitation shown in table 8, it is
apparent that heart conditions and arthritis (or
rheumatism), the two leading causes of limita-
tion, accounted for about the same amount of
activity limitation as was seen earlier,6 regardless
of the approach used or the degree of limitation
considered. Even though the two principal
causes of limitation were reported at about the
same rate, regardless of the approach used, other
causes were reported less frequently in the
person approach.
There are other contributing factors for this
besides the lower reporting of multiple limiting
conditions in the person approach. Conditions
that the respondent is hesistant to report to the
interviewer because he feels they are embarrass-
ing, such as mental and nervous disorders, are
known to be underreported in a household
survey. If such conditions are included in a
checklist read by the interviewer, there is less
reluctance on the part of the respondent to
report them, but if he must volunteer the
condition-e. g., as a cause of activity limitation
in the person approach—the underreporting will
be greater. The percent of persons limited in
activity and reporting mental illness as a cause of
limitation in the person approach was essentially
half that derived from the condition approach
(table 8).
In general, impairments were reported as
causes of activity limitation at a much lower rate
in the person approach than in the condition
approach. It is reasonable to assume that re-
spondents will volunteer an impairment as a
cause of limitation if it is the only cause. On the
other hand, if the impairment is so longstanding
that the person has learned to live with it and
another, more recently acquired condition is
present, in many czusesthe impairment would
not be named as a contributing cause of Imitat-
ion.
In addition to these factors, there is the added
possibility that conditions involving the body
system for which information is collected in a
given year may tend to be overreported as causes
of limitation.
It is likely that a new question on the person
approach questionnaire about the main condi-
tion causing limitation instead of about multiple
limiting conditions will be used as the basis for
future analytical studies on activity limitation
prepared from survey data. This measure would
be less subject to response error and would
provide a higher degree of year-to-year con-
sistency in the data.
17INCIDENCE OF ACU’TE CONDITIONS
Collection of Data on Acute Conditions
As indicated earlier, one of the basic differ-
ences between the two questionnaires used
during July 1967-June 1968 was related to the
method of obtaining information about acute
conditions from which incidence estimates were
derived.
In the condition approach, all conditions that
were reported in response to the general illness-
reca.11 questions were recorded by the inter-
viewer regardless of the degree of seventy.
Because methodological studies have shown that
health related events are more completely re-
ported if they have had some impact on the
individual, seventy criteria were applied at the
coding level to exclude minor conditions, which
are usually poorly reported. Conditions which
met two criteria—( 1) the presence of medical
attention or one day or more of restricted
activity or both and (2) conditions which had
their onset during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview-were used as a basis for the
derivation of estimates of the incidence of acute
conditions.
In the person approach, the initial questions
regarding health pertained to days of disability
and physician visits experienced by household
members during the 2-week period prior to the
interview (figure 1). When disability days or
physician visits were reported, then information
about conditions causing these health related
actions was obtained. The severity criteria of
restricted activity or medical attention or both
of these were thereby applied automatically
at the interview level. Thus, the interviewer
would complete condition pages only for acute
conditions that caused dkability or required
medical care during the 2-week period prior to
interview, and only these acute conditions
would reach the coding level.
Sources of Differences in Estimates
With the exception of persons 65 years and
over, the incidence of all acute conditions per
100 persons derived from data collected by the
condition approach was higher by sex and age
(table 9) than that produced from the person
approach data. It is obvious from table 9 that
the difference was primarily the result of fewer
conditions that received medical attention but
caused no days of restricted activity being
reported in the person approach questionnaire.
Estimates of physician visits derived from the
two approaches were compared to determine if
the lower rate of medically attended acute
conditions from the person approach might be
due to the failure of respondents to repcmt some
of their physician visits (tabIe 10). Among chil-
dren under 6 years, where the incidence of
medically attended acute conditions derived
from the person approach was markedly lower
than that produced by the condition approach,
the number of physician visits per child per year
was likewise Iower for the data collected by the
person approach (table 10). However, in other
age intervals, in which the incidence of medi-
cally attended conditions derived from the
person approach was also quite low, there is no
appreciable difference in the rate of physician
visits produced from the two approaches. This
would indicate that additional fact ors ]ma~ be
contributing to the differences in the acute
condition incidence rates.
Further investigation of the estimates of the
incidence of acute conditions revealed that the
differences in the rates derived from the two
approaches were contributed for the most part
by upper respiratory conditions and injuries
(table 11). More specifically, the rates for the
common cold and for open wounds and lacera-
tions were markedly different (table 12).
Because this difference exists only for condi-
tions that were reported as medically attended
with no activity restriction, it seems reasonable
that respondent error about medical attention
may be responsible for the noted variations. The
information about medical attention for a cer-
tain condition is obtained, in both approaches,
from the question “Did ever at any time
talk to a doctor about his . . .?” For acute
conditions that are basic to incidence esti-
mates—i.e., those that have their onset during
the 2-week period prior to week of inte:rview—
the medical attention, if received, should have
been received during the same period and should
have been reported as a physician visit in
response to the probe questions about physician
visits. In the condition approach, however, it is
18possible that the respondent interpreted the
phrase “at any time” in the question under
discussion to mean before the 2-week reference
period, possibly about an earlier condition of
the same type, such as a cold, or even more
recent medical visits during the interview week
itself. On the other hand, such a situation would
not normally arise in the person approach
because information about the condition would
be obtained either because medical attention
had been sought or activity had been restricted
during the reference period. If restricted activity
was responsible for the reporting of the condi-
tion and medical attention occurring outside the
reference period was mistakenly reported on the
condition page, the condition wouId be classi-
fied as one both medically attended and activity
restricting.
Another reporting irregularity which may
occur in the condition approach and is partic-
ularly applicable to injuries is the reporting of
the present effects of an injury as medically
attended when actually the treatment was re-
ceived for the original injury, which happened
prior to the 2-week reference period. For exam-
ple, an infection at the site of an injury,
developing within the 2-week reference period
and for which no medical treatment was re-
ceived during that period, should not be re-
ported as medically attended if the physician
was seen only for the treatment of the original
injury that happened a month before the inter-
view.
This discussion leads to the conclusion that
differences in the estimates of medically’
attended acute conditions derived from the two
approaches may be attributable to the combined
effects of underreporting of physician. visits in
the person approach and overreporting of medi-
cal attention for a specific condition in the
condition approach.
Questionnaire Changas
Even before the collection year July 1967-
June 1968 was over, it was apparent from
preliminary tabulations that the incidence of
medically attended acute conditions represented
a reporting problem. Because it could not be
determined at this point which approach was at
fault and because the person approach was the
experimental one, efforts were made to increase
the number of conditions reported in this area.
On the second version of the person approach
questionnaire, used during January-June 1968,
additional illness-recall (probe) questions relat-
ing to dental visits and to hospitalizations during
the 2-week reference period were used. These
questions were added to insure that information
about acute or chronic conditions ordinarily
treated by a dentist and about conditions such
as injuries for which a person was hospitalized
immediately would be obtained by the health
related action probe questions used in the per-
son approach.
Another change in the second version of the
person approach questionnaire was the elimina-
tion of the place of the physician visit in the
initial probe for physician visits occurring during
the 2 weeks prior to interview. It was felt that
an inquiry about visits “either at home, at a
doctor’s office, or at a cIWIC” might have a
limiting effect on the visits reported. For exam-
ple, there was a possibility that physician visits
to first aid stations, industrial health units, or
similar places were not being reported, and
consequently conditions treated in these places
were also not reported.
The illness-recall questions on the 1969 ques-
tionnaire were quite similar to those in the
second version of the person approach question-
naire used during January-June 1968 and con-
tinuing through December 1968. However, by
the time the 1970 questionnaire was being
planned, it was possible to make use of the
findings from a comparative analysis of the two
approaches. As a result, three major revisions
were made: (1) the probe question relating to
hospitalizations during the 2-week reference
period was eliminated because information
about the number of conditions obtained by this
question (which would not be reported in
response to other probe questions) was negli-
gible; (2) a.specific probe question for injuries or
accidents occurring in the 2-week reference
period was added on a trial basis to determine if
those that result in medical attention or activity
restriction fail to be reported in response to the
health related action probe questions; and
(3) the question on the condition page relating
to medical attention “Did ever at any time
~’ was changed to talk to a doctor about his . . ..
19“When did last see or talk to a doctor
about his . . .?” ~is last change definitely estab-
lishes whether the occurrence of medical atten-
tion for the specific condition was during the
2-week reference period.
DISABILITY DAYS
In the condition approach, for each acute or
chronic condition, discovered by the illness-
recall questions, further questions were asked on
the condition page about the occurrence of
restricted activity, bed disability, or work- or
school-loss days because of the specific condi-
tion. Estimates of the number of disability days
were later derived for each condition. When
these estimates were summed to obtain a total
for all conditions, duplication did result to the
extent that days were attributed to more than
one condition. Interviewers were instructed to
footnote instances in which this type of dupli-
cation occurred. From this information it was
possible for coders to unduplicate the count of
disability days reported and to code the disabil-
ity days experienced on a person basis.
This procedure was reversed in the person
approach. From the health related-action probe
questions relating to disability days, it was
possible to obtain a direct unduplicated count of
days of person disability. To obtain the number
of condition days of disability, it was necessary
to ask the disability questions on the condition
page for each specific condition reported.
Days of Person Disability
The measures of days of person disability
estimated from data collected by the condition
and person approaches are conceptually the
same. Even though they would be expected to
differ to some extent because of the change in
the collection procedure, the number of disabil-
ity days per person per year clerhecl from the
two approaches (table 13) was quite similar. The
condition approach yielded higher rates of dis-
ability days among persons 17-64 years than did
the person approach, but the person approach
produced higher rates for those under 17 years
and those 65 years and
however, differences in
20
over. For the most part,
comparable rates by age
and by sex derived from the two approaches
were within the range of sampling error.
Days of Disability Due to Acute and Chronic
Conditions
The relationship of disability days associated
~th persons and those associated with condi-
tions is shown in table 14. Restricted activity is,
by definition, the most inclusive measure of
disability used in the survey. All days of bed
disability, work loss, and school loss are also
days of restricted activity. Days of work loss and
school loss are included as days of bed disability
if the condition caused the person to be in bed
all or most of the day when the time was lost
from work or school. Restricted activity and bed
dkability refer to the total survey population.
Work-loss days are reported only for the cur-
rently empIoyed population 17 years and oIder,
and school-loss days are reported o:nly for
persons 6-16 years of age.
As explained earlier, the number of condition
days per person per year is always greater than
the number of person days. The excess days,
when expressed as
,0. Condition days per person
Person days per person
-100
represent the percent of person days that were
associated with more than one condition (ta-
ble 14). The proportion of restricted activity
and bed disability days attributable to more
than one condition is considerably higher than
for work- or school-loss days, regardless of the
type of approach used in the interview. The high
frequency of multiple conditions, particularly
chronic conditions, in the older population, a
segment of the population included in the
measurement of restricted activity and bed
disability, is responsible for this difference. It
has been found from evaluative studies that a
single episode of illness during the 2-week
reference period is more likely to involve two
chronic conditions or a chronic and an acute
condition than to involve two acute conditions.
Since acute conditions occur more frequently
than chronic conditions among the school and
employed populations, the probability y of two
conditions occurring concurrently in persons inthese populations is much lower than that for
the total population.
The higher percentage of person days of
restricted activity and bed disability days due to
two conditions or more, in estimates derived
from the person approach may be the result of
the collection procedures. In the person ap.
preach, the estimates of person and condition
days are derived from separate areas on the
questionnaire, with the information in both
cases obtained directly from the respondent. In
the condition approach, the person days are
derived from the total number of condition
days, and the estimate of the person days
associated with more than one condition is
entirely dependent on the footnoting of dupli-
cated days by the interviewer and the tramscnp-
tion of this material by the coder. Lapses on the
part of either the interviewer or the coder would
decrease the number of duplicated days and thus
increase the number of days of person disability.
In general, the person approach is more
productive of days attributable to acute condi-
tions, while the condition approach produces
generally higher rates of disability days asso-
ciated with chronic conditions (table 14). Thk
phenomenon may be due to reporting differ-
ences inherent in the particular approach used.
If early in the interview before any reference
was made to particular types” of conditions a
respondent was questioned about days of dis-
abiIit y occurring during the 2-week reference
period, he would probably associate them with
the most immediate cause of disability, e.g., a
cold, influenza, or a current injury. Even though
the respondent is further questioned in the
person approach about any other condition(s)
associated with the disability days, he does not
always relate a continuing underlying condition
to current disability. On the other hand, when a
respondent is questioned first about the pres-
ence of conditions, both acute and chronic, as
in the condition approach, and then, in connec-
tion with each condition, about associated dis-
ability days, he is more likely to report days of
disability attributable to chronic conditions.
Days of Disability Due to Acute Conditions
It is apparent from table 9 that the incidence
of acute conditions causing restriction of activ-
ity, with or without medical attention, is higher
when derived from the person approach than
from the condition approach. It would be
expected, therefore, that the rate of disability
days associated with acute conditions would also
be higher when derived from the person ap-
proach (table 15).
The higher rates of restricted activity days
due to acute conditions derived from the person
approach are attributable to respiratory condi-
tions, digestive conditions, and the residual
group “other acute conditions.” In general, the
same types of conditions together with injuries
are responsible for the slightly higher rate of b ed
disability days produced by the person ap-
proach. Rates of work-loss days due to acute
conditions per person were practically the same
for each of the specific condition groups regard-
less of the approach used in the collection of the
data. Among children 6-16 years, the rates of
school loss due to upper respiratory conditions
and influenza were substantially higher when
derived from the sample in which the person
approach was used.
The same general pattern of higher rates of
disability days due to acute conditions from the
person approach was apparent when rates were
based on the number of conditions (number of
days per condition) rather than on the popula-
tion (table 16). Disability days associated with
injuries (by specific type) were markedly higher
when derived from the person approach. This
difference is, of course, due to the greater
number of injuries with “medical attention
only” reported in response to the condition
approach. When rates_are computed, the condi-
tions which contribute no days to the numerator
inflate the denominator and cause a lower rate
of days per condition.
Days of Disability Due to Chronic Conditions
Rates of restricted activity and work-loss days
associated with chronic conditions derived from
data collected by the condition approach were
somewhat higher than those obtained from the
person approach. On the other hand, the two
approaches yielded rates of bed disabxlty days
and school-loss days of about the same magni-
tude (table 17).
21The difference in days of restricted activity
derived from the two approaches is largely the
result of higher rates by the condition approach
for respiratory conditions (other than asthma or
hay fever), mental and nervous conditions, and
orthopedic impairments. For work loss, how-
ever, the difference in days per person in the
population per year in the two approaches was
not more than one-tenth of a day for any
specific chronic condition.
A more meaningful comparison of the dis-
ability days attributable to certain chronic con-
ditions could be made by computing the number
of disability days per condition for specific
types of chronic conditions. However, this type
of comparison on all conditions was not possible
because the person approach provides total
prevalence data only for conditions involving the
body system for which the collection of infor-
mation is scheduled during the year. This type
of comparison is shown in table 18 for days of
restricted activity and bed disability involving
selected conditions of the digestive system. Even
though the number of restncted-activit y days
associated with chronic digestive conditions per
person in the population is higher from data
collected by the person approach (table 17), the
condition approach produces a higher estimate
of restricted-activity days per chronic digestive
condition (table 18). This reversal would indi-
cate that more serious conditions with many
disability days are discovered by the condition
approach, while the person approach, in which
the more detailed checklist of conditions is used,
results in the reporting of more conditions as
shown in table 2. Disability days associated with
the less severe conditions discovered by the
person approach would be fewer per condition
but would accumulate to the degree that a
higher rate of days would be obtained when the
entire population is used as a base figure.
PHYSICIAN VISITS
In the person approach questionnaire, which
was introduced in the collection phase of the
survey in July 1967, the probe questions relating
to physician visits occurring during the 2-week
period prior to week of interview serve a dual
purpose. They are used to discover conditions,
principally acute, for which a physician was seen
and to provide information basic to the deriv-
ation of estimates of the volume of physician
visits in a given year. For, this reason, the
comparative estimates of physician visits per
person per year were discussed to some extent in
the section of this report dealing with the
incidence of acute conditions. In addition to the
material present ed there, comparative estimates
from the two approaches are presented in
table 19 by selected demographic characteristics.
Volume of Physician Visits
The lower estimate of physician visits per
person per year among small children derived
from the person approach seems to indicate a
response or reporting problem which hopefully
will be corrected by revisions made in the 1969
and 1970 questionnaires. For other age groups
and for segments of the population classified by
sex, race, education, and geographic region, the
differences in the rates of physician visits by the
two approaches were consistent and only slight-
ly lower when derived from data collected by
the person approach.
Persons Seen by a Physician During the Past
Year
In contrast with the visits per person per year,
the percent of the population that saw a
physician at least once during the past year was
higher for all population groups when based on
data collected by the person approach
(table 19). Because of this consistency of higher
percentages of persons with recent medical
attention based on the person approach, inequi-
ties in the distribution of the populations in the
two half-samples shown in table 1 were not
responsible for the differences in the two ap-
proaches.
Even though the specific questions from
which the information on interval since the last
physician visit was obtained are identical on the
two questionnaires, there are other factors
which may have had some effect on the re-
sponses. In the condition approach, the question
about the interval since the last physician visit
was followed by a question relating to number
of such visits in the past year. This question was
22not included in the person approach. Persons
who had reported their most recent visit about a
year prior to the interview might decide that the
reported visit had actually occurred during the
previous year when asked about the number of
visits in the past year. Since there was no check
of this kind on the person approach question-
naire, it is possible that overreporting of visits
during the year may have occurred.
Another factor which may have contributed
to the higher percentage in the person approach
was the addition of a probe question in the
version of the questionnaire used during
January-June 1968. This question, which pre-
ceded the section on physician visits, related to
hospitalization occurring during the 2-week
period prior to interview. This question might
remind respondents of recent hospitaIizations
during which a doctor was seen. The slightly
higher percentages yielded by the second version
of the person approach questionnaire in com-
parison with the first version support this
possibility.
HOSPITALIZATION
With the exception of areas of the question-
naire dealing with personal characteristics of
household members, the sections dealing with
hospitalization during the 12 months prior to
interview were the only ones that remained the
same in format, purpose, and content on the
questionnaires employing the condition and
person approaches. Use of the questions on
physician visits in the person approach as
probes to discover conditions as well as to
obtain information on the use of medical
services changed the purpose and location of
these questions in the questionnaire even though
their format and content were the same in the
two approaches. The fact that the wording
of the hospital questions on the two ques-
tionnaires was identical provided an oppor-
tunity to compare the estimates derived from
the two half-samples for a health related item
unaffected by major differences in the data
collection procedures. The simikmity of the rates
shown in table 20 for short-stay discharges per
100 persons and for average length of hospital
stay attests to the reproducibility of estimates
by the interview method in populations of
similar age and sex composition (table 1). All of
the differences in comparable estimates shown
in table 20 are within the limits of sampling
error.
CONCLUSIONS
Investigation of the estimates derived from
data collected by the person and condition
approaches used in the Health Interview Survey
during July 1967-June 1968 leads to the conclu-
sion that the person approach is feasible as an
interviewing technique. This investigation also
indicated that no drastic changes in levels and
relationships of health measures have resulted
from the adoption of the person approach in the
collection phase of the ongoing survey.
The decision to gather data in two half-
samples using alternative collection methods was
justified by the following:
1: Areas in which questions in the person
approach needed revision were identified
by the magnitude of differences in com-
parative rates derived from the two ap-
proaches.
2. Imperfections in the condition approach
which had persisted throughout the first 10
years of the survey because no comparative
data had been available were detected by
the evaluation of the data in the half-
samples.
3. This experiment has reemphasized some of
the problems in the collection of data on
activity limitation in the Health Interview
Survey. Neither of the approaches used
during July 1967-June 1968 produced esti-
mates that could be described as objective
measures of chronic limitation of activity.
Response bias that was introduced by
differences in attitudes, judgment, and in-
telligence of interview respondents is prob-
ably greater in this area of the survey than
in any other. More research is needed to
develop questions that relate specifically to
a person’s ability to function within his
current area of activity before less subjec-
tive measures of activity limitation can be
applied to all segments of the population.
234. Restriction of the collection of information
on chronic conditions to specific types of
conditions during a given data collection
year results in a larger number of reported
conditions affecting the system under con-
sideration. This restriction, which permits
the use of a list of conditions tlhat are
relevant to a particular body syste]m, pro-
duces adequate prevalence data without
distorting the distribution of chronic condi-
tions causing activity limitation.
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Population
characteristics
Total populationl . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex —
Male, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age
Under17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family income
Under$3,01Xl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$3,000-$4,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$5,000-$9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10,000-$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$15,000andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education of family head
Under9years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9-12years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reaion
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Residence
SMSA’S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OutsideSMSA’s:
Nonfarm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2i!ELzc
Number of parsons in thousands
84,557
45,643
48914
32,541
33,519
19,511
8986
83,061
11,496
12,200
11,6s9
3s,079
17,668
9,201
24,246
46,487
22,553
21,530
28,368
28370
14,288
61399
27,820
4,737
99,804
48,038
51,867
34,532
35,813
20,358
9,201
87,806
12,088
12,658
3,322
12,133
18,085
8,702
27,194
46,561
22,118
26,343
25,713
29,426
18,422
64,063
30,868
4,974
E
Percent distribution
100.0
48.3
51.7
34.4
35.4
20.6
9.5
87.8
12.2
12.9
12.4
40.3
18.7
9.7
25.6
49.2
23.9
22.8
31.1
31.1
15.1
65.6
28.4
5.0
100.0
48.1
51.9
34.6
35.8
20.4
9.2
87.9
12.1
12.7
13.3
42.2
18.1
8.7
27.2
48.6
22.1
26.4
25.7
29.5
18.4
64.1
30.9
5.0
] Includes persons of unknown income oraducation.
27Table 2. Comparative prevalence estimates of chronic conditions of thedigestive system, bytypeof condition andquestionnaire ob-
tainedfrom thetwohalf-samples used in the Health interview Survey, July 1967 -June 1968
Condition
Allchronic digestive conditions . . . . . . .
Diseases ofteeth and supporting structures . . . .
Diseases of buccalcavity and esophagus . . . . . .
Ulcer ofstomach end duodenum . . . . . . , . .
Gastritis and duodenitis . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper gastro-
intestinal disorders . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . .
Appendicitis, all forms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hernia (abdominal cavity) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic enteritis and ulcerative colitis . . . . . . .
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other functional disorders of intestines . . . . . .
Intestinal or bowel trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . .
Liver trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other specified diseases of liver, NEC . . . . . . .
Specified diseases of gallbladder . . . . . . . . . .
Gallbladder trouble, NOS . . , . . . . . . . . . .
Stomach trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Othar diseases of the digestive system . . . . . . .
ZzIiiii
Numbar of conditions
(in thousands)
6,200
115
53
1,911
70
249
*
1,536
216
213
66
71
98
67
418
509
408
173
11,560
56
114
1,887
780
1,441
*
1,783
872
2,500
235
150
64
77
581
441
243
314
E
Rate per
1,000 population
65.6
1.2
0.6
20.2
0.7
2.6
l
16.2
2.3
2.3
0.7
0.8
1.0
0.7
4.4
5.4
4.3
1.8
115.7
0.6
1.1
18.9
7.8
14.4
*
17.8
8.7
25,0
2.4
1.5
0.6
0.8
5.8
4.4
2.4
3.1
I
—
Condition Person
approach approach
Percent seen by a
physician at any time
94.1
67.8
94.3
98.5
100.0
83.5
*
93.0
97.7
82.2
100.0
95.8
90.8
100.0
99.0
95.7
84.6
99.4
&.7
73.2
86.0
98.0
84.1
69.1
*
93.9
93.9
65.7
84.0
91.3
92.2
100.0
99.1
97.1
82.3
95.9
.—
28Table 3. Comparative prevalence estimates of chronic conditions of the digestive system that cause activity limitation, by type of con-
dition and questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Condition
Condition Person
approach approach
All chronic digestive conditions . .
Diseases of teeth and supporting structures
Diseases of buccal cavity and esophagus . .
Ulcer of stomach and duodenum . . . . .
Gastritis and duodenitis . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper gastro-
intestinal disorders . . . . . . . . . . .
Appendicitis, all forms . . . . . . . . . . .
Hernia (abdominal cavity) . . . . . . . . .
Chronic enteritis and ulcerative colitis . . .
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other functional disorders of intestines . .
Intestinal or bowel trouble, NOS . . . . .
Liver trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Othar specified diseases of liver, NEC . . .
Specified diseases of gallbladder . . . . . .
Gallbladder trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . .
Stomach trouble, NOS . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the digestive system . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
Number of conditions
causing activity Iimitation
(in thousands)
803
(6)
(6)
212
(3)
(31 )
(2)
241
(30)
(7)
(4)
(13)
(18)
(20)
(40)
53
73
(45)
827
(4)
(17)
175
(30)
(24)
(1)
247
(%
(14)
(12)
(5)
(20)
(%)
(37)
80
=
Rate per
1,000 population
8.5
(0.1 )
(0.1 )
(%)
(0.3)
(0.0)
(%)
(0.1 )
(0.0)
(0.1 )
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.4)
0.6
0.8
(0.5)
8.3
(0.0)
(0.2)
(:)
(0.2)
(0.0)
2.5
(:::)
(0.1 )
(0.1 )
(0.1 )
(0.2)
(%
(0.4)
0.8
NOTE: Estimates shown in parentheses in this table are not statistically reliable when considered individually. They have been
reteined so that the material can be related to the data shown in table 2.
Table 4. Estimates of the ~ercent of Dersons with limitation of maior activity, by Wpe of limitation and time period derived from the
two vers;ons of the person approach quewionnai;e, July-D&”~ber” 1967 and January-June 1968
Limitation status
and time period
Unable to carry on major activity:
July-December 1967 . . . . . . . . . . . .
January-June 1968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in amount or kind of major
activity:
July-December 1967 . . . . . . . . . . . .
January-June 1968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All
activities’
2.8
3.1
5.9
6.1
Preschool
and
school
(under 17 years)
0.3
0.2
1.2
1.1
Usually
working
0.4
0.8
6.0
6.1
Keeping
house
0.6
1.4
13.4
14.1
Retired
47.3
38.8
13.8
12.9
1 Includes other and unknown activity group.
28Table 5. Percent of population with limitation of activity, by degree of limitation, type of questionnaire, sex, and age obtained from
the two half-samples used in the Health Interviaw Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Degree of limitation and
type of questionnaire
All limited persons:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unable to carry on major activity:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in amount or kind of major activity:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in other than major activity:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
“Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex Age
Al I I I 1 I I
persons II
Male I
Female I
Under 17
I
1744 I
45-64 I
65 years
years years years and over
12.2
10.5
2.2
3.0
6.6
6.0
3.3
1.5
12.8
11.1
3.2
4.4
6.6
5.3
2.9
1.4
11.6
9.9
1.3
1.7
6.6
6.7
3.7
1.6
Percent
2.0
2.3
0.2
0.2
0.7
1.2
1.1
0.9
8.1
6.5
0.7
0.9
4.3
4.2
3.0
1.5
19.6
17.2
2.8
4.4
11.1
10.8
5.7
2.1
48.4
41.5
13.9
18.4
26.9
20.5
7,7
2.6
30.
Degree of limitation
and type of questionnaire
Table 6. Percent of population with limitation of activity, by degree of limitation, type of questionnaire, and major activity obtained
from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
All Going to Usually Keeping
Other
Preschool
mtivities school
Retired (17 years
working house and over)
All limited persons:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unable to carry on major activity:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in amount or kind of major
activity:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parson approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Otherwise limited:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Not limited:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 I I I
12.2
10.5
2.2
3.0
6.6
6.0
3.3
1.5
87.8
89.5
1.1
1.4
0.1
0.4
0.8
0.9
0.1
l
98.9
98.6
2.5
2.8
0.2
0.1
0.7
1.3
1.6
1.4
97.5
97.2
10.4
8.2
0.3
0.6
6.3
6.1
3.7
1.5
89.6
91.8
19.8
17.1
0.8
1.0
12.8
13.8
6.2
2.3
80.2
82.9
64.5
57.1
32.5
42.9
26.7
13.3
5.3
0.8
35.5
42.9
18.5
18.9
7.8
12.7
7.8
3.8
2.9
2.4
81.5
81.1
31Table 7. Average number of limiting conditions for persons with activity limitation, by degree of limitation, age, and type of question-
naire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-Jurie 1968
Degree of limitation and age
All limited persons:
Allages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1744yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unable to carry on major activity:
Allages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1744years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in amount or kind of major activity:
All ages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1744yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Limited in amount or kind of other activities:
All eges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1744years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a-
Average number of limiting
conditions per Iimitecl person
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.4
——
32Table 8. Percent distribution of conditions causing activity limitation by type of condition, according to degree of limitation and type
of questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Intewiew Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Conditions causing
activity limitation
Persons limited in activity . . . . . . .
Asthma or hay fever . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . .
Mental and nervous conditions . . . . . . . .
Heart conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hypertension (no heart conditions
involved) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other circulatory conditions . . . . . . . . .
Digestive conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthritis and rheumatism . . . . . . . . . . .
Visual impairments . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orthopedic impairments . . . . . . . . . . .
Other impairments . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unable to carry on
major activity
Limited in amount or
I
Limited in amount or
kind of major activity kind of other activity
Condition
approach
100.0
3.7
9.6
10.7
24.3
5.1
7.9
9.7
16.0
11.3
14.8
22.6
46.8
Person
I
Condition I
Person
I
Condition
approach approach approach approach
100.0
3.1
7.7
5.4
22.2
4.0
6.4
9.8
16.2
7.6
10.9
15.6
45.2
Percent distribution
100.0
4.4
6.2
7.6
15.0
5.9
5.9
7.4
16.0
4.8
21.2
10.0
26.7
100.0
4.7
4.3
4.5
15.8
5.3
5.4
8.3
15.0
3.4
14.7
8.2
32.1
Person
approach
100.0 100.0
7.7 8.1
5.5 4.9
7.0 *
11.5 10.0
4.8 4.8
6.4 5.3
4.9 3.7
12.4 11.4
3.2 4.2
21.5 18.4
6.6 7.5
25.6 32.6
Table 9. Incidence of acute conditions, by severity criteria, type of questionnaire, sex, and age obtained from the two half-samples
used in the Health Interview Suwey, July 1967-June 1968
Severity criteria
and typa of questionnaire
All acute conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medically attended only:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medically attendad and activity restricting:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Activity restricting only:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n
Sex Age
Al I a 1 1 1 I
persons II
Male I
Female I
Under 17
I
17-44
I
45-64 65 years
years years years and over
194.5
184.6
56.9
34.0
70.2
74.9
67.3
75.8
Number of conditions per 100 persons per year
188.3
177.0
59.4
34.2
66.7
70.8
62.3
72.1
200.2
191.7
54.7
33.8
73.5
78.7
72.0
79.2
272.7
258.4
80.1
43.1
98.8
105.3
93.8
110.0
180.4
173.6
48.3
32.1
68.0
69.1
64.1
72.4
133.9
117.4
42.8
26.2
45.3
47.0
45.8
44.2
95.2
99.5
36.0
24.3
29.4
45.0
29.8
30.1
33Table 10. Incidence of medically attendad acute conditions, with and without activity restriction, and physician visits, by age and type
of questionnaire derived from the two half -semples used in the Health Interviaw Survey, July 1967.June 1968
Age
Alleges . . . . . . . .
Under 6 years . . . . . , . .
6-16 years . . . . . . . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . .
2544 years . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . .
65 years and over . , . . . ,
Medically attended acute conditions
Total
I
With no activity With activity
restriction restrict ion
Condition Person Condition Person Condition Parson
approach approach approach approach approach approach
Number of conditions per 100 persons per year
127.2
281.4
126.2
131,1
108.8
88.1
65.4
108.9
212.8
114.1
112.4
95.2
73.2
69.3
56.9
144.5
47.1
53.5
45.7
42.8
36.0
34.0
75.7
25,8
34.9
30.6
26,2
24.3
70.2
136.9
79.2
77.7
63.2
45,3
29.4
74.9
137.1
88.4
77,5
64.6
47.0
45.0
Physician visits
-1
Condition Person
approach approach
Visits per person
per year
4.3
5.7
2.6
4.3
4.4
4.7
5,4
4.1
.—
4.8
2.5
4.2
4.0
4.7
5.8
.—
34Table 11. Incidence of acute conditions, by condition category, type of questionnaire, sex, and age obtained from the two half-samples
used in the Health Intarview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Condition category and
type of questionnaire
All acute conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infactive and parasitic conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions:
Condition approach .
Parson approach . . .
Influenza:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Other respiratory conditions:
Condition approach
Person approach .
Digestive conditions:
Condition approach
Person epproech .
Injuries:
Condition approach
Person epproach .
,.
,.
. .
All other acute conditions:
Condition approach .
... ,,, . . . .
,., ... .,, .
,., ,.. . . . .
,. ..,, ,,. .
,., ,,, . . . .
... .,.. . . .
,,, ..,.. . .
. . . . . . . . . .
,. ..,.. m..
. . . . . . . . . .
,, . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex !
Age
All I t 1 I
persons II
Mala I
Female I
Under 17
I
1744 I
45-64 65 years
years years yaars and over
194,5
184.6
23.7
20.2
64.6
57.6
40.6
41.9
2.8
4.9
7,6
10.2
32.6
25.5
22,6
24,3
Number of conditions per 100 persons per year
186.3
177.0
24,6
18.8
60.5
54.7
37.9
41.0
2.7
4.8
7.6
9.4
38,4
30.7
16.7”
17,6
200.2
191.7
22.9
21.6
68.4
60.3
43.2
42.7
2.9
5.0
7.6
10.9
27,1
20.7
28.2
30.6
272.7
258.4
44.1
35..3
101.1
93:6
47:9
51,3
5,1
6.5
8.3
14.1
39,2
30.7
27.0
27.6
180.4
173.6
16.6
16.1
52.0
46.3
43.2
43.7
l
4.2
8.1
8.6
31.6
26.4
27.0
26.4
133.9
117.4
10.4
9.1
39.1
30.1
33.4
31.7
*
*
6.8
7.1
28,8
20.7
13,6
15.6
95.2
99.5
*
*
35.1
27.5
20.4
22.2
*
*
*
8,5
17.7
15.7
9,9
16.5
35Table 12. Incidence of common colds and wounds and lacerations, by severity criteria, typa of questionnaire, sex, and age obtained
from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Condition, severity criteria,
and type of questionnaire
Common cold
Medically attended only:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medically attended and activity restricting:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Activity restricting only:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wounds and Iacarations
Medically attended only:
Condition approach
Person approach .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Medically attendad and activity restricting:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Activity restricting only:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parson approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Numbar of conditions par 100 persons per year
16.3
6.6
10.3
11.5
24.2
24.1
6.6
3.8
2.2
2.4
0.8
*
15.5
6.3
8.6
10.9
23.1
23.2
8.9
5.1
2.8
2.8
*
*
17.0
6.7
12.0
12.0
25.2
24.9
4.5
2.6
1.7
2.1
*
*
24.4
8.6
17.3
17.4
33.2
37.8
10.6
6.1
3.4
3.9
l
*
11.6
4.6
7.8
9.3
22.8
21.3
5.3
3.4
*
2.1
*
*
12.5
6.9
5.0
7.6
17.2
12.1
4.2
*
*
l
*
*
13.1
*
*
*
11.6
9.7
*
*
*
*
*
*
36Table 13. Number of disability days per person per year, by type of disability, type of questionnaire, sex, and age obtained from the
two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967June 1968
Type of disability and
type of questionnaire
Restricted activity:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Bed disability:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Work-1 Ossi:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
School-lossz :
Condition approach
Person approach . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
II Sex I Age
All II 1
persons
Male I
Female I
Under 17
I
17-44 I
45-64 I
65 years
years years years and over
15.7
14.8
5.9
6.0
5.4
4.9
4.1
4.9
Number of disability days per person per year
14.0
13.7
5.0
5.3
5.0
4.8
3.9
4.6
17.3
15.8
6.7
6.7
6.2
5.3
4.3
5.2
9.()
9.7
4:0
4.3
. . .
. . .
4.1
4.9
13.0
11.2
5.0
4.7
5.0
4.4
. . .
. . .
21.8
19.6
7.3
7.1
6.1
5.6
. . .
. . .
36.4
37.2
12.7
15.6
5.6
7.0
. . .
. . .
1 Rates based on currently employad population 17 years and over.
2 Rates based on persons 6-16 years of age.
Table 14. Number of person and condition days of disability and percent of person disability days associated with more than one con-
dition, by type of disability day and type of questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey,
July 1967-June 1968
Type of disability day
and type of questionnaire
Restricted activity:
Condition approach
Person apprmch .
Bed disability:
Condition approach
Person approach .
Work-lossi :
Condition approach
Person approach .
School-lossz :
Condition approach
Person approach .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Days of person
disability
15.7
14.8
5.9
6.0
5.4
4.9
4.1
4.9
Days of disability due to:
~
Days per person Per Year
m.3
20.0
7.3
8.0
6.4
5.8
4.4
5.1
I
7.3
8.4
3.1
3.7
3.4
3.4
3.6
4.4
13.0
11.6
4.2
4.3
3.0
2.4
“ 0.8
0.7
Percent of
wrson disability
days associated
~ith more than
1 condition
28.3
35.1
23.7
33.3
18.5
18.4
7.3
4.1
18ased on currently employed population 17 years and over.
a Based on population 6-16 years of age.
37Table 15. Number of disability days per person per year associated with acute conditions, by condition category, type of disability day,
and type of questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, .IuIY 1967-June 1968
Condition category
and type of questionnaire
All acute conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infective and parasitic conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Upper respiratory conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Influenza:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Other respiratory conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Digestiva conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Injuries:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
All other acute conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Restricted Bad
Work-loss
activity disability
School-loss
Number of disability days per person per year
7.3
8.4
0.8
0.8
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.8
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.5
1.7
1.7
1.0
1.4
3.1
3.7
0.5
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.9
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
3.4
3.4
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.2
1.1
1.0
0.3
0.5
3.6
4.4
0.8
0.8
1.1
1.4
1.0
1.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
38Table 16. Number of disability days associated with acute conditions, by condition category, type of disability day, and type of ques-
tionnaire obtainad from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-June 1966
Condition category and
type of questionnaire
All acute conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infective and parasitic conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Upper respiratory conditions:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Influenza:
Condition approach .
Person approach . . .
Other respiratory conditions:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Digestive conditions:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Fractures and dislocations:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Open wounds:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
Con tusions:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
All other injuries:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
All other acute conditions:
Condition approach
Person approach . .
—
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Restricted Bed
ectivit y disability
Work-loss School-1 0SS
Number of disability days per condition
3.8
4.5
3.5
4.2
2.4
3.0
4.1
4,4
8.6
8.4
4.5
4.4
10.3
11.1
2.5
3.9
3.9
4.9
4.2
5.3
4.2
5.7
1.6
2.0
1.9
2.1
1.0
1.2
2;3
2.4
4.8
4.5
1.9
2.1
1.9
3.1
0.3
0.9
0.8
1.7
1.2
2.2
1.7
2.2
2.2
2.3
1.5
2.3
1.2
1.2
2.3
2.1
10.7
5.3
4.0
2.1
5.1
5.0
1.2
2.3
2.1
2.5
3.5
4.9
1.9
2.4
1.6
1.9
2.1
2.3
1.6
1.7
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.7
1.3
1.2
0.8
1.9
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.6
1.3
0.7
1.3
1.8
39Table 17. Number’of disability davs associated with chronic conditions, bv condition categorv, tYPe of disability day, and WPe of
questionnaire obtained ~rom the two half-samples used in the Health Intetview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Condition catagory
and type of questionnaire
All chronic conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Asthma or hay fever:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mental and nervous conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parson approach, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heart conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach ..,...... . . . . . . .
Hypertension (no heart conditions involvad):
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Othar circulatory conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Digestive conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthritis and rheumatism:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pereon approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Visual impairments:
Condition approach
Person approach .
Orthopedic impairments:
Condition approach
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
... ,.. . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other impairments:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other chronic conditions:
Condition approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Person approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Restricted
act ivity
Bed
disability
Work-loss School-loss
Number of disability days per person per Vear
13.0
11.6
0.5
0.3
1.1
0.7
0.9
0.5
1.2
1.4
0.4
0.3
0,6
0.5
1.1
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.3
0.2
1.4
0.9
0.7
0.7
3.6
3.5
4.2
4.3
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
1.3
1.5
3.0
2.4
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
*
*
*
0.0
0.0
0.1
*
0.0
*
*
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.2
40Table 18. Number of disability days associated with selected chronic digestive conditions, by type of condition, type of disability day,
and type of questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples usad in the Health Interview Survey, July 1967-June 1968
Chronic digestive condition
Ail chronic digestive conditions . . . . . . .
Ulcer of stomach or duodenum . . . . . . . . . .
Hernia (abdominal cavity) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic enteritisand ulcerative colitis . . . . . . .
Livartrouble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other specified diseases of the liver . . . . . . . .
Spacified diseases of the gallbladder . . . . . . . .
Gallbladder trouble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stomach trouble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other diseases of the digestive system . . . . . . .
Restricted activity Bed disability
Condition Person Condition Person
approach approach approach approach
Number
17.1
19.7
14.9
24.1
17.8
48.3
19.7
12.9
14.6
14.0
disability days per condition per year
11.4
17.3
11.7
11.0
28.7
54.0
19.4
13.7
23.3
7.1
5.7
6.2
4.9
4.7
*
28.0
7.0
2.7
8.6
4.1
4.1
5.8
4.5
4.2
*
20.0
8.4
5.3
9.3
2.3
41Table 19. Number of physician visits per person per year and percent of persons seen by.a physician in past yaar, by salectad charac-
teristics and type of questionnaire obtained from the two half-samples used in the Health Interview SurvaY, JUIY 1967-Juna 1968
Population characteristics
All persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex —
Male . . . .
Female . . .
Undar 6 years
6.16 years .
17.24 years .
25.44 years .
45.64 years .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age —
. . . . . . ... ,., ., ..,, ,
.,, ,,. . ,., ,., . ., ..,,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
... ,.. , ,, .,,,, . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaars And over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
Whit. . .,, . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education of family head
Under 9yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9-i2 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Region
Northeast, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central ...,,..,. . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Waft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visits
===1===
Visits per person per year
4.3
3,8
4.8
5,7
2.6
4.3
4.4
4.7
5.4
4.4
3.5
3.8
4.2
5.0
4.2
3.9
4.2
5,3
4.1
3.6
4.6
4.8
2.5
4.2
4.0
4.7
5.8
4.2
3.2
3.8
4.0
4,7
4.0
3.7
3.9
5,1
Persons saen by a
physician in past year
==1===
69.0
Percent
70,9
66.2
71.6
80,9
62,4
73.2
68.9
66.2
71,1
70,0
61.3
62,0
68.1
76.6
72.1
66.8
67.9
70.6
68.1
73.6
82.6
63,7
75.2
70.6
69.0
72.9
71.5
66.7
64s2
71.4
78.6
72.5
69.7
69.3
72.9
42Table 20. Number of discharges from short+my hospitals andaverage length ofstay, by Wpeofquestionnaire, sax, anda@ obtained
from thetwohalf-aamplea used in the Health interview Survey, July 1967-.lunel96S
Hospital discharges,avaraga length
of stay, and type of questionnaire
Hospital discharges:
Condition approach . . , . , , . . , , , ,
Person approech . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average length of stay:
Condition approach . . . . , . . . . , . ,
Person approach, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘“~
parsons
12.2
11.7
8.8
9.0
Number of dischargesper 100 parsons per year
9.9 14.3
9.6 13.7
10.1 I
8.0
11.0 7.7
5.8 15.0
6.1 13.8
5.4 6.3
6.6 6.6
13.8
13.7
11,2
12,8
65 years
and over
21.4
20.3
15.3
13.5
43Background of This Report
APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on informa-
tion collected in a continuing nationwide sample
of households in the Health Interview Survey
(mS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a ques-
tionnaire which, in addition to personal and
demographic characteristics, obtains information
on illnesses, injuries, impairments, chronic con-
ditions, and other health topics. As data relating
to each of these various topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during 1968.
The population covered by the sample for the
Health Interview Survey is the civilian, noninsti-
tutional population of the United States living at
the time of the interview. The sample does not
include members of the Armed Forces or U.S.
nationals living in foreign countries. It should
also be noted that the estimates shown do not
represent a complete measure of any given topic
during the specified calendar period since data
are not collected in the interview for persons
who died during the reference period. For many
types of statistics collected in the survey, the
reference period covers the 2 weeks prior to the
interview week. For such a short period, the
contribution by decedents to a total inventory
of conditions or services should be very small.
However, the contribution by decedents during
a long reference period (e.g., 1 year) might be
sizable, especially for oIder persons.
Statistical Design of the Health Interview Survey
General Plan. –The sampling plan of the sur-
vey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutional population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. Thk feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples, more detailed analysis of less common
characteristics, and smaller categories of health
related items. The continuous collection has
administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed in such a
fashion that tabulations can be provided for
each of the four major geographic regions and
for urban and rural sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists of
drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling units
(PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geograph-
ically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous countiest or
a standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA).
The PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and
the District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. (Prior to
July 1, 1968, the expected segment size was
4!5nine households).
ments are used:
Three general types of seg-
Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as
the frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of build-
ing permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general, the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The total HIS sample of approximately 8,000
segments yields a probability sample of about
134,000 persons in 42,000 interviewed house-
holds in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection, field
procedures, and questionnaire development in
the HIS has been published as well as a detailed
description of the sample designl and a report
on the estimation procedure and the method
used to calculate sampling errors of estimates
derived from the survey.7
Collection of Data. –Field operations for the
survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census under specifications established by the
National Center for Health Statistics. In accord-
ance with these specifications, the Bureau of the
Census participates in survey planning, selects
the sample, and conducts the field interviewing
as an agent of NCHS. The data are coded,
edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating Procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex proce-
dures in the derivation of estimates. Four basic
operations are involved.
1. Infiation by the reciprocal of the probabil-
ity of selection. —The probability of selec-
tion is the product of the probabilities of
selection from each step of selection in the
design: PSU, segment, and household.
2. Nonresponse adjustment. —The estimates
are inflated by a multiplication fzctor that
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
has as its numerator the number of sample
households in a given segment and as its
denominator the number of households
interviewed in that segment.
3. First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling the-
ory indicates that the use of auxiliary
information that is highly correlated with
the variables being estimated improves the
reliability of the estimates. To red,uce the
variabilityy between PSU’S within a region,
the estimates are ratio adjusted to 1960
populations within six color-residence
classes.
4. PostStratification by age-sex-color. –The
estimates are ratio adjusted within each of
60 age-sex-color ceils to an independent
estimate of the population of each cell for
the survey period. These independent esti-
mates. are prepared by the Bureau of the
Census. Both the first-stage and pmtstrati-
fied ratio adjustments take the form of
multiplication factors applied to the weight
of each elementary unit (person, house-
hold, condition, and hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is to
make the sample more closely representative of
the civilian, noninstitutional population by age,
sex, color, and residence, thus reducing sampling
variance.
‘As noted, each week’s sample represents the
population living during that week and charac-
teristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average charac-
teristics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or nu]mber of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Preva-
lence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
46ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s
experience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to
the week of interview. In such instances the
estimated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons irzter-
viewed during a year—experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to
persons in a household which was not inter-
viewed the characteristics of persons in house-
holds in the same segment which were inter-
viewed. The total noninterview rate was about 5
percent–1 percent was refusal, and the remain-
der was primarily due to the failure to find an
eligible respondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies
obtained in interviews of persons in the sampled
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was
interviewed individually. For children and for
adults not present in the ho,me at the time of the
interview, the information was obtained from a
related household member such as a spouse or
the mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic informa-
tion, the household respondent can usually pass
on to the interviewer only the information the
physician has given to the family. For conditions
not medically attended, diagnostic information
is often no more than a description of symp-
toms. However, other facts, such as the number
of disability days caused by the condition, can
be obtained more accurately from household ..— —— —
members than from any other so’urce since only
the persons concerned are in a position to report
this information.
Rounding of numbers. –The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail.
Devised statistics, such as rates and percent
distributions, are computed after the estimates
on which these are based have been rounded to
the nearest thousand.
Population fipres. –Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and coIor, which are adjusted to
independent estimates, these figures are based
on the sample of households in the HIS. These
are given primarily to provide denominators for
rate computation, and for this purpose are more
appropriate for use with the accompanying
measures of health characteristics than other
population data that may be available. With the
exception of the overall totals by age, sex, and
color mentioned above, the population figures
differ from corresponding figures (which are
derived from different sources) published in
reports of the Bureau of the Census. (For
population data for generaI use, see the official
estimates presented in Bureau of the Census
reports in the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series.)
Reliability of estimates. –Since the statistics
presented in this report are based on a sample,
they will differ somewhat from the figures that
would have been obtained if a complete census
had been taken using the same schedules, in-
structions, and interviewing personnel and pro-
cedures.
As in any survey, the results me dso subject
to reporting and processing errors and errors due
to nonresponse. To the extent possible, these
types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures. Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this
problem. The results have been published in
several reports.3 Y4J*-10
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
47The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variations that
might occur by chance because only a sample of
the population is surveyed. As calculated for this
report, the standard error also reflects part of
the variation which arises in the measurement
process. It does not include estimates of any
biases which might lie in the data. The chances
are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from
the sample would differ from a complete census
by less than the standard error. The chances are
about 95 out of 100 that the difference would
be less than twice the standard error and about
99 out of 100 that it would be less than 2?4
times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide
variety of health statistics and which could be
prepared at a moderate cost, a number of
approximations were required. As a result, the
charts provide an estimate of the approximate
relative standard error rather than the precise
error for any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health survey
are identified for purposes of estimating vari-
ances:
Narrow rarzge.-This class consists of
(1) statistics which estimate a population at-
tribute, e.g., the number of persons in a
particular income group, and (2) statistics for
which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
collection is usually either O or 1, or on
occasion may take on the value 2, or very
rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used in
data collection will rarely lie outside the range
oto5.
Wide-range. –This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
collection can range from O to a number in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed
disability.
In addition to classifying variables according
to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
defined as:
Type A.–Statistics on prevalence and inci-
dence data for which the period of reference
in the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. –Incidence-type statistics for which
the period of reference in the questionnaire is
2 weeks.
Type C.–Statistics for which the reference
period is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applicable
to data contained in this report are presented.
General rules for determining relative sam-
pling errors. –The “guide” on page 50, together
with the following rules, will enable the reader
to determine approximate relative standard
errors from the charts for estimates presented in
this report.
Rule 1.
Rule 2.
Estimates of aggregates: Approxi-
mate relative standard errors for esti-
mates of aggregates such as the
number of persons with a given char-
acteristic are obtained from appropri-
ate curves on pages 51 and 52. The
number of persons in the total U.S.
population or in an age-sex-color
class of the total population is ad-
justed to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to
sampling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percentage distri-
bution of a total are obtained from
appropriate curves on page 53. For
values which do not fall on one of
the curves presented in the chart,
48visual interpolation will provide a
satisfactory approximation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerat-
or is a subclms of the denomina-
tor: This rule applies for prevalence
rates or where a unit of the numera-
tor occurs, with few exceptions, only
once in the year for any one unit in
the denominator. For example, in
computing the rate of visual impair-
ments per 1,000 population, the
numerator consisting of persons with
the impairment is a subclass of the
denominator which includes all per-
sons in the population. Such rates if
converted to rates per 100 may be
treated as though they were percent-
ages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the chart P4AN-M.
Rates per 1,000, or on any other
base, must first be converted to rates
per 100 then the percentage chart
will provide the relative standard
error per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numera-
tor is not a subclass of the denomina-
tor: This rule applies where a unit of
the numerator often occurs more
than once for any one unit in the
denominator. For example, in the
computation of the number of per-
sons injured per 100 currently em-
ployed persons per year, it is possible
that a person in the denominator
could have sustained more than one
of the injuries included in the numer-
ator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the
total U.S. population or in-
cludes all persons in one or
more of the age, sex, and color
categories of the total popula-
tion, the relative error of the
rate is equivalent to the rela-
tive error of the numerator,
which can be obtained directly
from the appropriate chart.
(b) In other cases the relative stand-
ard error of the numerator
and of the denominator can be
obtained from the appropriate
curve. Square each of these
relative errors, add the result-
ing values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This
procedure will result in an
upper bound on the standard
error and often will overstate
the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total,
etc.): The standard error of a differ-
ence is approximately the square foot
of the sum of the square of each
standard error considered separately.
A formula for the standard error of a
difference d = Xl - X2, k
where Xl is the estimate for class 1,
X2 is the estimate for class 2, and
vxl and VX2 are the relative errors
of xl and X2, respectively. This
formula will represent the actual
standard error quite accurately for
the difference between separate and
uncorrelated characteristics although
it is only a rough approximation in
most other cases. The relative stand-
ard error of each estimate involved
in such a difference can be deter-
mined by one of the four rules above,
whichever is appropriate.
49GUIDE TO USE OF RELATIVE four components of each code describe the
STANDARD ERROR CHARTS statistic as follows: (1) A=aggregate, P=]percent-
age; (2) the number of calendar quarters of data
The code shown below identifies the appro- collection; (3) the type of the statistic as desc-
priate curve to be used in estimating the relative ribed on page 48 and (4) the range of the
standard error of the statistic described. The statistic as described on page 48.
Statistic
Number of
Persons ina population group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic conditions by specified type . . . . . . . , , . . . . . , , . .
Chronic conditions causing activity
limitation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic conditions perl,OOO persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions per 100 persons per year , , , , , . . . . . . . , , , , . . .
Disability days perperson per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visits perperson per year . .,, . ., .,, .,, ,, .,,.,...,
Hospital discharges per 100 persons per
year . .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage distribution of
Persons with activity limitation . . . . . . . . . , , , . . . , , . . . , ,
Persons by interval since last physician
visit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rule
1
1
1
3
4(b)
4(b)
4(b)
4(b)
2
2
Use:
Code on page
A4AN
A4AN
A4AN
P4AN-M
Numer:
Denom:
Numer:
Denom:
Numer:
Denom:
A4BN
A4AN
A4BW
A4AN
A4BM
A4AN
Numer:
Denom:
P4AN.M
P4AN-M
A4CN
A4AN
51
51
51
53
51
51
51
52
53
53
NOTE: Estimates of tha populations darived from the samples interviewed by the condition and Dersona!mroachea arelshown in
tabla 1. These figures are appropriate for tha derivation of aggregates of health items to be used in the approximation of relativa
sampling errors,
60Relativestandmd errorqfor aggregates basedon four quarters of data collection
for data of all types and ranges
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregateof 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code:A@N) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(readfrom scale at left side of chart), or a standard error Of 72,OOO (3.6percent of
2,000,000).For a Wide range Type B statistic (code:A4BW), an aggregateof 6,000,000has
a relativeerror of 16.0percent or a standard error of 960,000(16guxcent of 6,000,000).
51Relative standard errors for aggregates based on four quarters of data collecticlnfor
type C, Narrow range, and type C, Wide range data
1
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 1,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range type C statistic (code: A4CN) has a relative standard error of 7.1 pe:rcent,
read from scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 71,000 (7.1 percent of
1,000,000).
52Relative 13tanaard errors for percentages based on four qyarters of datacollection
for typeA data,I@rrowand l$xiium range
(Easeof percentage shownon curvesin mKUims)
Est-ted percentage
Exmple of use of chart: An esthate of 20 percent(onscaleat ‘bottmof chart)basedon
an estimateof 10, CW, 000 has a relative standard errorof 3.2 percent (readfran the
scaleat the left sideof the chart ),thepointat whichthe curvefor a base of 10,000,000
intersects the vertical linefor 20 percent. The standard errorti percentage points is
eqti to 20 percentx 3.2 percentor 0.64 percentage points.
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APPENDIX II
NITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Condition.–A morbidity condition, or simply
a condition, is any entry on the questionnaire
which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in
disability, or whether they were acute or
chronic; or according, to the type of disease,
injury, impairment, or symptom reported. For
the purposes of each published report or set of
tables, only those conditions recorded on the
questionnaire which satisfy certain stated cri-
teria are included.
Conditions are classified by type according to
the International Classification of Diseases, 1955
Revision, with certain modifications adopted to
make the code more suitable for a household
interview survey.
Acute condition. –An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the intemiew week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, it excludes
the following conditions which are always classi-
fied as chronic even though the onset occurred
within 3 months prior to week of interview:
Asthma Tuberculosis
Hay fever Chronic bronchitis
Repeated attacks of
sinus trouble
Rheumatic fever
Hardening of the
arteries
High blood pressure
Heart trouble
Stroke
Trouble with varicose
veins
Hemorrhoids or piles
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Chronic gallbladder or
liver trouble
Deafness or serious
trouble with hearing
Serious trouble with
seeing, even when
wearing glasses
Cleft palate
Any speech defect
Missing fingers, hand,
or arm—toes, foot,
or leg
Palsy
Stomach ulcer
Any other chronic
stomach trouble
Kidney stones or
chronic stomach
trouble
Kidney stones or
chronic kidney
trouble
Arthritis or rheuma-
tism
Mental illness
Diabetes
Thyroid trouble or
goiter
Any allergy
Epilepsy
Chronic nervous
trouble
Cancer
Chronic skin, trouble
Hernia or ru]pture
Prostate trouble
Paralysis of any kind
Repeated trouble
with back or spine
Club foot
Permanent stiffness
or deformity of the
foot, leg, fingers,
arm, or back
Condition present
since birth
Acute condition groups. –In this report alJ
tables which have data classified by type of
condition employ a 5-category regrouping plus
several selected subgroups. The International
Classification code numbers included in each
category are as follows:
54Condition Groups
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . . . . .
Thevirus, N. OHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other infective and parasitic diseases . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other acute upper respiratory
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
influenza with digestive manifestations .
Other influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other acute respiratory conditions . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . .
Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper
gastrointestinal disorders, N.E.C . . . .
Other digestive system conditions . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and
strains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . .
Sprains and strains . . . . . . . . . . .
Open wounds and lacerations . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy
and the puerperium . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the skin . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . .
Chronic condition. —A condition is con-
sidered to be chronic if (1) the condition is
described by the respondent as having been first
noticed more than 3 months before the week of
the interview or (2) it is one of the conditions
always classified as chronic regardless of the
onset. (See list under the definition of an acute
condition.)
International Classification
Code Number (excluding
chronic inclusions)
021-138
056,085-087,089
. . .
021-055,057-084,088, 090-138
470-501,511,517-525, 527,783
470475,511,517
470
471475,511,517
480483
482
480,481,483
490-501,518-525,527, 783
490-493
500,501
518-525,527,763
530-539,543-553,570, 571,573-
587,784,785
530-535
544,784
536-539,543,545-553, 570,571,
573-587,785
N800-N885, N990-N995, N900-N994,
N996-N999
N800-N848
N800-N839
N840-N848
N870-N885, N890-N895, N900-N908
N91 O-N929
N850-N869, N930-N994, N996-N999
All other acute code numbers
390-396,781.3
791
590-637,786,789
640-889
690-716
726-743,787
Other acute code numbers
Impairments. –Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature,
resulting from disease, injury, or congenital
malformation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. Allimpairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary code for
55impairments. Hence code numbers for impair-
ments in the International Classification of
Diseases are not used. In the Supplementary
Code, impairments are grouped according to
type of functional impairment and etiology.
Prevalence of Conditions. –In general, preva-
lence of conditions is the estimated number of
conditions of a specified type existing at a
specified time or the average number existing
during a specified interval of time. The preva-
lence of chronic conditions is defined as the
number of chronic cases reported to be present
or assumed to be present at the time of the
interview; those assumed to be present at the
time of the interview are cases described by the
respondent in terms of one of the chronic
diseases on the Checklist of Chronic Conditions
and reported to have been present at some time
during the 12-month period prior to the inter-
view.
Onset of condition. –A condition is consid-
ered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person fkst
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
Incidence of conditions. –The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time
period. As previously mentioned, minor acute
conditions involving neither restricted activity
nor medical attention are excluded from the
statistics. The incidence data shown in some,
reports are further limited to various subclasses
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions
involving bed disability. ”
Activity -restra”cting condition. –An activity-
restricting condition is one which had its onset
in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least 1
day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See definition
of “Restricted-activity da-y.”)
Bed-disabling condition. –A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See definition of “Bed-disability day.”)
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been
consulted about it either at its onset or at any
time thereafter. Medical attention includes con-
sultation either in person or by telephone for
treatment or advice. Advice from the physician
transmitted to the patient through the nurse is
counted as well as visits to physicians in clinics
or hospitals. If during the course of a single visit
the physician is consuIted about more than one
condition for each of several patients, each
condition of each patient is counted as medi-
cally attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition, the term
“physician” includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability. –Disability is the general term used
to describe any temporary or long-term reduc-
tion of a person’s activity as a result of an acute
or chronic condition.
Chronic activity limitation. –Persons with
chronic conditions are classified into four cate-
gories according to the extent to whi,ch their
activities are limited at present as a result of
these conditions. Since the usuaI activities of
preschool children, school-age children,, house-
wives, and workers and other persons differ, a
different set of criteria is used for each group.
There is a general similarity between them,
however, as will be seen in the descriptions of
the four categories below.
1. Persons unable to carry on major activity
for their group (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or go to
school)
Preschool children: inability to ta~ke part
in ordinary play with
other children.
School-age children: inability to go to
school.
Housewives: inability to do any
housework.
Workers and all
other persons: inability to work at a
job or business.
562. Persons limited in the amount or kind of
major activity performed (major activity
refers to ability to work, keep house, or go
to school) -
Preschool children:
School-age children:
Housewives:
Workers and all
other persons:
3. Persons not limited
limited in the amount
or kind of play with
other children, e.g.,
need special rest peri-
ods, cannot play
strenuous games, can-
not play for long peri-
ods at a time.
limited to certain
types of schools or in
school attendance,
e.g., need special
schools or special
teaching, cannot go
to school full time or
for long periods of
time.
limited in amount or
kind of housework,
i.e., cannot lift chil-
dren, wash or iron, or
do housework for
long periods at a
time.
limited in amount or
kind of work, e.g.,
need special working
aids or special rest pe-
riods at work, cannot
work full time or for
long periods at a
time, cannot do stren-
uous work.
in major activity but
otherwise limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or go to
school)
Preschool children:
School-age children:
not classified in this
category.
not limited in going
to school but limited
4.
in participation
athletics or other
in
ex-
tracurricular activi-
ties.
Housewives: not limited in house-
work but limited in
other activities such
as church, clubs, hob-
bies, civic projects, or
shopping.
Workers and all
other persons: not limited in regular
work activities but
limited in other activ-
ities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic
projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities. Includes
persons with chronic conditions whose
activities are not limited in any of the ways
described above.
Disability day. –Short-term disability days are
classified according to whether they are days of
restricted activity, bed-days, or work-loss days.
All days of bed disability are, by definition, days
of restricted activity. The converse form of this
statement is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work are also days of restricted activity for the
working population. Hence “days of restricted
activit y“ is the most inclusive term used in
describing disability days.
Condition-day. –Condition-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, (and work loss are days of
the various forms of disability associated with
any one condition. Since any particular day of
disability may be associated with more than one
condition, the sum of days for conditions may
add to more than the total number of person-
days.
Restrkted-actiuity day.–A day of restricted
activity is one on which a person substantially
reduces the amount of activity normal for that
day because of a specific illness or injury. The
type of reduction varies with the age and
occupation of the individual as welI as with the
day of the week or season of the year. Re-
stricted activity covers the range from substan-
57tial reduction to complete inactivity for the
entire day.
Bed-disability day. –A day of bed disability is
one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-lcJSs day. –A day is counted as lost from
work if the person would have been going to
work at a job or business that day but instead
lost the entire workday because of an illness or
an injury. If the person’s regular workday is less
than a whole day and the entire workday was
lost, it would be counted as a whole workday
lost, Work-loss days are determined only for
currently employed persons 17 years of age and
over. (See “Currently employed persons” under
“Demographic Terms.”)
Person-days. –Person-days of restricted activ-
ity, bed disability, and work loss are days of the
various forms of disability experienced by any
one -person. The sum of days for all persons in a
grou~ represent an unduplicated
days of disability for the group.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
c&nt of all
Injury condition. –An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as
injuries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involved at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured. –A person injured
has sustained one or more injuries in
is one who
an accident
or in some type of nonaccidental violence. (See
definition of “Injury condition” above.) Each
time a person is involved in an accid(ent or in
nonaccidenta.1 violence causing injury that re-
sults in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention, he is included in the statistics
as a separate “person injured”; hence one person
may be included more than once.
The number of persons injured is not equiva-
lent to the number of “accidents” for several
reasons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly
used may not involve injury at all; (2) more than
one injured person may be involved in a single
accident so that the number of accidents result-
ing in injury would be less than the number of
persons injured in accidents; and (3) the term
“accident” ordinarily implies an accidmtal ori-
gin, whereas “persons injured” as used in the
Health Interview Survey includes persons whose
injury resulted from certain nonaccidental vio-
lence.
The number of persons injured in a specified
time interval is always equal to or less than the
incidence of injury conditions since one person
may incur more than one injury in a single
accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
Class of accident. –Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of event which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as overex-
posure to the sun or adverse reactions to medical
procedures, and others are nonaccide:ntal vio-
lence, such as attempted suicide. The classes of
accidents are: (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work,
(3) home accidents, and (4) other accidents.
These categories are not mutually exclusive. For
example,’ a person may be injured in a~moving
motor-vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “motor
vehicle” and
Similarly, the
vehicle” includes “home-motor
“while at work-motor vehicle.”
classes while at work and home
58include duplicated counts, e.g., motor vehicle-
while at work is included under “while at
work.”
Moto~ vehicle accident. –The class of accident
is “motor vehicle” if a motor vehicle was
involved in any way. Thus it is not restricted to
moving motor vehicles or to persons riding in
motor’ vehicles. A motor vehicle is any mechani-
cally or electrically powered device, not oper-
ated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property maybe transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used soleIy for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a. building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Moving nzotor vehicle. –The accident is classi-
fied as “moving motor vehicle” if at least one of
the motor vehicles involved in the accident was
moving at the time of the accident. This
category is subdivided into “traffic” and “non-
traffic.”
Moving motor vehicle traffic accident. –The
accident is classified as “traffic” if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
Moving motor vehicle nontraffic accident. –
The accident is classified as %ontraffic” if it
occurred entirely in any place other than a
public highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle. –The accident is
classified as “nonmoving motor vehicle” if the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident.
Accident while at work. –The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at ajob
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home accident, –The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, buiIdings, and sidewalks on the prop-
erty. “Home” includes not only the peison’s
own house but also any other house in which he
might have been when he was injured.
Other.–The class of accident is “other” if the
occurrence of injury cannot be classified in one
or more of the first three class-of-accident
categories (i.e., moving motor vehicle, while at
work, or home). This category therefore in-
cludes persons injured in public places (e.g.,
tripping and falling in a store or on a public
sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries such as
homicidal and suicidal attempts. The survey
does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class. The cIass aIso includes mishaps for
which the class of accident couId not be
ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital discharge.–A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of one or more nights in a hospital as an
inpatient except the period of stay of a well
newborn infant. A hospital discharge is recorded
whenever a present member of the household is
reported to have been discharged from a hospital
in the 12-month period prior to the interview
week. (Estimates were based on discharges
which occurred during the 6-month period prior
to the interview.)
Hospital episode. –A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of one night or more
in a hospitzd as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a welI newborn infant. A hospital
episode is recorded fcw a family member when-
ever any part of his hospital stay is included in
the 12-month period prior to the interview
week.
Hospital. –For this survey a hospital is defined
as any institution meeting one of the following
criteria: (1) named in the listing of hospitals in
the current Guide Issue of Hospitals, the Journal
of the American Hospital Association;
(2) named in the listing of hospitals in the
Directories of the American Osteopathic Hospi-
tal Association; or (3) named in the annual
inventory of hospitals and related facilities
submitted by the States to the Division of
59Hospital and Medical Facilities of the U.S.
Public Health Service in conjunction with the
Hill-Burton program.
Hospital ownership. –Hospital ownership is a
classification of hospitals according to the type
of organization that controls and operates the
hospital. The category to which an individual
hospital is assigned and the definition of these
categories follows the usage of the American
Hospital Association.
Type of hospital service. -Type of hospital
service is a classification of hospitals according
to the. predominant type of cases for which they
provide care. The category to which an individ-
ual hospital is assigned and the definition of
these categories follows the usage of the Ameri-
can Hospital Association.
~hort-stay hospitals. –A short-stay hospital is
one for which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day. –A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days dun”ng the year. –The number
of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the
purposes of this estimate, episodes overlapping
the beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit. –A dental visit is defined as any
visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or advice,
including services by a technician or hygienist
acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visit. –The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined as
consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition, “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of the need to
keep to popular usage. However, the concept
toward which all instructions are directed is that
which is described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admini-
stered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are not
included.
If a physician is called to a house to see more
than one person, the call is considered a separate
physician visit for each person about whom the
physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the person
about whom the advice was sought, even if that
person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, thle physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit. –The inter-
val since, the last physician visit is the length of
time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by
telephone for treatment or advice of any type
whatever. A physician visit to a hospital in-
patient may be counted as the last time a
physician was seen.
Demographic Terms
Age. –The age recorded for each person is the
age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Currently employed persons. –Currently em-
ployed persons are all persons 17 years of age
60and over who reported that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business.
Current employment includes paid work as an
employee of someone else; self-employment in
business, farming, or professional practice; and
unpaid work in a family business or farm.
Persons who were temporarily absent from a job
or business because of a temporary illness,
vacation, strike, or bad weather are considered
as currently employed if they expected to work
as soon as the particular event causing the
absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered as currently
employed if they had a definite arrangement
with one employer or more to work for pay
according to a weekly or monthly schedule,
either full time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay,
(3) seasonal workers during the portion of the
year they were not working, and (4) persons
who were not working, even though having ajob
or business, but were (on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons
estimated from the Health Interview Survey
(HIS) will differ from the estimates prepared
from the Current Population Survey (CPS) of
the U.S. Bureau of the Census for several
reasons. In addition to sampling variabilityy they
include three primary conceptua.I differences,
namely: (1) HIS estimates are for persons 17
years of age and over; CPS estimates are for
persons 16 years of age and over. (2) HIS uses a
2-week reference period, while CPS uses a
l-week reference period. (3) HIS is a continuing
survey with separate samples taken weekly; CPS
is a monthly sample taken for the survey week
which includes the 12th of the month.
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28, STREET ADDRESS H..., ,YO., S,,,,,, +,. ,%, or other id,.,. } FOR AREA 2b. MAILING ADDRESS /f di[[c,<ni from 20 q Samem Z,J
1S.?cfm,vrs.
. . ..-. -.. . ENTER,
:Sket Cliy------------””---”------_3;i~”----”-’-”----- ,ZIpC~e
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, No. ............................-..-—.. ....,.. ---:
city ;Slnt, !Z,pcd, 2c, SPECIAL DWELLING PLACE. N,III, omd %D!O Nwkec
Name :Sarnp!e No.
S. q ASK+: WHEN WAS THIS STRUCTURE ORIGINALLY BUILT?
q D;y : q Befwe 4-I-50 -CO.,,W ,.,,-,.. 4a. SAMPLE crrde O.C 6.30 E-39 B40 B4i B42 B.43
; ,,.~, ; q After 4.1.60 -CaaO Q. 10.. a.k ifr.wticd. & A immfm. "j;:pji-"----------------------"---"---"---------------------"-
4 COUPLETE /TWS 10.16 AT T//E END OF T[/E INTERVIEW
~ 10. J a. ~ “’’”’”””’”””U
* q D. Net: QuARTERS BESIDES YOUR OWN IN THIS BUILOING~ 5a. SEGMENT NUMBER
i em ~o-~ ig Yes-F/It T.w 1 q NO -:’:::::Q n
co To ~.b..n.,i;i. .iii-tii.iiiii-6 iiuFiiibR-viEiNi-itiiiG ------
I1cm L : b. SEG.TYPE Circle+ A B P LSDP
QUARTERS BESIOES YOUR OWN ON THIS FLOOR7
[ ~---n--------n-y”’’p}-EKy-”----nN’------------”- ~ c, q dsk, IS THERE ANY OTNER BUILDINGONTHIS PROPERTY FOR, 6’ ‘ER’A~flff~”””u
PEOPLE TO LIVE IN - EITHER OCCUPIEO OR VACANT? 1. SpECIAL owELLING pLACE-TYW o.d C&e AW w= cc-f,
q Yes-Fill ToM, X q No
IIem 1 I q R,,o1-,I,k (,,.s 11 and12 q All o,he, (1)-co m J3
-.----- ------- ---------- ------- -. . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . .. —— —.. . ..— —. 3, NONINTERVIEW REASON
11. 00 YOU OWN OR RENT THIS PLACE?
%4 m IA .3,”
TYPA . ;, . ~
q Gm-.isk 12. q Rw-.4sk Izb q R.., Free -.4sA J%
1/ ‘d,,~ <, mmk<d ------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
dmcrzbe i. {oot.oct --------------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘fYPB ‘S = = ?
07” .
128. 00SS THIS PLAcE HAVE 10 OR MORE ACORN .. .. . . . .. . . . f q ye,- M ~2c
sp.cc, ‘cc:’. G
b. 00ES TNE PLACE YOU RENT HAVE 10 OR MORE ACRES?.. \ q No..4,k 12E’
--~--;,; --------..l”----
c. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS 010 SALES OF CROPS,
/ ￿1 Yes (2)
TwC ~ ,2 ~ ‘“;a c!’
LIvESTOCK. ANO OTHER FARM PRODUCTS FROM
THIS PLACE AMOUNT TO$SDOR MORE?,,.,..,.,.,,,.,, ( q ND (4)
9. TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS .-w m, C* “.!
,U.r,! .“. ,;,,{,
d. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS 010 SALES OF CROPS,
,-, :
LIVESTOCK, ANO OTHER FARM PROOUCTS FROM
/ q Yes (3)
~12e, LANO USAGE
THIS PLACE AMOUNT TO$2500RMORE?.,.,,.,..,,.,.,\ q N”(5) : JLwk cod< [,.. /,<. L or 12< m ) ?d
n 13. HOW MANY ROOMSARE IN THIS -- (t>,\IT)S
COUNT THE KITCHEN BUT NOT THE BATHROOM,
Xntc in ond .o,k
‘“’”’R=’”’n ‘ n
I 14. HOW MANY BEOROOM3 ARE IN THIS -- (cw7)?
m 1/ *A.”,. dcsc,ib, ,. poumtes
Irirc Z. and mark N.. c.f &drccms
‘ 15. WHAT [S THE TELEPHONE NUMBER HERE?
I,itr in and mark
~ ‘“:’: n , !
‘ 36, INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM! cheek q.<sti.ns 22.a.22d & 23.0. pg., 4 .S S.
c! Is e 1/.., Cm Supplwwn, r,qu,,,d~— q Yes-FJ [Name Care S.,,[?.<.,
q N, -,,.,. ,hank,ou 1-,, . . . . . . . . . .. ~
0 17, RECORO OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLO— I lTEMS 18<3 ARE
‘:$ nATF ANn I - I I I I IIR NI!MRFR (lF 17AI 1 T AT Wltl
-.....-,. .....
TO BE FILLED AFTER T,7E l,VTERV1.W n
. . ..- ~ ,,e . . . . . . -.,--. ,., .,. JSEHOLO !{;<:f~~
TIME CF 19. DATE OF COMPLETION
n CALL ,%,., f,.. <,,.17
b:.. :,.,,; mc
T,me l,!omh G.>: lk?:&$, t&.,
. ..---.! .:.-(:-?.:--:.:..::.’:.
LENGTH CF
INTERVIEW “’””<’s coy n
20J. NAME OF OBSERVER w zob m-k’ ‘) .s. 20b. WAS THIS INTERVIEW 0BSERVE07 r.i “.
I ,, I
FCOTNOTES 33. IDENTIFICATION CODE NO,
U.,,k [ram <d ./ S?6.=”, [old., n
23. REGIONAL OFFICE NUMBER
WASHINGTON USE
&r,k Numter SC, ,,..1 n
I
------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----
Tct.1 N,mter cf Ccnd>tw, ?hs H.H.
------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To,, I hhk, of ?q,,ml,z.,, en, ,k,. H,H.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i
Tnml N.&r .f OZIW V,, NS Ih,s H.H. n
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --...—— .__ ———. —— ----- ——— —._. . . . . . .
s
Totol N.,rt+r ,1 Perscns ,h,, H,H,
I
:
l ‘--7;iT-Fe;;:;; Rii;,;;rq-Hi&-C;~; --”-------”’ “-”----” -----------
thisHowehald
cm n
I 2 c, 1
63S? Nom 01 First Nom OS
i
1
I
1
c
I
,.
c
<
<
<
c
s
I
la, WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE HEAD OF THIS HOUSEHOLD?
b. WHAT ARE THE NAMES OF ALL OTHER PERSONS WHO LIVE HERE? L,,, .11 Yes N,
C. I HAVE LISTEO ,.ad . ..., IS THERE ANYONE ELSE STAYING HERE NOW? q c
d. HAVE I MISSEO ANYONE WHO U= LIVES
HERE BUT IS NOWAWAY FROM HOME?
I
“’ym~$;:,c. ￿1 c
e. 00 ANY OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS HOUSEHOLO
HAVE A HOME ANYWHERE ELSE? q C
f. ARE ANY OF THE PERSONS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD ON Yes N<
FULL-TIME ACTIVE OUTY IN THE ARMEO FORCES? u “v,”, JC1.lc q c
2. HOW IS -- RELATEO TO [head of household)T ~
4a. HOWOLO WAS--ON HIS LAST BIRTHOAY UriIC in mxr m ‘re[atimsA;P” and mark
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-,
b. SEX Mark ,x,thw asi,ng .nk, .!c? ,- m obr,m. /,.., nmr
c. RACE Marku ,,hov, Am(
)jl? ><.,, old O,nrer, .sA:
5. IS -- NOWMARRIEO, WIOOWED, OIVORCEO, SEPARATEO, OR NEVER MARRIEO?
//1: )C.r$ o/J 0?,!,,.,. ..L
6. WHAT WAS -- 00ING MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS —
%r inks) WORKING OR DOING SCFAETHING ELSE?
{f.,k”,~~..) KEEPING HOUSE, WORKING OR 00ING SOMETHING ELSE?
// “s1” “mr!lcd !. Q. G .nJp,, $on ,, Js ,. Or” old “r “,,.,, .</, ,
7. IS -- RETIREO?
If ,cla!cd Persons 19 v ,.,s old or O, w “r. l>s,,d ,,, odd,,,,,. ,. ,hc ,,,, P,. . . .
H
WE WOULO LIKE TO HAVE ALL AOULTS WHO ARE AT HOME TAKE PART IN THE
INTERVIEW, IS YOUR --, ETC., AT HOME NOW? (WOULO YOU PLEASE ASK --,
ETC., TO JOIN US?)
THIS SURVEY COVERS ALL KINOS OF ILLNESSES. THESE FIRST QUESTIONS REFER TO
LAST WEEK ANO THE WEEN BEFORE, THAT IS, THE 2-WEEK PERIOO OUTLINEO IN
REO ON THIS CALEN OAR, hod ,olen&r 10 rq.onien( cnrf asA.SE,
8a. WAS -- SICK AT ANY TIME LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE (THE 2 WEEKS
SHOWNON THAT CALENOAR)?
b. WHAT WASTHE MATTER?
c. 010-- HAVE ANYTHING ELSE OURING THAT 2.WEEK PERIOO?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, 010-- TAKE ANY MEOICINE OR TRCATMENT
FOR ANY CONOITION (BESIOES .,. WHICH YOU TOLO ME ABOUTj?
b. FOR WHAT CONOITION?
c. 010-- TAKE ANY MEOICINE FOR ANY OTHER CONOITION?
,Oa. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, 010-- HAVE ANY ACCIDENTS OR INJURIES?
b. WHAT WERE THEY?
c. 010-- HAVE ANY OTHER ACCIOENTS OR INJURIES OURING THAT 2-WEEK PERIO[
......-........
Ila. DID -- E~ HAVE AN (ANY OTHER) ACCIOENT OR INJURY THAT STILL BOTHER
HIM OR AFFECTS HIM IN ANY WAY?
b. IN WHAT WAY ODES IT BOTHER HIM? Record ~,,,,,r, .(/,,,,,
12, Open your Flashcard booklet m Card A and read both sides of Card A (A-1, A-2,
condition by condition; record in his column any conditions mentioned
for Lhe person.
13. Turn u Card B and read bo!h sides of Card 8 (8.1, B-2), condiiloo by condition
reeord hi his column any conditions mentioned for & person.
14a. 00ES -- HAVE ANY OTH ER Al LMENTS, CONDITIONS OR PROBLEMS WITH
HIS HEALTH?
b. WHAT IS THE CONOITION7 fl.cord condition ijsel~ if stilt prc,a(: o,hmiisc rrcotd
v,,., +.,,.
c. ANY OTHER PROBLEMS WITH HIS HEALTH?
SI Norm
lot m.ship ~Age
HEAO
w ,. 5E urds,17 “
0 ,000 0
......------------------
Y.% No v
,000
IYes q Nc
............------------
I Yes q Nc
--------------.----- ....
]Yes q Nc
.-....---------.........
] Yes q N,
] Yes IJ N,
] Responded fm sell.mtwely
] Res,mnded f.x self-partly
,s.. wm responder
--------------..............
Lost Nom
Relot,mhip ; Age
,
n-------i;;o------i:: ----i;
000
m. Wd. 08”. $s,, Nm. u-+,1
000000
..-.-.................-------
,.s No V
000
n
W“ IV At k N@hm V
0000
j q Yes q No
.+-------- -------------- q /13ye5 D No
-- L ----------- -----------
.p Yes q No
. -+--------- --------------
;q Yes q No
n!
iq Yes q No
n )
g Responded fm self -snvrely
q Resporded f.x self-w Iy
Person w., respond,.
lm
00 ..’., ..:
I
6415a. HAS-- BEEN IN A HOSPITAL AT ANY TIME SINCE A YEAR AGO?
/[“1 ,s”, ask:
b. HOWMANY TIMES WAS--IN A HOSPITAL OURINGTHAT PERIOO?
!6a. HASANYONE IN THE FAMILY BEEN IN A NURSING HOME, CONVALESCENT HOME,
REST HOME OR SIMILAR PLACE SINCE A YEAR AGO?
/f “Y.., ” ask:
b. WHO?
For l ach person reported in 16b ask:
c. HOWMANY TIMES WAS-- IN A NURSING HOMEOR SIMILAR PLACE OURING
I Y-r.:d., .~d,r. -k l?..
la. WHENWAS-- BORN? If.. cvCJWthe d.tt ,t.mp.d i. 150, ask 17b.
. ---------------------------------------------------------------- .
b. WAS-- BORN IN A HOSPITAL? lf “YeS- and no hospimlix.uio.s enmred i. his
column, .ml.r “1” in 15. 1/ “Ye. ” end a hospitalization is reported for the
mwht-r and bob, .SL I?C.
-------------------- .-. ---. -. — ------------------------------------
c. ISTHIS HOSPITALIZATION INCLUOEO IN THE NUMBER YOU GAVE ME FOR --?
lf “k.,” cm,, ct entry r., mother and baby.
FAMILY BEEN TO A OOCTOR’SOFFICE OR CLINIC FOR SHOTS, X-RAYS,
TESTS, OR EXAMINATIONS?
1{ “)’tS, ” ask:
b. WHOWASTHIS? / ~,ark .ye~ . in per,on,~ ,Olam”.
c. ANYONE ELSE? \ ..........................................-------------------- ----
For mch “y,. ” marked, ask:
d. HOWMANY TIMES DIO -- VISIT THE 00 CTOR?
E,\ CLlllE uisits madt .“ “moss” busis.
‘Oa. OURINGTHAT PERIOO, OID ANYONE IN THE FAMILY GET ANY MEOICAL AOVICE
FROMA DOCTOR OVER THE TELEPHONE?
lf “)<s” mk,
b. WHOWASTHE PHONE CALL ABOUT? /
Uark “Yes” in person’s column.
c. ANY CALLS ABOUT ANYONE ELSE? \
----------------------- -.......----------------------------------
For CCCA ‘Yes” marked, OS!+:
d. HOWMANY TELEPHONE CALLS WEREMADE TO GET MEOICAL AOVICE ABOUT --’
------------------------------------------------------------------
If no t,i.ics reported i. questions 18-20 ,Ask:
?la. w HOWLONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE -- SAWORTALKEO TO A 00 CTOR?
Estimate is ,acccptablc. 1{ 1.ss then 1 year, mark oppropriatc circle; if more tkan I yav,
m.ri nWIbm of whole yeers.
-. ..........................-—--- ------- ...---------------------- .
If the Icst visit w- with;. the paw 1? mcmtk. ask:
b. IN TOTAL, ABOUT HOWMANY TIMES HAS -- SEEN ORTALKEO TO A 00CTOR
OURINGTHE PAST 12 MONTHS?
if person is 55 years old or Lwcr, mk:
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO OIFFERENT KINDS OF
PERSONAL CARE SOMEPEOPLE NEEOAT HOME:.., ................................
2a. DOES-- NEEO ANY HELP IN BATHING, ORESSINGOR PUTTING ON HIS SHOES? ..
b. 00ES -- NEEO ANY HELP AT HOMEWITH INJECTIONS,
SHOTSOR OTHER TREATMENTS? ..................................................
c. 00ES -- NEEO ANY ONE’S HELP WHENWALKING UP STAIRS
OR GETTING FROMROOMTO ROOM?. . .............................................
d. DOES-- NEED ANY HELP AT ALL IN CARING FORHIMSELF? ......................
-------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-------_--
3a. OURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, HAS -- RECEIVEO ANY CARE
AT HOME FROM A NURSE?.; ........................................................
b. OURING THIS 12 MONTH PERIOD, ABOUT HOWMANY VISITS
OIDANURSEMAKE TO CARE FOR..? .............................................
c. WERE ANY OF THESE VISITS OURINGTHE PAST 2-WEEKS?...........................
I_JYes q Nc
Times
b.bnth /Coy lYeOr
1
..--- _____J _-_--- __L------
q Yes q No
--------------------------
q Yes q No
q Nom
Cr. VIsiw
q Yes q No
------ ---------------------
V,s,fs
q Yes
--------------------------
Telephcme
calls to Dr.
V,,,,, rep.d,m Q, 1$20 0
c. b 116
---------------------------
c= q m,, 2 -kl/rw cmwc.n$,Wwd ,2
2 week, .6v=+, o
7.11 Wtih% O
:i
!1
OK New
,:, ,:,
.--. ---. ----. ---. . . . . . . . . . .
DK h%
G ,>
I
W.55-S.P o
55 m -r - A.* ?2. C’
--------------------------
Y., s,., 0 N. Z IX 6
Yes St., () N. fi D%;
q Yes q No
T i2E5
q Yes q No
,
---------.-- -----------.---------
“ l-J Yes q No
-.---------- ..-— ------------ -
rJ Yes q No
q
q None
-----------------------------
\/,~,,~
ml q Yes q No
u
Telephcne
calls to B.
$,>,,. cep.dr. Q, 18.20 ,:
co $$2,,
. ----.--—. .— ----- ------------
CWI!5P., 2 ‘“AS:.* Fc”msf, romd ‘:
M 2 %ek%.6 Mudh >
7.11 h!+-?% o
:\
~1
DK New
,3 c
. ..- . . . . -- —-------------------
CK h=
Yes 2W, o No @ DK :,
M ---------------N; ---------
Ye%-A.has &c ,:’ ~ C, D1’ :
“H
65Condition Page
~,
rl
Person numter
CONDITION NO. 1 Person number Writ. i. and mark
1’ ,,: , .-, >..
I 1 .; I ;:! :.: .,, ,:: i, .: :;, r::
Enter person number and ‘name of condition” ~ Name of ,!::
and ask question 2. condition ‘;;
Ask @ .11 condicio.. 12. DID -- EVER AT ANY TIME TALK TO A DOCTOR ABOUT HfS . . .? “’ Y., N. V
Ez&ine-Nome ./c.ndition” e.cyinlt.ml ! Accident m andmark..ebo%. ~ q ini.r@olo4 ordit ion on
q cCmd C-GO t09
Neither
￿1 coto~.
[f-Doct.r t.lked t.”, ask:~~ 3a. WHAT D1OTHEDOCTOR SAYlTWAS? OIDWFGfVEITA
If “Doctor not talked CO”record MEDICAL NAME?
adequate de. miptio. of
condition or ihess. (
,
j 3b. WHAT WASTHE CAUSE OF...?
~qA:i:o’;’”rini”ry
I
If the enuytn3aor3b includes tke words: :3c. WHAT KINOOF. .. IS IT?
Asthma “Ailment” “Disease”
cyst “Attack” “Diso-der” 1A
Growth “Condition” “Trouble.” Ask: !
Meosles “Defect”
Tumw Ii
For ALLERGY OR STROKE, Ask:—, 3d. Howoou THEALLERGY(STROKE) AFFECT HIM?
For cond(tlo.s on Card B-2 and for any entry ! 3b. WHAT PART OF THE BOOY IS AFFECTEO?
tkat include. tke words:
i
Abscess cyst
/
Pam Iys Is /
Ache (except Growth Sue I
heddacts) Hemorrhage Smewss i
Bleeding
SHOW THE FOLLOWING DETAIL:
Infect ion Tumw Ear or eye.. one w both
Blocd clot Inflammation Ulcer \A#k:~ Heud
Boil
.. ......skull. scolp, foce
Neum Igio Weak Bock
Cancer Neuritis
., ....uppr. middle. Imver
Weokness i Arm ,.,..,... shoulder, uppw, elbow, lower, wrist,
Cramps (except Pain
(
hand; cm w both
menstruo 1) PaIsy /
,
Leg...,., hip,uppsr,kcee,ee, Icwer, ankle, foot;
one w both
FILL OUESTIONS 4-S FOR ALL ACCIVEN TS OR INIURIES
4a. DIO THE ACCIOENT HAPPEN bURING THE q O.ring post 2 yeors-A$k 4b
PAST 2YEARSOR BEFORE THAT TIME? q Befwe2ye.rs-CO405. --------------------------------------------------------------
lb. WHEN OIOTHEACCIOENT HAPPEN? Enter mo.tka.d ye.r; mwk.ne6.s
~ ~rj:j~ths
Ask for.11.c.id.”ts orinjuri.a:
ia. AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT WHAT PART OF THE BOOY WASHURT?
WHAT KINOOFINJURY WASIT? ANYTHING ELSE?
Port(s) of body Kind o{ iniury(iniuries)
1
I ------------------- --------------------- --------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- --------------------- -----
1 I
If..oident k.ppcned BEFORE 3mo.tk., wk:
ib. WHAT PART OF THE BOOY ISAFFECTED NOW?
‘HOWIS HIS -- AFFECTEO?
Port(s) of bcdy I Present effects
-------------------i-----------"-----------------------------
1 ------------------- ---------------------------------------
1
6a. WASA CAR, TRUCK, BI
cl”..!, .4<”,.
Mark one
o 0
Tots 1 , ~: : ,,, :j !:, .:,,:j !?
coed it ions
Accident Y.,
F~~teiniury
No
o 0
Required
Y., N.
hospitolizot ion o 0
T,M,,. C!h,
Other Ace. o 0
~~e~um ‘“ C I i! 3
:,,: ,,, ;: , .> .$ $ k ,,, .,1 ,, “: : ‘::
Person days of disobility
I
R.A. \ ~~;!;,l:ii:,.;li
v
2Wks. B.D. j ~, ~ ;! ;,:, !j{:, .;jjo
Urdw6 V
,, .,,
T. L.\ ;: \ ~;:,, ‘i:, .;~, o
MOTOR VEHICLE INVOLVEO IN THE Y., No.G.,.7 V
ACCIOENT IN ANY WAY? 0 0 0
----------------------------------------------------- ------
b. WASMORE THAN ONE VEHICLE Y*S NO
INVOLVEO? o 0
----------------------------------------------------- -------
c. WASIT(EITHER ONE) MOVING AT Yes NO v
THE TIME? o 0 0
7. WHERE OIOTHEACCIOENT HAPPEN?
A,h,m(l,zli. hw,l, .,,.,,.,,...,. O
r =L;
At hov.(.Jbcea’p..l..,, ...,....,,.. O
S,,*,4 h19hwy(t..!”d,# wad..,), ,.. , 0
I?d.,!rlol $’I.c. (t”.ump””bw . . . . . . 0
Pbc. dr.motlm od, ws(.or.oh.1). o
+C!h, (’p.< ihplu..h.” .<cld,”, k,tp”,d) o
B. WAS-- AT WORKAT HIS JOBOR Udmt7 Whlh 1.
BUSINESSWHEN THE ACCNSENT ‘o’ ‘0 u,,lm Armd Fm.s V
HAPPENEO? 00 0 c 0
Footnotes
66Condition Page-Con.
I
CONOITION(Con’dJ , / REFER RESPONDENT TO TFO-rEEK CAL ENDARFOR QUESTIONS 9.I4
i A#kqx,ttiom9~for alleonditi.n,,~ 9a. MSTWEEKORTHEWEEK BEFORE DIOHIS... CAUSE HlMTOCUTOOWNON / : Y., N,-c.,.,ti v
I THE THINGS HE USUALLY 00 ES?
i
, 0
L--------------------------------------------- .--.---.-_------;_----_--;
o 0
\ b. OIDHEHAVETO CUT OOWNFOR AS MUCH AS AOAY?
hi %.c.ul’. “
, 0 0
; ~
marked in quesn~9b. 1 OURING THAT TWOWEEK PERlOO?
‘~::.km ‘“+{ “i : : ‘ 1
ill, OURINGTHAT TWOWEEK PERIOO, HOWMANY DAYS
I 010 HIS . . . KEEP HIM IN BED ALL OR MOST
9
I OF THE OAY? ‘~~$~km “’)!{ ~ ‘: :
Ask qu.sknt 12 if person is 112. HOWMANY DAYS OIOHIS. .. KEEP HIM FROM
6-16 y.w# old, SCHOOL DURING THAT TWOWEEK PERIOD?
,
‘~$~ark~l D.~:{ “~’ ‘? ~
,
Ask qtw.!im 13 if person is ;13. HOWMANY OAYSOIO HIS. ,. KEEP HIM FROMWORK
l?jws old., ...,. DURING THAT TWOWEEK PERIOO? fForf.mdcsd) vritei. t
NOT COUNTING WORKAROUND THE HOUSE? ~dm~m Da;s{ ~~ ‘; ;
Askquesti..14 fo, dIcotitiiow. ~l4a. WHEN OIDHEFIRST NOTICE HIS...? D’m33. Cs. Mmlmas.-c.,.ls v
I WASIT OURING THE PAST 3 MONTHSOR BEFORE THAT TIME? ! o ,: ~ n I
Pm!2.k. wc.2A5..c.t,M v
1 b. OIOHEFIRST NOTICEIT OURINGTHE PAST~OWEEKS OR BEFORE ~ATTlME? i s ! c, o
; C. WHICHWEEK, LAST WEEK ORTHE WEEK BEFORE?
[ Los! wee. Weaktdcm V
0 ~, ,:,
I C.1.l’
,
A&que.tio* lSo.lyif.o&iti.. ~
wcs fir;t.oticed “Before
3.12 m. *IC4, 12 mm%
] 15. DID--FIRsT NoTlcEIT DuRINGTHE PAsT12MoNTHs oRBEFoRETHATTlME?
v n
3 months.”
o c c,
n Aakforpe,sonfiyem soldo, j q Not.. eye condition q Not first eye condition q Urder 6
eve, foruhom aa eye condition ! r., . A,& ,4 k .0..10..
0
or .i.i,m p,oblem (includim~ ! 16a. CAN -- SEE WELL ENOUGHTO READ ORDINARY NEWSPAPER PRINT WITH GLASSES?
cataracts md glaucoma) hm :-__--_---
C, c’
0 been reported.
/ b. CAN - :-ffiiEIt-ii6UERl-tiRktllliZE-IFRiEi6l-ICki~E6i-rn-sb-fi-ii-----------y:-;;;;----E.;:,;:------ .
1 ~ SIOE OF THE STREET?
L______________________________________________________________________ t
o c’
o i C. HOWMUCH TROUBLE WOULOYOU SAY THAT -- HAS IN SEEING A GRWT D~L, ~------------------------;:;;
t
o SOME, OR HARDLY ANY AT ALL? ‘&emd.,1 km .w.n
,
G
3 1 0 :,
I
~ IF THIS IS A CONDITIONON CARD A OR E, OR STARTED “BEFORE 3 MONTHS,=ASK Q. 17; OTHERWISE W TO ITJW BB.
o Ask pestiom L% if “Im or mor~ ~17a. ABOUT HOWMANY OAYS OIJRINGTHE PAST “ 9
days is qus.iion 17. and ! 12 MONTHSHAS HIS... KEPT HIM IN BED
que.tion 11 u blank or
n
, ALL OR MOST OF THE DAY?
marked %...” ‘:::=kn ,“4{ ““’m-;’”” o
;--r.-illl-iiY-6F-fiz3z-::-5I7j-Fitiil-Lii7-------------------------------i---------;;,----:-;:;;;------
1 WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE?
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- n
[ c.HOWMANY?
‘~$:=kn “+{ ‘2 “~
,
86 Is this the LAST q Y.s — Ask 18-21 if . . .. . . ha l 1” or more .omditwns muc AA
conditiomfor this pers.aa~ qNo— ““ Go & nezt condition
Show Card D, E, F, or G, ~18. PLEASE LOOK AT EACH STATEMENT ON THIS CARO (CARO O, E, F, G). THEN
m appropriate based on I TELL ME WHICHSTATEMENT FITS -- BEST IN TERMS OF HEALTH. I ? 3 #.c. *2d
I
‘ n
activity .taw. or age. I Markatatemeac number -b- C!coc! 0
If 1,2, or 3 marked in 18 u.k:~ 19. ISTHIS BECAUSE OF ANY OF THE CONDITIONS YOU HAVE TOLO ME ABOUT?
1
WASHINGTON USE
I
,
[f 4 marked in 18go to 20. 1 q Yes+ WHICH? ----------------E;C; ;F;&2;;;&-bi;L ---------------- :; : :
i -------------------------------------------------------------------
,
I
I b tin
1 WHAT DOESCAUSE
C,h OK
q NO- THIS LIMITATION?
c G ,3 ,3
[ Enter cause
20. PLEASE LOOK AT THE BLUE CARO, CARO H. WHICH ONE OF 1234 5 6 SW V
THOSE STATEMENTS FITS -- BEST IN TERMS OF HEALTH? hrk atacme,t rumba + 20 C’,:, C’ CO
Ifl, 2, 3, 4, or S .na.ked ~21. ISTHIS BECAUSE OF ANY OF THE CONDITIONS YOU HAVE TOLD ME ABOUI? WASHINGTON USE
in 20, osk:
f
,
I Y.,
s 1
, q Ye, + WHICH? ----------------z--z; ;;d;z;;;=-;;-----------
N. \<
If 6 marked, omit 21 and o n ,3
i
go to next person. ; ----------------------------------------"--------------------- As+ C+. C!h DK
J
!
&
, WHAT DOESCAUSE
c, c, 2 0
! q N”- THIS LIMITATION? Enter cause *E:”
Go
67HOSPITAL PAGE
Enter month, day, Y.-; if che
ezact date is not known,
ob~”n the best eati”mate.
USE YOUR CALENDAR
Do .o& imdude rwy nights in
i.taview week. If dw ez.. t
nmberi. mm known, accept
he best estimate.
Compl.w que.tion 4 fi.m
entries in grmstiau 2 .nd3;
ifnatelear, ask the
questions.
Do MC include any night.
in intawiew week.
USE YOUR CALENDAR
If tnddic.al name not known,
enter an adequate
de.c?kptfo”.
EIury m..t show CAUSE, KIND,
and PAR TOF BODY in same
dctad as reqoired for the
C.wditim page.
If name of operation is .01
known, describewha
Wos done.
Enter the fd3 MU. of the
hospital or nursing home;
the street crhighmnyon
tuhi.hit ti located, and the
cityand Stote; if the city is
not know., etier the county.
1. Person numk
‘“cei””dm”km
‘OUSAID THAT -- WAS IN THE(HOSPITAUNURSING MM+h
HOME) DURING THE PAST YEAR
2 WHEN DID-- ENTER THE(HOSPlTAL/NURSlNG
HDME) (THE LAST TIME)?
! ‘ritein ~
3. HOW MANY NIGHT3WAS -- IN THE
(HOSPITAIJNURSING HOME)?
~
4a. HOW MANY OF THESE -- NIGHTS
‘ERE’NTHEpAsT12M0N”s’ F
I
b. HOW MANY OF THESE-- NIGHTS --------------
..-_ -_---- . . .. —---
WERE MST WEEK OR THE
WEEK BEFORE?
~
------------------------------------------------------------
c.WAS-- STILL IN THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING
HOME) LAST SUNDAY NIGHT FOR
THIS HOSPITALIZATION (STAY)? q Y,S q N.
5.FORWHAT CONDITION DID--ENTER THE(HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME)-
DO YOU KNOW THE MEDICAL NAME?
FordcZiuerymsk: WAS THIS A NORMAL DELIVERY? 1 {f%-W%k2THE MATTER
F.m.eiobm. ask: WASTHE BABYNORMALAT BIRTH?!Record in “Condition-box
Ccodit ion
---------------------------------------------------------
Cause
Kird
-------
Port of bcdy
6a. WERE ANY OPERATIONS PERFORMED DN -- DURING
THIS STAY AT THE (HOSPITAIJNURSING HOME.)? q Yes q NO-CO tI ----------------------------------------------------
b.WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE OPERATSON?
---------
Opratian
c. ANY OTHER OPERATIONS? q Yes - Describe above q N.
7. WHAT IS THE NAME ANO ADDRESSOF THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME)?
Nan-e of Hospita I
F----r-
— CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE —
Person number
Jon o Ap o 1“1, o cd o
Month Fe!aO IWO AqO NWO
MM O Ju,m O S.,, 0 De. O
Day
: ,’.
,,,
,’: :., ‘.”
Year
,,: ;,
.1 .,,,,, ,. :: ,,,
Nights
Q. No. 15 16 17 Ho,,. Ollmr
00 0 0 0
Diaqnesis
surgically
tr?oted
: i ‘“,
lCOrdum. ;
Code ,.
68I
HOSPITAL PAGE (COfiT’0) ASK QUESTIONS 8-10 FOR ALL CflbiPLETED HOSPITALIZE TIOIVS Mark one
{
‘w,. ,. Q, 4.-c. m ,4 0
.trde—
VJd.i. 0.4. -Ad 8.10 0
Ask if “No” marked in question 4.:
8. WHAT WASTHE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME) BILL FOR THIS STAY?
00 NOT INCLUDE DOCTORS’ OR SURGEONS’BILLS. m
------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------
93.010 (WILL) HEALTH INSURANCE PAY ANY PART OF
THIS BILL? q Yes q NO-CO m 10 Narre of Insurance Plan Dollars ~ Cents
b.WHAT 1STHE NAME OF THE INSURANCE PLAN?_ ,
t
c. OIO(WILL) ANY OTHER HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN PAY -------------------------------- _-_..j___
PART OF THIS (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME) BILL? ,
If “Yes” Reask 9b , l-------------------------------l---------J------l
Fo, each Health Insurance Plan named, ask: 1
d.WHAT WAS(WILL-BE) THE AMOUNT !
PAIO BY (Nameof Plan)?
I
E..uer roms mnosnt paid by health in$vamc. in lime A xl Dal k i Cents
Enter ANY amount paid by Social SecwitY Medicare in line B
> A q Health insurance-~ej~~~ezcue
,
, I
-----’ ---------------------------
----------------------------- >
Oa.WHOPAIO (WILL PAY) THE (REMAINOER OF THE)
HOSPITAL BILL? Mark each category menfiome.f
b.010 ANY OTHER PERSON OR AGENCYPAYANY
OTHER PART OF THE HOSPITAL BILL?
q Yes-Ask 10. q No-Go 1. 10d lD~ Relo+ive not in household I t I
--------------------------------------------
c.WHOWASTHIS? Mark each caegory mentioned
-------------------------------------------- .
d.WHAT WASTHE AMOUNT PAlO BY --?
Enter amount pa”d opposite appropriate category.
-------------- ------------------------------ .
INTERVIEWER:
Add amcwnts entired (imclade any am=nt paid by health
imsurawe) andenter in TOTAL box, them mark one of tke
follouingibozes.
q Tot. I amount paid (to be pid) agrees with
amount of hospitaI bill - co to Q. 11
q Total amount Pid (to be Pid) dces NOT agree
with amount of hospital biII - Re.ol.e difference
with respondent.
E q Friend I !1
F q I&r Mills o- other Fed. Plans
r
G q Armed Fwces k!ed icare i
H q State w LLXa I We Ifare Agency
I IJ Other Specify
1
‘“”‘“ WASHINGTON USE
rot. Am.wnt
iO. Source 1
ABC DE FGHIDK
00,3C0 Oc’ooo
Amumt aL 08
00
:...:” “
------------------------
IO. Source 2
ABC DE FG HIOK
CJcooo $JCooo
Amcunt aL OK
00
. . . ..
w“ 5s ..5.,.,,
ASK QUESTIONS 11-13 IF PERSON IS .SS YEARS OLD OR OVER kl.srkomccirck
:: :, m.. Al 11.
,:, :,
la.WHEN -- LEFT (Nameof hospital/rrursinghome), q Home-Co to Questio, 12 WASHINGTON USE
010 HE RETURN HOMEOR GOSIME OTHER PLACE? q Someother place -Ask Questis Ilb
--------------------------------------------------- . . ------------------------------------------ .
–~
Bld (“A 551 c1
b.WHAT KIND OF PLACE 010 --GO TO? Specify
..... :, ,:,
.,.. 0
:.--:::. 0
INTERVIEWER: IJ Hospitol page {il[ed-Stop
If the “Place” in Ilb is a HospitaS, Nursing
Home or a similar place, W* a Ho*pitnl ~ q Hospitol page nor {illed-FiU Hosp. page for unreIwt.J SW.
Page filled for A@ stay? Mark .,. box.
I
2. AFTERLEAVING THE(HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME,) HOWMANY OAYS
*’1 i.ti c. .14 ‘o
OID -- HAVE TO REMAIN IN BEO ALL OR MOSTOF THE DAY? I&irk em~
N.- CK
,2 c
3. (ALTOGETHER) HOWMANY OAYSWAS-- CONFINEO TO THE HOUSEAFTER %:1 m+md to 1%-o
RETURNING HOME FROM THE (HOSPITAL/NURSING HOME.)? bfcvk E.W
Nam D%
,0 0
,.
L NOTE TO INTERVIEWER
If the cmditimi in question S w 6 is on Card A (A-I, A-2) o, B (B-I, B-2) or there is ‘1” or m.,. nights ia quea!iom 4b, the
conditior mu c have a completed Condition page. If the condition does not have a Conditiom p.~.z, fill one after completing
all required Hospid pages.
l n .,
,,, .,.
00 :. “: .,:. .DOCTOR VISITS PAGE (1)
El
Person number
; 1. Person number !Uritein .nd mark
Seequestion, 18.21.0. Pages 4 and 5 ; ,,’, ,,, ,
Record each date . . which e Doctor uas ~ EARLIER YOU TOLO ME THAT -- HAO SEEN OR TALKEO TO A
visited in a s.qnarote Question 2. of the /
Doctor Visits Questions.
00CTOR OURING THE PAST 2 WEEKS. Write i. and mrk Month
~2a. ONWHAT OATES OURING THAT 2-WEEK
( PERIOD 010-- VISIT OR TALK TO A 00CTOR? m,.,: ‘!:: ~i; ‘i’: . ----- ------
Ask .n~ ,eeo,d ~he.n.We, JOQtie&on jb”oj- ~ ‘i.- WERE-THERE-ANY OTH Ef/ Oi)itti-i iiiti~ij”i~-= biiiiid-ftifii %f?iiiii
,,,;, W :::,
the last set of Doctor Vis;ts Qmestim ;
for each per.... q Yes -Rea$k Q. 2. q No-Ask Q. 3-s for each .isit
; 3. WHERE 010-- SEE THE 00CTOR ON THE (Date)? Mark one circle Item D: lnterv iewm Check Iteam He,. ,, .,, .,..,..,. Q
Enter the number of Doctcw Visits reported ~
T.!.p%r.?. ,..,,.,. ., o
for each person in question 18-21. on ,
+, !~ ,,,
Ccc,.rh cilia 0
pctws 4 o~s. if “N...” rw-d /0, all :
Pre.F;d 1.,,,.%. em, 0
Hcaplfd Enmrqmq Km O
q Nom .eported co m Person ,%.s
HmPl,ol Cqo,,,n, Clhk 0
HePl,h Data.m,, ..,.. 0
Cc..Fany w Id.,,.” 0
‘;.:O” 01 ; 02 ; 03 ; 04 ; 05 ! 06 : — Clb.r s,.+ 0
Visits ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~
.,.,:, ......,:.,., ,.,,
WASHINGTON USE “w’:””’:” ‘ “;’”
Fill one Doctor Visit section for each visit :,>
HOWMUCH-WAS THE-DOCTORiS Ei[[>o}-?ii7-VKi fitIiifi ------ .rdl reported includi.~ additional visits \~:--
or calls reported i. question 2b. Donors :“: ~ ‘: ; “. ‘~ :! .: , ;.
00TNOTES :
/[ bill oot received, ask: Dol!or~ ! Cents
HOWMUCH DOYOU EXPECT THE 00 CTOR’S ! ,—-. -- —_— ------------------- ..——— —-
.~:, ::::, .,.
BILL TO BE FOR THAT VISIT (CALL)? , Cents
,. :’., ., .;.
,------------------------------------------- -------------- .,,
[5. IS THE 00CTOR A GENERAL PRACTITIONER ORA SPECIALIST?
I q Gareml Practitioner q Speciolis!
., Firs: Y., No
/f ‘specialist” rxk: WHAT KINO OF SPECIALIST IS HE? : Visit? : 0 0
Kirdof ,. ., ; ,.
Spc. ., ; ,. “: : ;, :“; ., ,,
DOCTOR VISITS PAGE (2)
n
Person number
; I. Person number write in and mark ,).
., ;.,., ,,, :,,:,,
Record eoch date on whick a Doctor was j EARLIER YOU TOLO ME THAT -- HAO SEEN OR TALKEO TO A
visited h o separate Qnestion 2. of the ~
Doctor Visits Questions.
00CTOR OURINGTHE PAST 2 WEEKS. W,ite in and mmrk Month,
12a. ON WHAT OATES DURING THAT 2-WEEK
, PERIOD 010-- VISIT OR TALK TO A 00CTOR? ~_,.,; ‘P!: ‘i:
Ask andreoord tke mrswer to Qmstion 2b . . I b. WERETHERE ANY OTHER OOCTORVISITS FOR -- OURING THAT PERlOO? ., :” 1 ‘“ “ ‘t ‘‘ “ ; ‘:
L------------------------------------------
tbe Last set of Do. tor Visit, Qua tie.. ~
,.
10, each PCrSOU- q ‘tes-R.ask Q. 2.0 q No-Ask Q. 3J (or eack visit
cX)TNOTES: ~3. WHERE 0[0 -- SEE THE 00CTOR ON THE (Dare)? Mark ore circle Hc.m., ..,.,..,,.,,.. 0
Te!,pkne, . . . . . . . . . . 0
De,m,cffic .. . . . . .. . 0
1~ -~v+~
Perdd !.s .ronm G w 0
Wspltol Emqmcq Room O
Howtd Ouf.calm, Cll,ic O
Heolth Dwa.mnt ,.. ,..
““:’”’” ““””’”’”’ ‘;’”:“’”””:WASHINGTON USE “’’’*”7”’” “’’”””’””’
.:::.::,,:
\I - ifOW-iUCi-WAS 7Hi-D6CtOR;~ aiLi7b}-7ii?-VKif itiiifi ------ . . . . . . . ,, )+.. .,,
// bill not received, ask:
HOWMUCH 00 YOU EXPECT THE 00 CTOR’S
BILL TO BE FOR THAT VISIT (CALL)?
m ::---:- off:’’-’---:-
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,’
; 5. IS THE 00CTOR A GENERAL PRACTITIONER OR A SPECIALIST? Du~. {
q Geneml Practitioner q Specialist
; Code
First
%5 N.
1/ “SpecG=!ist” risk: WHAT KINO OF SPECIALIST IS HE? ~.: Visit? :: 0 0
Kind of .,.
Spec. ‘ :;;:!:’: :;::;::;
“ n :. , ~ :.”:I f’ ~: ~ O
OQ :,::: :..Ask @ d per. . .. 1? yeas old or over. Elercentwy
4a.WHAT IS THE HIGHEST GRADE (YEAR)- -ATTENDED IN SCHOOL? High schml
College
. -----------------------------------------------------------------
b. DID--FINISH THE—GRADE (YEAR)?
Ask ford persons 17 years old or . ..?.
5a. DID-WORK AT ANY TIME LHMEEK QE IMEMZEK BEEQEEE
F., fend.. adz NOT COUNTING WORKAROUNO THE HOUSE? ------------------------------------------------------------------ .
b. EVEN THOUGH--OID NOT WORKDURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, DOESHE HAVE
A JOB OR BUSINESS?
C. WASHE LOOKING FOR WORKORON LAYOFF FROMA JOB?
------------------------------------------------------------------
d. WHICH- LOOKING FOR WORKOR ON LAYOFF FROMA JOB?
If “Yes” in 25. only,,
Ask for .11pemmu with a “Yes” in 25a, 25b, or 25..
ow,tians 26. 126a. WHO00ES (OID)-WORK FOR? . ..– —-—
;hrou~h 26d cq)pl~ !
to zhi. person”. }------------------------------------------------
LAST full-time I b. WHAT KINO OF BUSINESSOR INOUSTRY IS THIS?
c;vilian job. ~
~-------------------------------------------------
[ c. WHAT KIND OF WORKIS(WAS)-OOING?
F ------------------------------------------------
Fill 26d fromentries in 26G-26c; if not clear, ask.
[ d. CLASS G WORKER
Ask for .11males17 year. old or over.
7a. DID—EVER SERVE IN THE ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITEO STATES?
------------------------------------------------------------------
b. WASANY OF HIS SERVICE OURING A WAR?
------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -
If “No” or “DK” in 27b ask:
C. WASANY OF HIS SERVICE BETWEEN JUNE 27, 1950, AND JANUARY 31, 1955?
----------------------------------------------------------
If “No” or “DK” in 27. ask:
--------
d. WASANY OF HIS SERVICE AFTER JANUARY 31, 1955?
8. WHICH OF THESE INCOME GROUPSREPRESENTS YOUR TOTAL COMBINED FAMILY
INCOME FOR THE PAST 12 MONTHS- THAT IS, YOURS, YOUR—’S, ETC.?
S.40i7 CARD I. INCLUDE INCOME FROMALL SOURCESSUCH ASWAGES,
SALARIES, SOCIAL SECURl_W OR RETIREMENT BENEFITS, HELP FROM
RELATIVES. RENTS FROM PROPERIY. AND SOFORTH.
Mrxk i.corne group
‘OGTNGTES
I each related person’s column.
WASHINGTON USE
---------------------------------------------
‘Transcribe cedes f.x
[tern R (Respondent)
O-Se If+ntirely
I - self-partly
2- Spouse
3 – Mother
4- Fother
5- Oth#fek~ Ie family
6- Ot~&nwe famiIy
7- Other
,
! Respxdent
~ Age of respordent
i Family relationship
,
I
,
! Eduoation cf head
I
\_________
Ny-C. ”1$.
:1 .0:
{i Ucda 17
:0 0
-------------------------- -
Yes No
o 0
Y.1 No
C. -26. Ad hi $ .&t.
o 0
-------------------------- .
Yes N.
o 0
---------------------------
WS-.444 No-o-$, 1
13 0
-------------------------- .
L-k, q Lad Wh
o 0 0
imployer
-------------------------- .
-Ashy
------ ,-__----.--_____---__-
kcupat!cm
.------------------------- .
1
P+paid Gw,,..Fed. &“t..Ok
c, a G
0“. No”.P,d Nu.,.Wm+ad
o 0 0
Y., N.- c. /828
0 0
---------------------------
Y., % No OK
0 0 0
-------------------------- .
Yes -s,+ No DK
0 0 0
---------------------------
Ye, N. OK
,3 0
~
A8c DE FGH1JV
OCIOOOOOOOQ c1
WASHINGTON USE
--------------------------
WI Hd2. wt. Ch,ld MI. “I.,,*
0 0 00 0
UM’.17 W
o !:,
NPORSTUVWXYZ
000(300000’30 c’
Ny C. t. ,s.
El .: 0!.::.!?. ,
Hi !’, k.+. B 7
co ;.. ..:0
----------------------------
7.s No
o 0
Yea N.,
c. r. I* “.IJ.A$CZ4.
n o 0
----------------------------
Yes N.
0 0
---------------------------- -
Y,s-&hi No- o., d
o 0 ----------------------------
n
LR.L?w L,ydi Bdt
0 0 0
imployer
;aqii-----------------------”
¤~
.-_i-_,-----------------------
kcupdlal
----------------------------
L
14f.91id GcJt.Fd. GX’,..0h
q 0 0 0
N.-$d NN.WC.!Q.3
o 0 0
Yes No- c... s
o 0
---------------------------- .
%-b, N. m
Hooo
Yes - smp N. DK
,3 0 0
---------------------------- .
Y,, N. OK
0 0 0
n
ABC GE FGHIJV
Oocioooo 000 0
q WASHINGTON USE
----------------------------
;..
m Pls!PF~
!.
W. 17 Naw
ABC DE FGHJKLhi
OCI 00D03 GC,0J<2
H----------: ---------------
:.
NPQRSTUVWXYZ
00 0000’3 GOOOO
19 ‘ .’”’’’:. :
\:ord A
,..1 Now I%m going M r.ad s 11s1 of
condl!l.an,.. Pl..a,e ,.11 me II
w., y.., , .}<., h... hod
any of these conditions DUR.
ING THE PAST 12 MDNTHS?
1, ‘iSlb!m?
2. CHRONIC bronchitis?
4. TROUBLE with varic.as. wins?
5. Hemorrhoids or piles?
6. Hay [eve,?
7. Tumor, cyst, o, growth?
8. CHRONIC gall blnddu or liver
rrouble?
9, Zmm.wh ulser?
0, Any other CHRONIC stomach
trouble?
1, Kidnq ,,.”.s m CHRONtC
kidney trouble?
:wd B
-1 H.w. YOU, your , .!..,
EVER had my of !hs.
cwdl $1..,?
1. T“bt,culo 4 s?
2 Emphysem,?
3. Hardeni.g of the nmuies?
4, High blood presstuc?
5. cancer?
6, Heart rzouble?
7, 2troke?
R Rhe.motic fevet?
9. Arthritis or Au.mntism?
0. Men ml illness ?
1, Diabetes?
2, Epilepsy?
L.2 Have you, your , tic,, had
..” of these ,ondltfons DUR.
ING THE PAST 12 MONTHS7
12.
13,
14.
15.
16,
17
18,
19,
m.
21.
22.
Wr.id -.bl.., wit.,?
&y allergy?
Cff RONICnervous trouble?
CHRONIC skin trouble?
Palsy?
Pzwalysis of any kind?
REPEATED trouble with
back m spin.?
ad, P.k?
Any speech defect?
H.,.;. or ,UPUXC7
P,. state trouble ?
3..2 Do you, “.”, , o+.., HAVE
any of these condwams?
1. Deaf.,,. or SERIOUS trouble
hwmi.g with 0.. .x bath cars?
2. SER1OUS tmublc seeing with
mm or bath eyes ,... when
weming ~1a. ses?
3. Missing fingers, hnnd or arm -.
roes, 6X4 ., leg?
4. Missing lung or kidney ( or
b,..,,)?
5. club 630,?
6. PERMANENT stiffness or any
deformity of fca t, le~, fingers,
arm or bmck?
wd D
F. r:
Workers q nd othm ~wmn, l XCep+
NOIJS.WIV.S ond Children
1.
2,
3.
4.
—
Not able m work m all.
Able to work but limited in amount of
work or kid of wwk,
Able co work bur limited in kind or
amount of orb., ,ctivide,.
Not limited in any of & abave ways.
.,4 E
For: Ho.,.wif.
1, Notable w keep house ,, nfl.
2. Able w keep bnn.w but limited i.
mm.., ox kir,d of housework.
3. Able m keep hou.e b.t Iimimd in kind
or mnoum of orh m a.tivicics.
4, Not limited in any of the .bove rmys.
:.a,d F
Fc.c
Child,.. from 6 through 16 y..a,s old
1.
2,
3
4,
Able m g.a to school but limited to
cermi. m.es of scbocds m in
school s;;endanc e
Able 10 go to school but limited in
other activities.
Not limited in any of the above ways.
:ard G
F.,: Children under 6 y..,, .aId
L Nat able to take part et all in ordinq
play with other chi]drw,.
2. Able w play with otba children but
limited in amonm w kind of play
4, Not limited in nny of the above ways.
>rd H
Fw Mobility
1
2,
3.
4,
5.
6,
M.SC stay in be house =11 or
most of the time.
Need the help of another pas.an in
w,,iw .,o.nd inside Or outside the
house
Need d), help of come spwial mid,
such as a cane or wheelchair, in
w,i% am.nd i.sid. 01 .Uts;de
the house.
DO., no, need the help of another
p==. .r a sp=.i.J *id b=, ha,
rm.bl c i. getting around frsely.
Not limited i. my of the above W*YS
:ord I
Which of +he following ;n,:av.e ~,oup,
rqnesw.Is you, total combined +ornlly
income for ~h. pant 12 ,wnths? ln-
tlude ;ncom. from ON ZOU,C., mxh
qs wag.%, .010,1. s,social s.wtily
or rcllr,mmnt hntflts, h+ from rel.a.
11..,, ,enis from ~mpwv, nnd so forth.
Under S300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Greup A
$500-- $999 . . . . . GCOUP B
S1,000.. $1,999 . . . . . . . . . . GrouP C
;2,000- $2.999 . . . . . . Graq D
$3,000, - $3,999 . . . . . . . . . . GrouP E
14,000-. $4,999 . . . . . . . . . . GCOUP F
$5,000- $6,999 . . . . . . . . . . GraIP G
17,000.. $9,999 . . . . . . . . . . Group H
SIO,OOO-$ 14,999 Group 1
S1S,000 nndover ., GmUP J
72APPENDIX IV QUESTIONNAIRE—PERSON APPROACH-
NOTICE - AN Information which would permit id..tiNc.tlo. of the individmnl wifl be held in strict .o.fide,ce, will he .-d .U3Y by BtMG.E7BUREAUNO. ‘,-s6 ,0,.’
p,, . . . . ..i?.wd ~ ~d f.r ~. PUIPOSO* .f the *WV. ~d.wiil ..t b. dis~.~d or ,el..*ed 10.~.m for -r p.~.s.~ APPROVAL E.XPIRXY JAN. 1. IS64
&wN,HS.H IM.1X [1$4 U.S. OXPA”T14EHT 0, COMMERCE 1.
.“”,.” OF 7.. . ..s”s
A.m.. ** ce.’cc,m. . . . . . .0. 7..
U.S. P“,L,C IICALTH SERVICE Bock
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
— of —Book=
2. Sweat Add,.ae - lfo”ee No., Stra.t, AX. No. or ofi.. Idenf. ! FOR AREA s. -~ –— (N marked .3* do mabehra tk. interview)
I SEGMENTS
~ ENTER
I
-------------------------------
/ 5,.,
DAsk -~ Wwn W- III]’ ,hwtiuro .,1,1..!1, h“llt?
.----------------------- ---~N.a. _
city ;Sta,. ~ip-c%
D D::o! I =Bef.are &l.&l - ti:inue inf.rvlmv
~ Line j n Aft., *1+0 - OOdbagp%.:,: if m.imd, z I
, j N.. _
I I
4, Sp.ci.l dw.llir,g Place
Nwx SampleNo. TYPC
I
Complete items 11-21 and 23 at tke ,nd of the interview cd type 5 Psu 6a. SEC. &. SEC 7. .%iaf 3. Sunple 9. R.o. 10. I.D. SDP VP,
mmiber
11. hlailing addre.s -If dilf.mnt Iran 2 w, .~~r r’mabc,
Iqsam. a. 2
Code c.de
A
------------------------------
x B
---------------- ~---- .-r------
city 1 stab
P
, ZIP code
1 1 LsDP
lZ Typ. [ Iiviq quarter. - m.rk .PP.QWM. 6- wffi.. ,X” oaBonsing unit I nOther cnit
1% ]-: - ~_A:k-~ / k. nAskv I- n~Ev --------------- -------------- +------- --------------- J---------
~;. ~; I &. 6.,. any .cr.p!.d o, ,...”, IIv[”II w.,?.,.
~ :..,,..,.., own on this floor?
m ,h.m my .x.upt.d or v.ca., llvi.g won.,. ; Is 4h.r. my o?k kwtldlq on ihls PreP.rw for
~ b.sld. s YOU,own 1. ,hl, building? I P.OPI. IS [i- in - .Ith.r .ccwl.d or vacaIt7
Go 10Itez+ L I DY.s - Fill Table X UN. I DYCS - Fill Tab!. X ON. I DYU - F311T.bl. x ON.
lTRUL
I
OR”,*1 - Amkltmn. 14 .nd 15
I
,OAll otbnr -GO to M
14 E+ y.. .W1 u ““f W* pk.? Down - A&k 25. mRont -A* 25b DFlent free- Ask 15.
-----------__ -___ -----__ ---.)---Lii:;::_ ----Gi::i`;:-------------------------
150.[Ownm mm fw) h.. Ih!’ PI... hov. 10 or nmm 0.,.s7
b. {Rent) h.. th. PI... ye. r.nl ha.. 10., Mote 0.<.s7
G DuN.g ,h. P..f 12 cwn,hs did sat.. of G-JPS,Ilv.slo.k, cad oth- f.rm ?rodue,s from Aw J... am..., IS SW or moro? 2nYe* 40 NO
d. D.NUI vh. pant 12 nm.,hz dld sol...1 crops, llv.. ied, and .th.r formpwdu.is $MM AI. d%. -...+ m S250ucm-? l= Y.. SON.
16. Hew U,m.y mom. . . . k Als -- (unit)? Co”., lh. k[,ch.. b., “o+,b. bmhrsc.” To,af rooms
17. Now ,nony b.droom. a,. I. rbls -- (uni,)? If ‘.Non.,, deamlbe h Ic4bwl.. Number.f bcdro.a.m
18. lilm+ !s ,h. t.1.nhon. numb., h.,.? TelcPhone number 2CIN...
19. Molor v.hicl. accident .b.ck box ZW.W.. fhl’ Inwrvl.w eb..rv.d? ,
tcly=~ ZDNO
Review .q.estion 27. m determine how manymotorveh[cle .npplmne.ts .e.d ,. b. complctcd. (Fill a aeparato snF.P1ement far encb dilletent accident rcPOti=d)
N-. of Obsnrvcr
_Number .1 M.!,. Accident SOPPIC=CBIS Re@r=d ON... 21. rmlerviewcz.* .Ule Code
Enter endlna tinw in lt.m 23
a
I
32. Ndmcrvk w rem.
I TYPE A I TYPE B t r~
2s. Record of c.lln al household WASdf.USEONLY
hem 1 cm, 2 IC.IIIJ 3 cm. 4 Icoml 5 cm $cd”
m:. ---, ----
Bes&~g
--------k -4-------+-4-------+--l--------l--F-------k-~
Entire b.us.hc.ld
ii t
D.,. of
r----
---
Ending
-------- - ------- -------- -- ------- - C.ampletion
time
Record I [ 1 # I I 1 f # , -..,
rm.rn
:.11s r.,
,r.dividm.l ;
respondent.
t
k-n - _!?.!=--- ------- -- -------- - -------- -- -------- --- -------- - -’” e-
B@nir.g
N.T.— --E:Jni - - ------- -- ------- --- -------- - -------- -- -------- --
tinm
TIM. of day
Dal.
Pc,sam ------- -------- -- ------- - -- -------- -- -------- -. .------- --
I ““- -:E- “------- ‘-- -------- ‘-- -------- ‘- -------- ‘-’ -------- ‘-
F007N0TEs
1
73la wha~ IS tk, nom, .1 the hod of qhl, hous, hold? . Enter name In fht odum
b. Who+ .,. Ih, nom,, of all eth,, p.,,... w+. I IV. h.,.? -Li,t all Pe,,m, who live hem
c. I ho,. Il,t,d (Re,d mm’.) 1, th,,. onpn, .!,. ,,.ylng h,,. new, ,,,h a, f,lond,, ,, IoNv,s, o, room.,,?
BE
Yes$ N<
d. Ho,. I ml,,.d q y... who USUALLY Ilv., h.,. but 1s now away {rem hm. ?, . , , . . , . . . . . , , . . , . , , Yesg ,,, N<
,. bmyc. f,h, poapl, in Iklsho., ohc.ldh.aveo hm. anywh, r,,l,,? ,,, ... , , .,,.,,.,. .,, , , ,.. , Y..* N<
1[ any adull males IImd, ask, l ApPly household m,mhmhip ,,1..
f. A,. my o{ ?h. P.,-., in +hlm ho.,, hold now . . Iu!l-tlm. .oN,. du,y with th, Armed For.;. os ,h.
Unit. d Stat..?, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , llYes-Dclele mN,
7.. How IS -- r.lo,,d ,.. - (hind of household)?
3. How old w.. .-0. hls last blnkd.y? -Al.. nmrk Race .nd Sex
Record all omdftlon, for a p.mo. I, ,h{m space III ,hc pm,or,,e column with .queatIon number(s) whom ,qxmed.
c A! so en,,, tha number of Eoqitmllzatlonm and Doom, Vi,its.
Cheek the Eommme ho., and the No CU1 Down Day, box, [f ,ppllc,blm
. If 17 years old ., 0..,, ask
d. Is -- now m.rrl.d, widow.d, dl,wc.d, s.pm,.d, or ..,., mo,,l.d? -Mark one box for each person
If person mder 17 I. w has been married mark the ‘#Umd. 17S, box and give marital etat.s in a footnote
H mlat.d F.erenm 19 yam. old or over me listed 1. addit!on to the raspondmt, sap
%’. wnold Ilk. ,. h,ov. .11 odul,, wk. . . . q , h.m. mk. part [“ ,h. Int.,vl.w. Is you, --, you, --, .,.., a, hwn. now? H Hotheraligiblo reqomkr.t. me at ham, ..,:
Would you pt .. . . ask .-, --, .,.., ,. Ioln .,?
HAND CALENDAR TO RESPONDENT
50. DwlnLI ih. post *W w..k, (th. 2 w..k. c..,I In.d I. ,.d on that col.odw) dld -- s,ny I. b,d all or rim., of ,ho day beau,. c.{
q y !1[..,’ 0, 1.1”,”7
----------------------------------------------------------- .
b. Durlngthm, ,wow,,k p.,lod, howm.nyday, dld --hav. ,.a stay l.bod .a!lo, m.as, c,f ,h, day?
----------------------------------------------------------- .
G Durrng ,ha, ,WO v,,.k p.,lod, did h. ha,. ,. cut down on ,h, ,hlngs h. usually does b,mu,.of II I..,,
or Inl”ry?
___________________________________________________________ .
d. Did-. hov. ,o cu, d.awn fo, a.m.cho, ad.y?
------------------------------------------------------------
. . Howmny d.ap I. ,.s,.1 did -- ho,. 10 . . . down during that IWO w,.k p.,lod?
------------------------- ----------------------------------
11 17 Y..,. old o, 0.,, ask
f. Howrmnyda. ,dld 111..., ,., lmu ~ k.., --1,. m work du,im~ the.. IWO w..ks?
For females add-Not oountlns vmr wound th. h.us.. ___________________________________________________________ -
If 6-16 ymm old ask:
g. Howmmy cloy. dldlllno,sor I.IUIY k..p --{,c.m school du,lng the., ,wo w..k,?
If 1+ d.y. rmcordod in Q. Se, ask:
60. Wfm <ondlt!on .ous.d -- to . . . down on NM ,hlng, h. umdly do., du,lng ,h. pas, ,vm w,.ks? - Em., condition in C above
b. D.rlng,h. pos, ,mw..k., didmyo,h.r cmdl,l.an <mu.. hlm,oe., down on,h. ,h!nmsh. usuolly d...?
7. Durlng,h. pa., 2w..ks(,h. 2w,.k. ou,lln.d I. ,.don ,h., c.lmnd.r) howmany,lm.shac --,.e. .adoc,o,
.Ith., o, horn. .,., 0 do.,.,,. WI.,, o, .[1.1.7
8n. (B.sl d.. th.a.. vlsl,s) Du,lng,h., 2-w..kp.rtod ha. ony.n. In,h. +omllyb,.n,o adocti,esof{lc. o,
.[1.1. f., shots, x.r.ays, 1..,s, or .xmlno,im,? OY.S - Ask b and c DNo-Goto9
b. Whew. s.thl.? -h!srk’4Yee,S inperm.,seol.mn
G Any... .1’.? OY.S - Roesk b and c mNo-Gotod
------------------------------------------------------------
For each “Ye,,v marked, ask,
d. H.wm.ny,lm.. dld-_vlslt th. doctor dutlngth.t p.rl.d?-Ex.l.de vieit. medcon’amass,p basi.
90. D.rlngfho, p.riod, dldmpm ln,h. family g., onym.dlcnl ad,lc. {romodoc,or ov.r~. t.l.phon.? DYGS - Aek b end (
b. [f ,6Y..,J ask: Whe w.. *h. ph... ..11 q br,. t?-h!ork ‘&Yes,, inperson,s column. UN. -00 to 10
c. Any ..!1s An.+ .my.an. .1,.? OYG. - Remk b and a q No-Golod
____________________________________________________________
For each “Yes,, marked, ask:
d. How many ,elephom. ml!, we,. mad. to @ m.dlml ad.,lc. oh.., --?
[f doctor was me. or talked m during the past two week., ask:
10= Forwhot .o.dltlo. dld--s.e ort.lkfo odo.ford.rlng th. po.ttww..k.?- Enter condition here mdh. above
-----------------------------------------------------------
b. Du,!ng,ho, p.,led, dld--s.e .,,alk,o .do.,or fo, amyo,k.rcondltlon?
If PC =.Y reported risk: Dud. +h. pes+
r ? 2 w.. .,,wm-- slckb.cau.eo herprqvmncyi
11 ‘,Ye, ask: Wh., v,o, ,h. rn.nl,u?
[1.. visil. qxarted inq.e.tims7 -9, mk:
11. ABOUT howl. ngh.a. l, b..n ‘In.. --. mwor+.lk.d lo. doctir?
(Emtimto is .c..P1.b]e. [i 1..s than 1 yem, chink. ppmprim ‘sMonths., box:
if mare than 1 year, emer number of whole yams, )
‘“, F’’”’”’m” Q
---------------
L*.L nmm
?, RELA’MONSHIP
HEAD
2. ACE MACE sEl~
of-Jw 001
lmW zDOT q
HC %wYD,,y
H_ DV _ q D
Q, No. Cozdlti.a, -
~j
:-;- -----------
1[
II
-y-:- --------- .-
-J-~- ----------
//
4. oGUnd. 17 6mNev.xmmrie3
lmMarrl.d omDhreed
3r-1 Widowad sllSaParamd ~
I=At home omUnda, 19y,ar,
20N.T1 at home
I
30, oYea-A.?kb
ODDNO -Aakc
---- :----------
1
b.
dn~sA--A&k_e-. . - ------- -
. .
q Yos-Aek d
oN.a-oo106.
% “~l%;=m-e-----’-””
000 No-QO 1.6.
--------------.
-..
ON. cut down day.
Go f.”..trl.,.on
---------------
‘L
b. Oy..-k...k...db
aN.a-oo :....1 per...
7,
ON...
-+--_.--.- ---------
-+---------------
I
74Now I’m Lwlngto r..d a Ilxtof .ondltlons:
12.. D.d.gth.p. sl 12mmIIh., h.as.nyon. inlh. fmnlly(y.u,y.. r--, .t..)h.d o.y.f*h. f.ll.wl.g c.ndlt1... -
If “y-,” ask b end C
Yes No
1. G.+l,la...? Ill I 1.
2, Any oth.r s.llbl.dd.r tro.bl.? z
3. H.m.rrholds or PII.s7 3.
4. Cirrhosis ofth. llv.r? I
b, kkowo’this? 4.
5. F.ttyllv.r?
. . D.rTng lh. p..t 12.n.nths h.. my... .1.. hod . . . s.
6. H.P@!tls? 6.
7. Y.llw in..dlc.? 7.
8. Any.th.r ilv.rtwbl.? a
o. During th. pest 12 months, h.. q ny... 1. th. fmnily hod -
[[ ’’Y,.,” ask b mud C
m-Gl
9. A dl..a.. oftp. ncrcs?.s? 9.
10. Adls.o.. ofth. .wphagua? 10.
11. Any oth.r dls..s. tha! .ff..fs .w.11.wing? b. Whc.wos this?
12. P.ptlc”lc.r?
G During th. post 12 months ho. q ny... .1s. had . . .
13. Duod.n.l.l..r? 13.
14. %m.ch.or g.s!rl. .l.*,? 14
15. A.y.th.r.lc.r? 15.
a. D.,1.g th. pm 12mwhs, ho. mop.. in *h. fnmlly had -
If aSYeS,V, ask b and .
Yes No
16. H1.t.lh. m!.? 14.
17. Umblllcalh.mla7 17.
I& Anyothmr h.mle., ,.pwre? la
19. Gost,lfls? t. who w.’ hi,? 19.
20. Fr.qumIt I.dig.stian? . . Dud.g lh. pest 12 months has any... .1.. hod . . . 20.
21. C...., of lh. stomach? 21.
2?. Any mh.r stomach tr..bl.? 22.
23. Ent.rNl,? 22.
24 DIv.Ftid4tIs? 24
G During th. P..? 12 months, has any... I. +h. family hod -
II “Yes,” .sk b and c
Yes No
25. alltl.? 25.
26. ConstlPmIi.n or .athmr howl tmubl.? 26.
27. %m.ti. .01..? b. who w., this? 27.
23. Co.c.r of fh. ..1.. or c..l.m? . . Dudng !h. past 12 months h.s my... .1,. hod . . . 28.
29. Any ofh.r c.nc.t of th. dlg.mlv. sw.rn? 39.
30. Any .Ih., imt.stlnd !mwbl.? 30.
Age.
Under 1 yr.
y .+h.r . ..dttlon of th. dlg.mlv. SVstem? I I
13.. Wet w.. -- d.1.~ most of +h. past 12 month. - tPa mate.): vmrkl.g, . . doing som.thins .1..?
(F., females): k..p!ng be..., working o, ddng SOm.thing .1s.?
If 4’sometbin& elm,, and 45+ wars of age, risk:
b. IS -- r.tlr.d?
If ,., emetbi.g eISeO, arid under 4,5 yews of .gc or %.” in Q. 13br .Sk
e, Wh.+ w.. -- doing?
-------------------------------- --------------------
14.. WIM was -- dol.g most of the past 12 month. - g.ln~ t. ..hoof or d.1.g som.thins .fs.?
1[ %ometbing else,, ask
b. !+%.! w., -- doing?
150. in I.rrns of h.dth, 1--- Al. to tnk. Po,t m .11 I. q rdln.ary play WI* other chlldm.? 130
----------------------------------------------------
b, [. h. Ihntt.d I. !h. kind m qmount of slay LIOC. US* of his h.olth?
160. Is -- Ilmlt.d In my vw b...... of hl S b.alth?
b. 1. wh.f Wy 1. h. fkm.d? - Specify
--
b
x
i=
es
5==
I
,
I
Uw.rkm$ (18)
oK.eping house (W
Dffetired (17)
a Going to schcd (20)
n 17 +somethin,g else (17)
D 6-16 s.metbing else (19)
7517.a. In tmms of h.al,h, IS -- obie to work?
b. 1, -- limited I. the kl.d o, r,mo.nt of work ha could do beceu,e .6 ht , heel,h?
17..
I
OY.S (17b) 1 UN. (21)
---------------
- K
2 UY.S (21) DNo (18.>
18= Is --llmlt.d Inth, kind ormnoun, of (wo,k-house-A) h,c.ndo b.cous. olh!, he.l,h? 18..
q Yes(18b) nN0(18c)
.----------------_— __________________________________ __ _______________
b. Is -- .bl. ,. (work, ke.p house) q .11? b.
2 DYCS (21) I UNO (z)
____________________________________________________ __ _______________
. . 1. -- limited II, ~. kind o, omc.un, of mh.r ..,!.l,!. s b....,. of h6s hd,h?
c“ 3 Dy= (20
a UN. - co to next pe,am
19. I. terms -f health, IS -- able ,. p to school? 19.
UY.S fzoj 10N. [x)
Ma. b.. (wwld) h. hmva IO go m a c.ct.in wp. of school b...... of his b.olth? mm.
2 Cly.. f20 UN. (20b>
----------------------------------------------------- -- ----------------
b. Iv h. [wauld ho b.) Ilmltmd I. school aft.ndone. bu.ause of hls h.o!th? b.
2 Uyem (21) ON. (200
_______________________ ______________________________ __ _______________
c. Is -- Itmi,,d in ~. kind o, amount of .a,hm ..,1,1,1.s b....,. of hls h.olrh? . .
3 Uyes (20
4 ONO - ~ 10 next PEC.~
!Ia. Wlmt <ondltlon c..,., ,hl , Ilmlwlon? 21..
----------------------------------------------------- __ ------------ ---
b. 1. this I!m$t.atlon tour.d by any mh.r condi,lons? b.
OY.S (22.)
--------------------------- _________________________
G Who? eondltlc.ns? - Any other condi~lons?
220. Ho, -- b... I. o hosp!tol at any tlm. ,1... . y.., ago?
b. How m.my times was -- 1.0 hospl,al dwlng ,h., pe,l.ad?
Exnmirm ages of all person. Iistcd, For eaoh child 1 yea, old o, under, n,k:
23.. Wh.m ----- born? If on. or mfter the date stmn.c.cd in 22., ask 23b,
----------------------------------------------------------
b, Was -- born 8.. ho.plt.l? [1 ‘-Yes., end no hospitalizations entered in his column, enter “S1>, in 22. II ,’Y.s,, and a
hospitalization ie reprted for the mother and baby esk 23.,
---- ----------- ~__________________________________________
. . 1. this hespl?.lr.. tlo. l.. f.d.d 1. th. ..mb.r y.. LI.V. m. f.. -- ?
If ,*N.,” cam., cr,wy for mother md baby,
24- Ho. any.”. I. ,h. family b... III . mm.lng hoc+.,
..”,.l .,.-, bm. or similar L&.. . .. . . a,.., .,.? ~Yes-Aak 246 ~No-Go to 25
b. Who was this ? - Mark ,. Yes,, in person,. column
For each V...- marked ask:
c. During thml prlod, how mmny tlm.s w., -- I. a ..,s1.s horn. ., s lmilm place?
If person is S5 years old or over, ask:
n. following w.stions rd. r to dlfferom kinds of P.rsond cat. some P.-PI. na.d m hom-
=-
.-
b
.-
— Times
Month I Day I Yem -
1 I
1 1
1 --------------
a Yes a No
--------------
O Yes m No
— Times
-
0 D Under 55- Stop
m 55 or OYer- Aek a
2%. Don -- nnd any h.lp 1. bathing, dresslq ., putflng on hls .ho.s? 25.. 1 DY.s-S1OP ON.
----- ----------------------------------------------------- . .-
b. Do.. -- nod any h.lp at home with lm.c,tons, shot. or mh,, tmo,nmn,,?
--------------
b. 2 DY.S - Stop ON.
---------------------------------------------------------- . ___ --------------
c. Don -- m-d q 0PI.,s h.lp when wolklng up ,t.ai,, m .@tlng from room ,. town?
. . 3 DYcs- Stop O No
---------------------------------------------------------- . ___ _____________ .
d. Don -- nrmd any h.lp O, .11 !. <ml-g for hlms.lf’f
d. 4 q Yes> - $~p ,5 U N?
2.%. During *h. PO,} 12 mon,hs, ha. -- roc.iv.d any co,. ., hem. horn o n.,,.?
.-
26.. UYeS - t~c UNO-SIC
------ ---------------------------------------------------- ,--
b. Du,I. (1 ,hr, 12-momth p.rlod, oboe, bow ninny .1.1,s dld 0 ..,,. make to ..,. {., -- ?
----rm ---,--= . .
b. — Times
---------------------------------------------------------- .* - 4-:- # -..4% #, - * #.%...
c. )F.m any .1 ,h.’. ,1,1,, durlq th. pas, 2.wo.kr ?
. . 1 DYe., . z ONO
TfIes. ..x, ,W.S, I.XIS a,. b-, motor v.hlcl. occld+n,s, that IS, occld.o+r, la,cdvlnq cm., ,<,xk,, b...,, rno,o,cple,,
ond so forth. W. .,. Inter.,!. d I. all typos of motor vohlcl. accld,nt, .v.n If no cae w.. lnfumd.
27.. DU,I.Q ,h. pa,, 12 mon,h,, h.. -- b... I,, o mot., v.hlcl. mccld.nl .Ith.r ., a (drhr), poss.ng., or p.d..,rl.n?
l==
27.. n Yes - Ask b
n No - Go to next TJeracm
---------------------------------------------------------- ---- -- +------— -.
b. How many m.+., v,hi<l. .c.id. n,. ho, - - b... I. durl.g th, pm, i2 months? b.
Number of nccider.ts
----- ----------------------------------------------------- - ,------ ~---_l ----
e. On what d.,.(s) did th. .aecld.n f(s) hmpp.n? c. Month I D.Iy I Ye.,
1. 1,
2. 11
------- -------------------------------------------------- -- 2. -----! ----L---
d, Ma, -- !. .amyother motor v.hlclm accident during th. w,, 12 month,? d. n Yes - Remk c m.i d
n No - Go to next ,oeraom
76Condition Page
Enter person number and “.nrce .[ I
con{itmm,s and .sk question 2. I Name of ec.ndi,i.n
Ask I.? al] .omditions ~ S. Did -- . . . . @ any ,lm. t.lk ,. . docior about his. . 7 1 u Yes ZUNO
Emmie,. ‘,Nmc .[ condition” entry in
1
Item 1 and mark 1 0 Accident or injury -Go,. 4 a Condition.. Cud C -G. to 9 = Neiti.x - GO to J.
[1 ‘aDootor talked l. S>, ask + , 3.. Whar dld the doctor soy N w..? Dld h. g!.. lt o modleol nom.?
[f “Dow., not telkaf l.S> record adequate
WASHINGTON USE
I
Iescripti.m 01 .xndf don or illness. 1
I
I -------------------------------------
1 3b. What was ,h. . ..s. .6 . . ?
Do not ask for Cm.,, 1
I a Accident or injury - &to 4
Numk of Am cnn&ion
-------------------------------------
[[the em in 3a or 3b
-:1::::
1
, 3d. How do.s the ALLERGY (STROKE) affect hlrn?
1
-------------------------------------
For any er.uy that incl. des the wordm I 3.. What rmrt of tho body i. .Ne.ld?
Ab,c.,. In flamm.t!c.m
Ach. (.xc.pt N.u,algln
hoodoeh.) N#lk
S1..dir,g
}
(
~--%-oJ Ze-fX&~7e2t I------------------------
B
Blood .1., P.!.
Boll r Par. pi’
Ear m V.. . . . . or be,h
c.”.., m:?.,.
cramp. (.xc.p,
Ask. , N-ad . . skull, SC.+, f...
m.”smml) . S.r.n.s.
Cy’+ Tumor
Bock . . . . UWO,, mlddl., low.,
clam .
1
Ulc.r
Grow Wok
Arm . . . . . . . shoul d.,, .ppor, .lbow, low.,, wrist, hand; one w both
H.morchag. W.akn... LOS , . . . . . . htp, “pp.,, k..., Iow.r, ankle, foot; . . . . . bdh
n Not an eye condition m Not first eye condition a Under 6
For person 6 years old or over -k ~ 3f. Co. -- s.. w.N ..o.gh f. r..d erdl.my ..vmw..r WI.! with sl..t.s? = Yea n No
F[LL QUESTIONS 4-8 FOR ALL ACC[DENTS OR lNJORIES
4.. Did ,h. .ccld.nt hopp.n d.rlns ~h. O During past 2 years - A.k 4b 6.x W.. . car, wuck, b.., m .th.r
p.,, 2 pars o, b.for. that tlm.?
n Before 2 years -Go I. S.
me!., ,.hl.l. i.v.tv.d I. th.
!oYes-A.kb
q .crd.nt I. ony v/q?
z~No- &to
--------------------------------------
Jb. Wh.n did ,h. cccld.m, happ.n?
Enter month and ycan mark one box
a Last week _________________ L-_---_ f:__-:-------
a Week before b. Was mom then on. ,.hl.l. Involved? O No
~, ,2 cam n 2 weeks -3 m.ar,ths
------------------------ ------------
a 3-12 tno,ths c. we, it (.lth.r .3..) $!. ”1.s at WI. Nm.? in Yes 2 n ~.
7. Whm did the or.cldom ham.”?
Ask for .[1 accidents m ini.ries!
5.. At ,h. urn. o{ the accld.ot what pan of th. bedy w.. hurt?
Who, kind .af lmIury was It? Any<hlng .1,.?
Port(s) of body I Kind of lnl.ry I
----------- ---------------------------
---------- - --------------------------- 1
i a At home (inside h.aosel
2 m At home [.dj.cem premises)
30 Street cad highway (irml.des m.dw.y)
4 n Farm
s D Ind.stri.l place (fidude. premise.)
c O S,h..l (i..l.d- premise.)
7 n 5%. ..1 recm.tim and sports, except at ~b..l
* a other - slX.ifY (h. PI... *.- lccident h.ppn.d
[f accident b.ppen.d BEFORE 2 months, “k:
5h. Who! PO,, of th. body IS mlf..t.d now? .% W., -- .* work M., hi, 10b c+ Lwslo.ss whom th. eccidcnt h-appaned?
How i, hi, -- .N.c,.d?
P.ar!{x) of bdy P“,.nt l ff..t* tmYes
ZUNO
----------- ---------------------------
, a While in Armed .%viees
----------- --------------------------- 4 n Under 17 at time of .ccideat
77Condition Page–Con.
Ask qnestlo. 9, 1., .!1 9.. During ?h. ,m.t two week., dld hi. . . . ..s. him to ..+ down . . the things
conditions.
o Ye. ON. - Got. 14.8
heus.olJ_dge<?_______________________________________ ----------------- ---—-
6. Did h. hove to cut down for as much os o dmy? Ig Ye% ON. - Go to 140
Ask questions 10 and 11 if 10. How ninny day. did he have IO cut down during fh.1 two-week prrod?
‘<Yes,, marked in question 9b, — Days
k
11. During ?IM1 two-.ak pried, how mny days did his keep him I. bed .11 or most
of ,ha d. y?
_ Day. m None
Ask question 12 if Person 12. How m..y day. did h!, . . keep him from school d.ring th.al two.wo.k period?
is 6-16 years old, _ Daye = Nor,,
!
Ask q.cslion 13 if pcm.n 13. How many days did his . keep him from work d.ring the* two-week period?
is 17 years old or 0“.,. (For females add) met count lhg work mound lhe ho”..? _ Days ONODC
4*k question 1410..11 140. When did ha first not!.. hls . .7 z m D.~ing 3 months
conditions. Was !+ during Ihe post 3 months or bafore that time? e n Before 3 monlhs - Go to 15
--.------------—-----—- L-- —--- ------ --------- .-- — — ----------
b.Dld h. firs, ..,1.. it dvrlns the post two weeks or befora $hot llnm? D Pm.t 2 weeks
s o Before 2 weeks - Go !. AA
---——---—---—- -—- —-- —- —-- —------- —- —— --— -- —-- ..----- ——-— —-
. . Which week, 1.s, week or !he week before? o a Lost week
) 10 Week before ‘0 ‘0 ‘A
Ask question 15 only if 15. Did -- +1.s1 “.+1.. II during ?he post 12 months or before lh.r time? 4 n 3- 12 mc.n,,hs
condition was first noticed
,<Before 3 mon[hs.,, , a Before 12 months
AA: Continue if Lhis condition marled ,.Before 3 months,, m I, in this list:
Car..,,, any kind Divert ic.lit!e Gallstones Piles
Cirrhosis of the liver Enteritis Hemorrhoids Rupture, aoy kind
colitis F.tty Iivcr Hernia, any kind sP=,i. colon
STOP for .11 other conditions ..d for accidems, injuries, ond prcg..sncies. Uloer, my kind
n .<Doctor ..1 seen,, in q.e.tian 2- Ask q.eallon J6 n ,“Doctor see.,, in question 2- Aek questlo” 17
---- -—-—-—-—- --——- —-—- -—— —--—- -————- ----—— ---———- —-—-
Ask if ‘aDoctor not seen,, 16. DwlmJ lha FQS1 12 manfhs what dld -- do or take for his . . . ?
-— ---- —--
i. question 2. Go to 24
Ask if ‘, D.ctm seen,, i. 17. B.fm -- +1.s, talked to. doctor ok...+ his . . . . what did h. do or bake for thts condlrlon?
question 2,
18. Before -- {1,.1 talked t.. dcmmr about this .ondlflon, whal kind .1 symptoms did he have?
19. About kw low did -- h’=”. any of these symtioms tafore he tolkad 10a docior obou? tham?
K4
_ week(s) _ year(s)
?0. Does -- t.=ka any medi. in. or ,,ea?m. nl which . doctm odvl.ed 6.. his . . . ?
I OK.. ZONO
21. Hos -- ever had surgery for . . ? t O yes ZONO
22. %s -- ever hos.al,.allz.d for . . . ? 1 nYes zmNo
Ask for ,11 conditions 24. Abc.IIt how mony days during ihe FO. t 12 months, hms hi. . . Ic@ him In bed .11 or m.s, .4 the day?
past AA.
~*Y. a None
25.s. 0... his . bother him -0 great do.!, some, very 11111., or “.+ at all?
D G,,., deel Go to
For ‘.Oth&, answers: }
Ig some next
a very little c~dlti.n
N
m Not .7:,11 - Aek b
[f ‘%.1 bothered at .11,, nak b, c.thcrwisc go m next condition
*7 Other
—-.--——- —-——————— —---.-—— ——————— --———— ——- . .,-------- .-- ”-----
L., DO.. -- ,,111 h... fhls cc.ndltlcm?
I m Yes - G. 1. next per...
oNo-Axkc
____ ____ —--— ————-—-————-—— -—..—.—— ——— ------ -- —--—---- -—-
. . Is this cond 1,1.. .ow+?. lb cured ., lx 4, .nd.c control? m Cured-As,J d 2 ~Und. con!rot
Q Dtlw - Specify
--------—-—------——---—— -—- —— —-- -— --—-—-- —- ---——- ----— ---
d, About how long dld -- hew this cwd!flon? _ month{.) _year(,)
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HOSPITAL PAGE ~ , ~.,,on “umber
I
Eat., nm.th, day, Y,.G if th. ~
exact date is ..1 known, obtain I
I
‘ ‘s’’O”’’”s
7.. ,ald th., -- w.. i. ,h. [h.splta l/n.rslng horn.) during +h. v.* y..r.
the best estimate.
1 Z Wh.n dld -- ..tm A. (h..pitol/n.rs1ng home) Oh. 1.s+ f!m.)?
1 1 1 ,
D. not im.1.de any nights 1. ~
interview week. 1[ the .x.ct I
..mb.r is .01 known, accept 1
the best estim me. # 3. How ,mony nigh,. w.’ -- in ,h. (h.. Pi,.l/n .r,ing h.m.)? Total tights i. hospitnl/rmrsing home
Complete qnes:ic.m 4 from I
entries in qnestions 2 and 3 ~ 40. How mw.y .{ ,h.se -- .Igh$s w.,. duri.g h. past 12 month.?
if not clear, ask the q.esti.ans.
D. . . . irdude any ni~hts :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i;i::*::Q::
, b. How many .$ th.s. -- nigh<% w.r. during !h. P.St 2 w..ks?
in interview week.
1 c. v.. -- mill 1. th. (hospit.1/nursing horn.) la.? S.nd.ay .Ight far thl. h..pltaliaatl.n (stny)? In Yes 2DN0
If medical name .atknmvr.,emer ~ 50. For who+ .ond[tion did -- .nt.r *h. (h..p1tol/n.rsing horn.) - _ Condition
. . .deq. at. description. do y.. know th. m.drc.l nom.?
:
1
}
?.;s:-------------------- ‘-
, For delivery .sk: W.. this . ..arnml d.li..ry? If “N.,, ask:
Emry must ah.w CAUSE, KIND, , . what w., th. met.<?
__________________________
Kimd
ad PART OF BODY in same \ For newborn, ask: Was the baby norm.! at birth? w ‘n ‘“confi: ion”
detail .s rq.ired [or the ,
--------------------------
Condition page.
Part of body
1
Ask for .11 conditions except ~
delivmies mud births , 6. W., this the fk,+ +Im. -- w., hospl,.llz.d f., . . . ?
~
!
, 7.. W.- .ny oper.tics s p.rbrm.d o. -- du,lng ,hi, .,my ., ,h. (h.,plt.l/ ..,=!.s hem..)? DYes z aNo-Go ~. 8
Ii..meof operation is not ~--------------------------------------------------------- ‘- ‘-.
known, describe what w., I b. ‘#h, w.. th. .mn. .1 ,h. OP.,., !..?
don..
Operatic..
l----------------------------------------------------
i . . Any .fh.r OP.,., !..,?
,__-T__r___
I nYes-Describe UN. I I I
En,,, the full r,.m. .1 the ~ 8. What IS th. nom. and .ddr.r. of +h. (h.spit.lln.r.l.s ham.)?
hospital or nnrsing home; the ~
stmct or highway . . which it Nmn. of H.sPitrJ:
1
is iocated, amd the eily and / S,rm., CiT (or connty)
Stat.; if the city is not kr.own, ,
s.,.
,.!,, the county. 1
Ask question, 9-18 for ?.11complct.d h.spitnliz.tion. -Mark on. box O,-Yes), in Q4c - Go to Itmn 18 Hospit.1 Bill
U’”N.” in Q4c - Ask Q. 9 Dolfms f cents
9. Wh.atwa.lh. total .rn..nt of th. hos.ltml (n.rslng horn.) bill for ihls .Iw? D. ..* include any d..teres or s.rg...’s bills. 1!
1 ,
10.. Did (wIIII h.ol+h lns.rmc. pny any port of the ho.p$tol bill? I
DYM -Ask b UN. - Go to II I
I
-------------------------------------------
I
Name of le.smanc. Plan I DoUms Cer,LS
I
b. Whet 1. th. nom. of th. Fns.rm.. Plon?
I
‘-----------------------------n;is---R=_i----- ‘ ------------------------- c. Did (wIU) my oth.r h..lth ins.r.nc. Plan Pay port of
J
--- +----
this k-asplt.l (..,.1.0 hem.) bill? DNo -Go co d 1
‘--S% r-&FI%FhTJ [ns.ronc.7%n n.metT, USE: --------- ------------
---- --- ------------------- --- ------ ;-----
d. h%., w., (will b.) ,h. mm...! p.ld by (Nmn. of PI..)? !
Enter :otml amount paid by.hcokh insm=.c i. liDC A
Fmter any amount paid by Social Security Mcdicarc i. lb.. B
S3”,., 01 Payment D.fl.m ; cents
:
11s W%O paid (All pay) fh. (mm.lnd.r .+ th.) hospltol bill? A. I nfi.alth lr.surancc-AU pl.ms . ..1. Medicare 1
------------------------------------------- - ------ ------------- ---- ------ ;____
b. “id my oth.r P.m.. or .g.n.y Boy ony .th.r port .{ the fms$.t+o! bill?
nYes-A6kc
ON. -Go ,. d
B. znsacial Security Wedicme 1
--.Tm.-w-a: tFls?---------------------------------- ------------------------ ------ i----
C. 31_JSe11 sad Family
: ------------------------------------------- ________________________ ------
d. Whmt w.. tb. wanunt fmld by --? D. 4 Dolb., (sp,.jfy,
~----
I
I I I
1.I.w4.w. After totaling all somces .1 paym.nt for the hospital bill, check cm. of the foil.win~ boxes: Total of above-incl.d. am...t
[
=T.tnl amount paid 0. b. paid) agrees with amount of the hospital bill -G. t. Q. 22
p.id by he.lth l.sumr.ce _
f
q Tot.1 amount paid (to be paid) does mat agree wtth amo.nt .[ th. hospital bill-Resnlvc dif[.mcim. ‘Ath respondent
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12.. What was the .am.u.~ of ,h. d..,.,,, and ..,g.c.n.s bill t., this stay?
_--. ____________________ - ___ -- __ - _____ --- __ -- _ - _ -- _ --- ___ - ___ -___--__, _________
b. Is Al. $ for ,he dot,.r’, and surgeon,, bill in.lud.d ,. ,h. $ m...* y.. WV. m. f., *h. h.splml ball?
,:, ., ., :..,, .?, ,,,
10Y. S 0.. Iootn .1., indicate the .ot. al amount of the h.spit.l bill elter deductin~ the 2UN0-Go to 13
doctofs and s.rgeorts bills, .1,. indioate any .h..ge. i. the mmo.ntm paid by
henlth insurance m other sources if ,he entrie. in Qs. 10 and 11 in.lude p.ymw.m
10T expense? wher than the hospital bill).
.,, ,., ,,, ,,
,1
.,.,,’ ! ;:
13.. Did (will) ha.l,h 1..., . . . . pay q ny part of ,h. do. fa,, s mod ,.,g.on”s bill? lgYes ONO-QO to 14
-d
;,
___________________________________________ . ,,>
N.uI. of lnmmanc. Plan Dollar. cent”
b. W+.+ ! , th. nom. .( the Ins., . . . . Plan?
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----- [
<, Old (+/111) .a. y .,h.r h.ol,h ln,.r.a. c. P!.. pay port of ,h. doctor,, and ,.,s...,, bill?
DYes-Re.ok b q No-.4.k a’ ____________ :__ J:::;
-------------------------------------------
F., emch H.allh I..urrmo. Plan named, ask: ----------------------- --_--: ----
d. f%,, $,’., (will be) ,h. .m..nt paid by (Nom. of 0!..]?
Enter toml mno.nt p.id by hcnhh ine.mn.. In line A
source of Payment Doll,,. c em.
Enter . . amount paid b ,%cie.] S.c.rlty Medi. are i. line B
,,,. . ,,
i [ 140. Who pal (will pay) th. r.m.l.d.r of the) doctor,, ..d SUOg.Onos bill? ‘A. , =Hc.lth [mnmanc.-A1l plans . ..1. Medicare
!
------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----- ~____
b. Dld any olh., p.,... or q...y pay any o,h., per! of ,h. dec,o,,s mid ..,s...,, bill?
i
mYes-A.9k c q NO-QO 10 d
B, Za.%.ial Security Medicare
1
“ I
------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------ L----
. . Who was th!s? C. 3D.HI and Family
------------------------------------------- . ----------------------- ----- L-----
D. 4mOther-3p.clfy
d. Who, w., ,Iw am..., p.ld by .-?
l.t.rv!.w.r: After t.,.lin~ .11 sources of payment I., the doctor,. and stirgec..,s bill, check one of the following boxes: Tom] of .bove-in.l.de
mTot.1 amount p.id (to be paid) agrees with amount of d..tor,. btll-cla to Q. 15
amount p.id by he.lth
i..umme-
q Tot.1 amount p.id (10 b. paid) does not agree with amou.t of the doctor,. bill-Roaolve dlfftmnce wflh r..pondtmt
Mark one box Cflnder 55-Go 1018 q 55 and Over-Ask 15.
15.J. When -- I.ft (nmne of hospit.1/nursin& home) did h. ref... h.ro. w g. ..m. r.fh.r PI...?
DHome-Go tp 16 q %rne other PI.ce-,1.k J5b
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -p
T-
1
b. Wh., kind of PI... dld --0. ,.? S.ueclfy
Int.rvl.w.r: If the PI... in 15b i. . hospital, n.rsin~ bmne or similar place, w.. a h.a.pitaf page filled for that stay? q
~fiospl,.1 page Nl!.d-Stop OH.. F4TOI P.S. “et fill.d-FO1 homilal page for un,ePorled stay
16. After leaving the hospital (nu,slng home] how nmoy day. did -- ho,. 10 ,.rdn 1.
.,, ,, ,, ..,,
bed .110, mot of th. dry? ,!~
,., ‘n 4
ooaNor.. XX,nSLill 1.k:~ ,.,s
17. ALTOGETHER how many days was -- wnfln.d *O th. ho.,. oft., refurnlns ham.
from the ho.plt.l (nursing horn.)?
t ,;; i
ooo ONonc .x~.$ till . .. fi.ed t. h.use~ d.,.
1n. I --l
I
.
t40TE TO
If the condition i. Q.5 or 7 is listed in item AA . . the Condition Pago or any paw of &t. hoqdtalizatton w*. during the pm 3 weeks
khe c.anditi.. must have a completed Condition P.se. 1{ the condition does ..1 have . Condition page, fill one after comploti.g all
‘N TERV’EWER ~q.ir,d H..pi,,l P.E. S. I
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[ i
ir.t !’i.i: Dum.
DOCTOR VISITS (1)
I
, 1. P.,-” “Umb.r
Record each dm m which . Do.toc I E.rll., y.. toldm. that -- h.d . . . . @rt.lk.d m a doctor d.rln.a fh. p.,+ 2 w-k..
w,. visited I. , .epn,.te qwstlm 2, ,
d the Doctor Visit. que.tlom I
I 20.0. Wh.+ d.+.. d.dng thin! 2-w..k p.riod did -- vl.lt ., folk s . de.to,? Month
.---.------------ +--------------------------------------------------
Ask .r,d ,emrd the . ..w.. to question I b, We,, 6.,. ..y A., d..,., ,1.1,. for -- durl.~ ,hat ported?
2b . . the I..t met of Doctor Vi.iU 1
q...tio.. [or e.ch per. . . . I lgY.9-Re*.k Q. 2. nNo-Aak I?. 3-5 for mad .1.1,
FOOTNOTRS I 2. Wh.m dld -- s.. th. &cm,.. ih. (Da(e)? AI.rk m.
I 01 DS?ome zu mDOctot’s Olfic. 400 E. spit d Ont-p.tiemtClink ‘mUHealtb Department
: ,0 nTelephonc *O mP,.-p.id t.surar,e. GromP = 0 H..pi:~ ~ers,nw Ro.m .O=cmpw’ orIn.irmrf
t
I
I ; so lgmer.smdsp I
1
I x~Wbila inpien: inbmpiul - StOP
; 4. How much -.s ih. doaor’. bill 6. thm vlslt (..!1)?
1
1 11bill mat received, .sk:
I How rnu.h d. y.. .xp.et th. d.a.r,. bill w h. la ihot “1s11(<.11)? m
1 5. Is *h* &.tor . 11...ml p,.acrltl.na ., . SP..1.II**7
1 DG.ner.l Pr.miti.ner I-Jsp.d.list
1
1 If “Speci.NslSS ask Mat kind .$ .p..l.llst 1. h.7
1
1 ~1’ 1 1
I
DOCTOR VISITS (2) ! ,. ~ormn numb, 1 ~
Record . ..h date on which . Doctor ~
w.. vi.it.d i. a .ep.r.t. question 2. ,
of the Doctor Visit. q.e.tiom. ,
, Z@.On w+m d.at.s du,log !h., 2-wok p.,1.d dld --.1.1, ., talk in . doctnr? hfon:b ~ D,7--- ------------------ ,--------------------------------------------------
, b. Wan th.m my olh,r &.tar “fit. for -- durlq thot plod?
t
t
nYes-RmtiQ. 24 nNo-A*k Q. 3.5 for UCSI visit
FOOTNOTE
1
, 2. %.- did -- x. rho doctor on th. [D.te)? M.* m.
~ 01 nEOme 20 000,10,% office 40 OH.spit.l 0.t-p8tfe.t Clinic 7D i=ll?e.ltb Dep.rtmmt
I 10nTelaphom 30 m P,e.p.!d 1.s.,00.. G,.”p so nH.spit.l Em.rgemy Room so OCOCJP*.Y m Indwry
I
; so Uodler-sp.elf”
1 x~w&I, ir,@ent & b,sp[rsl -S!CP
1 4. H.w mwchW.S t)!. doctor’s bill b, NM vl.lt (..11)?
I N bill not received, .sb
Now much de y.. .XP*.* th. A.*,”= bill M b. ?arthe! vI=lt (call)? m
;
, S. Is th. &cier o gon.rol Pmclltlom.r or 0 SP.CI.I III?
1
1
DGeneml Practitioner Dspeci.1%.t
1 If ‘8Spe.i.li. c,>..k: Wh.1 kind ef SP..loltsl 1s h.?
I
1
1
~
1
I
81Person No, Control
HOME CARE PAGE
—
For each “Ycs ,, answer ,.a la, Ask:
Earlle, 1. ,he ln,avlmv you man,lened ,ho, -- needed help of some , No , ~e~ :
kind hem at home. I mm going to rood . 11., of differ.nt kinds of
—
P*.~0.. I ..,. sore. P.. PI. . ..d 1. th. home. P 1..s. ?.1 I m 1$--
lb. who h+’ --? i Do., onyone .1s. help --?
nmd, halp h any of ,h.a following ways. 1
1.. D-s -- mod help - Ilt 1
in v,nlklq up ,,. 1,, ., g,,,,lns from room ,. room? ION.
I. drmsl., o, W,I, W o. AM,?. . . . . . . . . . I
—
;DN.
D=, -- need help -
1
.
with L@himg (sh. v;n. g)o, other t.all.at ..,1.1 ,1.,? . IONO
In ..,1,,9 or h.vlng me.!. s.rvod I. hod? . . . . . . . ION.
Does -- need help -
—
1
wl,hchan gln~ba”dag es? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10No
—
1
I“r.c.,.ln glnfec,l..,? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !ONO
wi,ho,her, ra., inn,,? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—
I
1( We%,, .$sk: Whet kind. of ,,..,,w.,? 1
SP.elf” ~UNO
Doe, -- m..d help.-
—
1
inch. nglvg~d posltlons? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l=No
I. .,.,.ls 1.9 or phy,lcal ,hmpy? . . . . . . . .
—
[UN.
l“..,tr”g,..nol ?.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—
~DNo
Doe, -- g., any OTHER h+ w core hem .,, home?. . . . . . . .
—
1
[f ‘{ Y,.,,. ask, What kind, of o,her h.lp or c.,.? 1
I
specify ;l_JNo
IF PERSDN IS NOT RECEIVING CARE (All ‘.NOrS,, L. qwstim 1.), re..ancile differences between e.nmwrs in Q. 25 m 76. and Q. 1. above w desoribe
—
tbe situation i. the foolmate space below.
2. For what conditi on(,) do., --
,,, -
,...1”. *I. help ., ..,.?+ SPocify cmdluo n(a) OUIJI ,,
3. How low has -- r.aiv.d help or car. at home? )hrk . . . box:
,., _
,.
0 m 3 month m 1..s 3 Dover 1 t. 3 w,,
I D over 1 to 6 months , D 0.., a to 5 years
z U OV.I 6 t. 12 Mo.tb. ~ 0 @=r 5 wr.
4. 8 . . ..s. .+ --,, he. I,h, mu,, ,mneone b. I. tho ho.,. with hint
,. —
.11 of the f]m, pm, of the time, or only when providing th. ~ ! D All of bhe time
needed help or ewe?
20 p=t of the time
3 m Only why providing the needed help m cm
For each person, other the.. a mm., listed in lb, .sL
—
5.. Is --0 nurse, a pby,lco I lbmaptsf, or some other kind of heo M worker?
}
(Determiw the type(s) of person(s)
[f “Nwee8, reported in Q. lb or 5+ ask:
providin~ he care in question 1
and mark appropriate box in
5b. Is the ..,,. thm cm.. {.x -- m regl,terad ..,s . . . . practical nurse, or sm. mh.r klod of ..,s.? +m (1) of Table H.)
FOOTNOTES:Home Care Page-Con.
TABLE H
D.,1.g th. post *WOw..ks Abe., how m.ny hours q day d... --,...1.. h.lp Is (,.1., [”., ““**., me.
. . q be., how m..y cloy. ., ..,. from (,*1.MV., ““r.., .1%)? paid for ,h... ,.,.:..s?
dld -- r...tve h.lp or cor.
TYPE .f p.r.o.. p~.i~w ear.
{mm (..1.11 ”., ““,s., .1..)?
(2) (3) (4)
(1) Da~s xx Don,, know Hours . . Le.. than 1 hmr xx D.. St know I Yes ‘2N.o
MON.HEALTH
UORKERS A, 8 n Reletod household members
B. I n Related persons mot in
hou.whold
C. z n Friend or neighbor
D. ZD OdIe,
.vPecJfY
HEALTH
WORKERS E. 4 m Nurse - Registered
F. 5q Nut.. - %actiml m other
G. 6 n Physicel Ibcrapimt
H. 7 U Other
sPecIfY
INTERVIEWER: Mnrk the n Person 65+ m,d ‘,Ycs+, in cokm (4). Ask Q% 6,7, red,.
appmpr, at. box before going
to Q’s 6-8. — a Pens.. 55-64 end “Yes” i. column (4). A** Q’. 7 Md8.
o AII 4JNOSSSS i. column (4) or only 44A” che.k.d i. ..l.m. (1) of T.bl. H. Skip fO Weatirn 8.
!
6. Ar. o.y of *h... ..wi... pold f.r by fd.dl.. r.? 1 Oy.. ZONO x O Do.’I k.ow
7.. Who pop (Ih. ,.,mlnd.r .1 fh. bill) for fh.,. ..,.1..s7
b. Any... .1’.?
, 0s,11 or family 40 .@w or.w.i~.~f..
(Visiting Nnrses Association, etc.)
z o other relative m friend 5 n TVelfme
s U H.=1* i.sur~nce 6 a Other - SPecifY
80. D.NnLI *h. P.., 12 CW.NM, ho. -- r...Td.d V“Y cer. @ born. from q ..,s.?
DYCS - Ask8b CGO n NO - ‘iOP
---- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
b. DurinLIth. p.,, 12 m.ntb., ABOUT how rn..y vlslt, did a nur,. rink. i. . . .. (.F -- ?
FOOTNOTES:
Number of ViSitS
WASHINGTON uSE
83A.k [or d! person. 14 yea,. cd age and older:
7.2.. Ha. -- drlv.n . motor v.hl.l. during !h. w., 12 month.?
----------------------------------------------------------
b. How many y..,, ha. -- b... d,lvln~?
2&
.-
b
}
Go 10 XV n Under 14 years next
XX ON. ~r..r
O Ye, - Aak 28b
-------------- .
00= L,ss then 1 year
_ Node, ofyears
R For per
.
S..S 19 Ye.,, old ., w.., .hOW who re.p..d.d f.r(. r w.. presmt during the asking .II Q. 5-28. “’ T
o D Re+mded 1., aeli-entir.l
[lpersor,. rmpmded for..lf, show wheh.rentim!y or partly. Forp.rsons.r,d.r 19showwhor.spend.d
forth.m. 1[.ligible respondent i. ‘sat home,. kmt didmtrcc.po.d Iors.l!, ..tath. re.sm in a footnote.
R 10R=~.dedf.,.~f-@~
Q 5-28 Per..” _wm respondent
Th . . . ..llo...boo.. m..bo.t um.llhin.um . . . . !f.w.in?.r.sv. dl.ell kl.&.fiual!h t..ur.a... whkmysfyrM OSTK!NDSNfS. f 111..ss. H.w.ver, ‘+md..ofw.n+
to in.l.d* i...mn41&ws ON LYh*cldont%t%
Mmls..yo.. fhff. m{lylo.r..r.d bylth.lth l.s..m.. p!whlhhph ysyllor pdtiofoh ohp!mlblll?l?
OYee-A.k b mad c mNO-Go to 30.
b. ~.tl. ,h. ..t+htpl. n?.n? -Recc.rdir. Table H, 1.
., b-anyon. In,h. f.mlly.ov.,.d by any .ath., hmhh lns.mn”plan wiakhpoys.all o,pmt. f aho.pl+al bill?
aYes-Rea.k b and c mNo-CmpIete Table H.I. for each plan reported
W. (B..i&s th. --ny.ty.. t.bu$)lso$wnso.wn. I.th. fomtlycov.,.d by. h.olih i.svr.n.. pl.n
—
wbiclmP.ys .11., PM .f . WW..,S bill?
=Yes-Aek b and c mNc.-c2a t. 31.
b. Wb.aiis 4mn.m..lth.Pl on? -R.cordin T.blefLL
c. Iswnyon. froth. fmnllyaev.rd by anyo,h.. ho.ahh.ln.ur. m<.plan which psy, .U.,. pmtr, fo s.rBson,. blJ17
DYes-Re,wk b and . q No-c.amP1el. Table H.L for eacfi PI.. reported
310. (Ewsld.. tb. --plan yq. told m.akut) l.onyom. lnthofamlly ..v.r.dby. h.ol* I. SUF..C. PIO. which
—
P.”. .Norw+of odo.to,’sbil! f.rh.m. ..llrof flclvi,i, i?.?
DYe%4.k b and c DNo-.3oi. 32.
b. Who, i. th. nom. of th. PI..?
C. IS anyone I. %. Fomlly ..v.r.d by my .th.r h..l$h ins. m.c. whi.h pays .11 or part d a doctor,. bill
A., h.m. calls or offle. .lslts?
mYe.-Reaak b ad c q flo-C.mP1el. Table H.L for each plan mporte$
32.. (B.sid.. <h. -- PI.. you told m. ob.ud 1. own. I. *h. tmlly ew.r.d by q d.d.cUbl. h.ohh [n..r.”.e P1O. whleh Pay. some P.*
of . bill for d..ior visit. ., for h6.L.,.ril .{ ..rgt..f cm., .ft.r a ..N.I. qmou.t h.. km paid by thw f.mllY?
DYes-.4ak b ani. UN.-G.970 33e
b. What IS th. n.m. .f th. pfen?
. . IS any... I. ,h. family cov.r.d by my o*., d.d..llbl. h..lth insur.n.e PI* which pay. .mn. port of o bill for
&cm, VI d,. ., for h.,pltd ., surgical .am eh., . c.,tai. am...+ ho. b..” paid by *. family?
nY.s-ROaak b and o ~.-C.mp1.fe Z%br. 7LI. [or ..* ~rdn mpofhd
[INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM
Mmk o.. box J., each P.,...
33n. Is -- .ovormf by +at pd .1 %.1.1 S.cu,hy hdl..m *lch poys for doctor .1s!?.; that 1. th. M.dic.r. plan {or tilcb b. M
.Orn. a~.n.y m“,, pny $3.00 a mmth?
____________________________________________________________
11Prim. is covered by my insurance plan in Table H.L ..k for EACH PI..:
b. 1. +hl, fh. (n..no of plan) y., told m. .baut b.fore?
aUnd. 65-Go t. . ..t WSO.
m65 .r .ver-.4.k 33.Health Insurance
TABLE H. 1. *
Dm. this No., thl, Do.’ Nils Cws this $4- Wmlchm.mb.,, .$ ,h. N 2 or more membcm For emehperson 65+ covered by
p!m pmy.11 plon pay .11 plm pay .!1 p~~pmd fmdly .,. cov.r.d ~ of family covered &is pluI .sk:
., p.” qf q ., pmref . 0, port .6. a &c$o,,s bill (“m. of plan)? by this plan ask:
hospi,d bill? SU,g.c.n,. doctor,. bll[ fwhumccsl’ 1. thl, (mm of plan) which
Name of Plan bill? ft., hom or em.. “1.11’ Circle co]mm numbers Am all of *.,. ..,.,s --- Social Scc”mv
~Und. 65-00 to next Per.cm DUr,d. 6S-GO to next per... DfJnd. 65-co to next P.,SWI
~65 or we,-,4sk 33. 065 or over-A,, 33. 065 or over-.4.sk .73.
I--JY.S-M b
DN.-Go to next P.,.c+I
----- ~_----, -----
Line t r,.. , Line
No.—; No.—; No. —
lgYes ~ my=. : aye.
I ON. 1 ON. I DN.
G; 10 “al P.;.c,I G.1. “.x! pram Go b—next W,m-
WASH.USE ONLY WAStbUSE ONLY Vf
TY e
.!
Nmn#cr C.vyge T~~ Nm.er Covcpge TY e
.!
Pi.. P]... Head P18n P18na Head Plan
ts
, “H.,
I r I Ah . L I
is s
! D I [ D r T
I
4
Per,. Per..
No._ No—
OYC* ore’
No No
Per.. P.”.
No— No.—
4
lgYe. DY..
DNo No
Per.. Per’.
No. — No._
lgYe* ~Y..
No No
Per.. P,,*.
No. — N.a. —
4
OYes aYes
ON. No
Per% Pm%
No.— No. _
lgY.. UY.9
UN. No
Pm.. Per,.
No. — No. —
OYC8 lgYe*
ON. No
Per,. Per,.
No.— No. —
UYes DYe*
UNO No
Per.. Per..
No.— No, —If 17 yea,. old o, over, ask,
34.. Who, !, ,he high.., ~,od. -- q ,,..ded (n school?
I I qNone
,. ..
3 4, 5+
------------------------------------------------------------ _
J
t----.--in’ 8’
b. Dld -- Wnlsh ,h. -- S,od. (ye.,)? b. my..
Elm: 123456
Hi h: 9 10 1, ,-
~,o. coflege: 1 2
Ask h, all rode. 17 yea,. old or .,.,.
1[
Upk.b ON. ~
35.=. Did -- .,., ..,,. in ,h. Arnmc! For.., c.f ih. United S,.,.,?
} nFmale. .76 ____________________________________________________________ ________________ 35..
b. Ho, any of hi, .ervl.e during o war?
m&e& ONO .4,k
b.
J
DDK 35c
1
I
I ~ ~ !
____________________________________________________________ ._, _________ ----- -
G Yf.a. any of hl, ,,rvl.. be,wun Jun. 27, 1950, and Jm.my 31, 1955? :y_~&};;_-_
____________________________________________________________
-,.
d. %s any of hi. ..,,1.. oft., January 31, 19557 d. oYes ON. ODK
A,k 10, .0 pmwns 17 year, old or o,.,. , mYes-Go ,. 37.I
360. Did -- work ., eny ,lme 10,, wnk o, h. w.ak b. for.? -For females add, !4., <.un,,ng work mound the ho . . . .
_____________________________________________________________ !?: ._m=!:e;:??’&/
b. Even !ho.Sh --dldno! wrkd.rlng,hose 2 week., do.. h.hove. ioborb. sin...? b. 2uYes- c
c. Yfa; h. looking fo, work o,.an layoff from a [oh?
4UN0- c :
-:. ‘“--- %”Oyng-”Oyng
____________________________________________________________ . ,_ aYes- d ON.- d ---------------
, [~ Lookin&
d. Whl.h - looking for wo,k or on I.y.aif f,m a lob?
‘“ z RL.yoff ? aBoth ,
Ask for .11 prxmns with a ‘-Y..,, in 36., 36b, m 36..
If ,.YesV, in 36, 1
Employer
1 370. Who does (did) -- work 10,? only, q.emions 37. 1----------------------------------------
37..
through 37d q+,ly to ,
-------- -. -------------
r
thim person% LAST I
Ind.s,ry
fnll-tirne oivilim job. l__b~!h~~Illdsf_bL=!l*t.1 l!dI,_zll tllE?___________________________ -- h. ------------
O.e.fmti.a. E
c. Whatkindof work1, [w,) -- doing? ;----- ------------------------------------------ _. _. . ---- ----- --m-- -
Fill 37d fromentries i. 37.-370, if not Am, ask: O=PV1 9d. ,no~
1 ! DC.,. Fed. AU Nm-gd.
1 d, C1.ais of work,,
1
‘ i
d. 20Gov. Oth. s~Nev, waked
INTERVIEWERCHECKITEM: *DNot in LnborF.,.,
or Under 17
---------------
If Person is mder 17 yea,., o, not in Labor Force (Q. 37 a-d blank) check ‘,No, in Labor For...,,
I
0 ON. work -lo,. days-in LF
co ,0 next person
1( in Labor For.. (Q. 37 filled) reler t. Question 5. and make eppropri.t. entry. n W&:lya days _,
Em,llm p. said thot -- 1.s, -- cloys from vm<k durlq the Pot 2 w..ks - (If s.lf-empfopd, esk b; for other wmkm, xsk e)
38.3. Was -- pold my wages by his .mployer I., the dqs that he lo,,?
~8a I =y,s-A~k mN.-Agk
------------------------------------------------------------ -: ------------- ---
b. Do.. -- h.,. .my lnswance th.a, pay, him for ,h* in.omo h, k,,, on ,h.s. days?
H 1
z my=.~gk * ON.-A:X
____________________________________________________________ -b.----- -=.”-=- .“,w<., #.
G Did he recd.. hi, full day+. POY ft., .11 of ,he,. -- days h. 10,,7
~. 1DYes-.A:k ZnNo-A.k
---------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -----
d&$’ ‘
d. In tom!, how much Income did -- !.,. hoc . . . . of tha -- days ha f.,, from work?
H
d. $
------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ._-,, r-
e. f. this before o, 4., ,.ax.s?
,___________________________________________________________ -“ ..! ~B~fO’e z LJA~& ---- #--, ”.-
f. How much d.., -- usually earn per week?
ii
____________________________________________________________ -
f. $
,- 4 - .” .,..--/- ----”).-
g. 1. ,hl, befa,o m .$,., ,.,.,?
____________________________________________________________ .9” J g-Bs fsr~.- -Z aA~tfi -..- I
h. Dld -- receive ,hls income {o, the,. days through a sick 1..,. PI.., Im,.of-poy 1.s.,...s, or some o~h., V@ II
h. t nSick feave plan
2 aLoss-of-fm.y immar,oe
3 oOther - SPec!fY I
39. Whicho{ ,heso lncan. group, ,.pr.s, n,, you, ,.,.! comblosd f.mlly Income for the pas, 12 mn,hs - that !s, 39. Gm”p @
1
7n~
yovrs, your ~ -Os .,.7.7 (Show Cerd 1) Include in.om. from al! .our..s iuch as wages, sold-s, social ,=A 4UD
s..curl,y o, ,e,lremeo, b.mfl,,, help from ,.1,,1..s, ,..,, f,.am P,oP.,,Y, and ,. forth.
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATION SERIES
Formerly Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
Programs and collection procedures. —Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for under standing the data.
Data evaluation and methods research. —Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi-.
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analydcal
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Analytical studies. —Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the othei- series.
Documents and committee reports. —Final reports of major committees concerned with vital anc
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised
birth and death certificates.
LXztifrom &e Health Interview Survev.— Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use
of hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data
collected in a continuing national household interview survey.
Data from the Halth Emmination Survey. —Data from direct examination, testing, and wieasure-
ment of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional population provide the basis for two types
of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United
States and the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without
reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
llata from the Institutional Po@ation Surveys. —Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, an~ their medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.
,x
Data from the Hospital Dischargq Survey. —Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.
Data on health resources: manpower and facilities. —Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other ilealth
occupations, hospftals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Data on mortality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular ;nni.ja! or
montnly reports— special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, a!so
geographic and tfme series analyses.
Data on nafality, marriage, and diwrce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce
other than as included in regular annual or monthly reports-special analyses by demographic
variables, also geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Data from the National Natality and Mortality Surveys. —Statistics on characteristics of births
and deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these
records, including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, hospital experience in the
Iaat year of life, medical care during pregnancy, health insurance coverage, etc.
for a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Office of information
Nat ional Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HSMHA
Rockville, h4d. 20852u.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health service
HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
56C0 Fishers Lane
Rockville, NM. 20S52
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